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Dato Received: 
Comment ID: 
Name: 
Address:

11115195 
P0016 
Katy Prodor 
No Address Given

Transcrtplon: 

I was just caling about the concerns of the uranlum being shipped In. and we aem verf 
concomedwiththai. Socalltus, tm Katy Prodto, across the rvetofrm you, at 845
8421 area code 804. ThanR you.

I 20.001

20.001: As with all hazardous materials, uranium is regulated to control potential risk.  
The quantity of uranium that would be shipped to or held at the B&W site would never 

exceed the safe limits authorized by the Department of Transportation or NRC. As 

explained in Section 4.4 andAppendix G of the -EU Final EIS, the Department of Trans

portation-specification packaging used for shipping HBEU is specifically designed and 

tested to withstand transport accidents. DOE's 40-year record without an injury from a 

radioactive release testifies to the high level of safety demanded in transporting these 
materials.
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VkWl QnatmM 
$0 Old Lake City Hwy 

Lake City, Tentmoe 3770 
phone nd Fax (423)42-9435 

Voie blW (313)754.7524 

1123/96 

Derpsooe attDeOpartmedEfrtw.  

I wknuW tothatsIsa a *ai t mke e hlg*ty•.eneid uranium tnto 
chyw w rmfti I m wtk to •atmra V KMahe4 onlftoht to * ktaitiof 

AmmsanhWffWeht"n nO4 on oorhancls to keep ul buywmiqitforethe nixtcetaxy.  

rucoer. rling •'rmkwhed ' naluminto nuclear racwtmfutl will. dt 
mauk, aink p ,obt- a *Waft of cur rnolfvat goals.  

Finally, nywnuatarftm Is ftftUM huCn't bWmI3 toorm optftv for 
dor•ad aa htt enrhed t otk •lesaa• o aetht It wdt t. wad let 

Cww na xo gltw wh tbN3fw&*vV cftft c zomake the 
Ndma~ice ofoxudT poWeraftnPosAW.

10.024 

09.018 
10.003

ltw*yoi

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HBU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

10.003: Comment noted.
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Date Rceeived
Comrat ID.  

Addrcs o 

Transcription:

01116196 

RobertRandall 
nnmswclr, Gt-orgla

yes, hello, this is Robert Randall, I'm calling from Bnmswik. Georgia. Ijust wanted to call and 
first I want to note that I find it aratang that wo now have surplus highly enriched uranium when 
we were once told that we needed to make morm of the stuff. same thing with surplus plutonium.  
Because we seem to always have surpluses, I think it's a very bad idea to make this highly 
enriched uranium Into nuclear reactor fuel. We simply don't need to do something that's going 
to crea even meo plutonium, which we've already got too much of and can't figure out what to 
do. We need to downblendl the highly enrichedtusnlium. Make sure that it cannot cverbe used 
in weapons. We need to do that ourselves unilaterallyand work even harder of course, to get an 
international agrecrnt to do that. It's ti.e only way we're going to be able to stop proliferation.  
If you follow your plans to turn It into nuclear reactor fuel, proliferation is going to be inevitable.  
That's my commnit. Thank you.

10.024 

10.023 

03.020 

1 10.024 
cont

I

C') 0 

II

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus lIEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not 
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.  
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus 
lIEU inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HBEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.
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3anuary 4. 199S 

8OW/Flailm Eaturlale Dlapot•lt•o 
oio BAIWU•U IUS 
Box 23788 
Wasblngton, DC 200=2-3786 

Orest•Lngmt 

I atrnngly objeot to t.he •d•a ofmaking highly e-ntiched urnium 
Into nuolear, reator uol. Iti . bhard to bealeve- that 01W 

governmnt at thi- ntie of budge trestraints and world peace Is 
considering actions which a" coantly, have the potential of 
addLng to our already ovmbrwhlwing lead In nm.~ wr eaponsm, 
violateo •wnonproliferatlion goasan. sd add to our %atucwvad 
edlomatAlv*wanst. problea. It to hard to Augine a governnt•tA 

policy that has more.nagatIva. attached to It, 

I urge your aupprt for• these policies 4nateads 
- Intrnatonal controls o mal nuclear Materials 
- dcwoblendLg all highly anriched uranuia so It cannot hb 

us"dAn weapon 
- creatng the oupaIty to downblead .11 m-ral. dealm 

surplus In ten years 

cloIed In a copy of a letter I recently sent to our local paper 
that axpeands o the nuclar• policyI sue..  

Thank you lor your conaideration.  

"1318 N. Drlacce CiM.  

Knamwilloe, X 37912 

on Preaident Clinton

10.024 

I 03.020 

10.023

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to JAEA controls. There is some lIEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about St per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 10 to 15 years to blend the entire surplus lIEU 
inventory.
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December 28.1993 

Editor, Maw SentInel 
20a V. Churl St.  
Kno"ille, TN 37902 

Re. Lotters 

Qrwotinagas 

The headline fo the 12-15-05 letter by• ile Stabin, A.it
nulir sotivlit. putting society at ri•'k, should takes pri•e 
tow the uost Irono and misileading headline at 1995. Mr.  
Stahin'. letter ooumma an minor ps. a the nuclear debate& 
risks aso•Oiated with low .Ival radiatlon, nuolear power generation and use.in medicine. The critical1.sue t ouf time 
iA how to deal with nuclear vempons. The recent demonstration= 
In n rPnce by 'nuaeaLx~ ctlvisa stemming from that•country'l 
nuclear taut= had little to do with the"sminor Isauesand 
everything to do with thisacritical one.  

Because oa•t st wveuae and unsiaginAble nature, the usual 
response to the poibIlity a tnuclear war is denial. Hanneait 
Is much easier to focus an the frIng lnsu•a•a nd continue to rely 
M much Illogical policlesasn deterrenoe to keep usl *n•ae. The 
d.etrroa0a approach saysIf I h hoe •ough weapons, will dater 
anyone from attacking a*. Thin usually doom not work on the 
personal level. At the nuclear level dftotirrrco i ne-desotuo
tive. This appracOh ct cours egrow out €o the cold war with the 
Soviet.. Ovary administration msince iroxhi• h ar•n ndorsed •t 
even though aware .of Its udamental t Iaws i:" we are attaocked 
with nuclear Ibo ab*e en a lalI1tad6 iwar, our atckpile of 
S0O0 nuolarour"s is useleas. The etutcs tfrao the attack will 
be rl::gh to destroy us# our attaokers an wall 5anevoIyone lImI$ 
It i. ash"*e that Wasuington doeo not do more to publioA. mthis.  

In tfeat our huge stockpile serves to create more, danger tor us.  
Vo umdel for the world that oe way to be more poavert•u i to 
ncranoseo or develop nuclear weapons. The danger of atoalo. weapon.  
Increases as all nations seek to be ore powvrul.  

Thu deterrence policy aIl mo tfAin hbudoeary prablems. In this 
tim t •o efort,, to balanoe the budgut, it Amhard to believe that 
the Department od Eergy In planning on building acre nuclear 
weaponsI sd the .p•onIv•u quipment to praduce smra tritium gas 
(to replaoe that which Is d•uturioatng In existing weapons). And 

we are looking for places to save monayt 

We should be working much harder toward the only policy•ahout 
nuclear weapons that make. sn*.. their reduction and co•t*ol.  

t qthere" evr ws a tise for ell nations in the nuclear club to 
begin releasing their death grip an the polioy of deterrence, It 
Is while tensions are lowered. Va afraid your headline only 
add to our denial. Since the United States bax an overwhelming 
le:d In nuolear weapons, we have the primary responsibility to 
lead the world In developing sane polliles about them. 'Nuoalor 
activist•• are the prinary group around the world that are trying 
to ,arece the nuclear threat.  

Sincerely yours, 

Bob Rundl 
1318 N. :41. Cir.  
Knoxville, T2 37912 
"57-9060 
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SANFORD, CHARLES S., NASHVILLE, TN 
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a .*iRM atiL i usoord 
Sneitle :te 

vadu gae. *1003 IPirneu*av 
it lddr2 S4gety -eAhVSIlO 
*state -tu 
Sahip - 37212 

Sp e- 65 -2 

1= EISii

"Mm emphasis here nd" apparently. in the EIS is thut orco-joint 
(Ignore "non-proliertlon") commercial utlization. In controas.  
I believe that maximum national economic gain should supeecede. For 
exunaple: short tanm treasuy €s AiowIs not neccssarily worthother 
economic losses. Commnercl versus economic should be crefully analyzed.  
A commerial operatilon will not neecessarly have the wcfIsrc ofthe state 
asits ighesspriority Aspreviouly stted.1-foreignses.  
Furtherm ore. a bleed-down to less than 4% with a highr throughput greter 
the 46 year processalig rate (1%) matlerialwill yield mosejobs. Restricting 
the use ofnycommercils grae materials will neutzo Ise Imports. And 
fosbddingexpown wilt protect US am" production costs while denying 
(e.g.) Pacific Rim nations access to nuclear power produ•tlon-. Presumi[n 
thot sales of US manuf•ctured (or US destgn) reactors is the1end result or 
the 'enmerctIl" goal ofthe selected slternative, then thejob loss to the 
US (in terms of forelgn competitdon in manuface•ti•g) should be considered 
with fall economic Imp vwhirlch Is not neces•as••ty comossasl Impact. One 
Incltudes the other. but not vice versa, bye

06.006

06.006: There is no connection between the proposed action (blending surplus HEU 
down to LEU for commercial use or waste disposal) and the sale of reactors. Nuclear 
fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply displace LEU derived from natural uranium 
and is expected to have no impact on the economics or operation of nuclear power plants.  
This program does not propose to entrust the welfare of the State to "commercial opera
tions." Commercial operations are expected to be involved in the blending of surplus 
HEU, and in the use of the resultant nuclear fuel, but would in no way determine the pol
icy aspects of the surplus MEU disposition program.

�
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SANFORD, CHARLES S., NASHVILLE, TN 
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oOn. ebarea * a=ejford S|tftle .3rJ• 
SCO.Il. -SL 

SUaddrl - 1003 priecee wa" 

*#.Lty - na.ohv£il 
Waolte to 

* Snip - 37212 
o* phone - (615)303-0425 

fe¢•f- 
0lootei~cl.- sen CIS

the ratio, volumcs and qumntities of mateials to be processed 
(down-blcndcd) Is "classified. Surely, the etnvirontuental imppct must, 
likewise, be classified. Unless production throughputs ofmatenols 
at sites, am factually known, then the *HEU5 ES" is aete blncihe* 
document to which public commentsmeaneonly be geneelealy given.  
Morenpsccificity would be appreciated for an In 'ormed opinion; oiherwise, 
the DOE should wait until the materials are dcdassi red so that more 
public utformotion is available. One must presume that the driving 
force (or the HEU EIS is the release ofranericsi for the enrlchment 
coporponton stock offeuing In the Spring. It Is almost too obvious.  
Is DOE prepared for the consequences of tIrnsring public assests 
to a public corpornion; especially when the public is denied knowledge 
of the composition ofthose assets, Pehcps I am wrong and this Is a 
simple ease of DOE not knowing themselves, but being required to submit 
draft doc for comment, bye

29.002

29.002: The purpose and need for the HEU Final EIS is for the United States to pro
vide leadership in addressing global nonproliferation concerns regarding surplus HiEU 
and to encourage reciprocal actions abroad.  

On February 6, 1996, the Secretary of Energy declassified additional information about 
the forms, locations, and quantities of surplus HEU. That information is provided in Fig
ure 1.3-1, and the relevant data is reflected in several revisions to the lIEU Final EIS.  

The HEU Final EIS explains that decisions as to where specific batches of HEU will be 
processed are expected to be based largely on business considerations and may involve 
USEC, other private entities that may buy surplus HEU for blending, or DOE. While the 
proposed transfer to USEC of 50 t of lIEU is considered as a component of all the com
mercial use alternatives (3 through 5) in the EIS, the EIS covers the disposition of much 
more material (up to 200 t).

',
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SANFORD, CHARLES S., NASHVILLE, TN 

PAGE 1 OF I

o - .cb5..X1a. -to o Intl. * S~atls•sagz 
* title M gth 

, Naddp.l * 165a pri-eals av 
a1.44.-2 
A lcity - naeh@i1l.  a *at€•t0 - to 

..ip - 37212 
e, ltphon - (MS)301-9428 

a If*l 
a Iflubac•. MWc iz 

I. Price constraits onn a market will affect foreign sales and dlsposItIon.  
The sales will Inluence forieig electric costs such that product 
competition will costs domestic jobs and raiseNowal welfarec costs.  
2. Total life-cycle costs should include final dispositionofpotential 
recycled lIEU reactor fucL.  
3. The less than 4% blead-down will position thesUS on the moral, high 
for what Ws worth.  
4. Arc EPA comssetss to draft EIS available? 

thank you

04.001 

16.006 

10.018 

32.012

04.001: The Department of Energy intends to sell uranium at measured rates to avoid 
significant effects on market prices.  

16.006: Including spent fuel disposal costs in the cost analysis for this program would 
be justified only if the spent fuel were in addition to that which would be generated in the 
absence of the program, which is not the case.  

10.018: Comment noted.  

32.012: Comments submitted by the EPA and DOE's responses to those comments are 
presented in this Comment Analysis and Response Document.

00 Nr_7 
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SCHELDORF, GENNY AND CINDY, LOUISVILLE, KY 
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)�t S4tL4�

l~± co~~t/o 1 2 tfrj,ý,~ 
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A---f/' Acý 

A. ;s j~klle,,'(1 YiIQ% 'If

10.024 

09.018 

10,023 

03.020

'Ala, 1 1 19 9 ("

10 III III

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.
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10.003: Comment noted.

I(AIM(00-0 Ranudy Shock1fotd 

ADDRSSS: SOIC Plogrm Court. Johnlon My, 7N 37601 

"TELEHONE,• . (4231 929-9107 N0omo)S(4231 743-9141 

* want to express2 my lull mtpport f1r t1.o 0.0oforr1 oltuanutlvo fur tho d'liposltboo of 
oworu~s highly onrmcedo urun~lr IlO.., AJtrltIUVI 9: Mu060urnm CommuoIT•Il UsOl. I 
001,0v0 lh.0 OaPIIUWl iU WOWSl 5QI00n0000 OlenSatl~lJV Slump vOOSWy 0! 0Wlt~l9lni0 

blendho.  

AIIN....... ln ° ollm bo. r .- a~w 

I would, howevr, lik1 maom Infour•)iluon anecily tVhow u protfu•d b01udlng 000 
WIlU 00 01001C0 '1h.9. WIO~l WO 00 1110 005 OTL 010f 0JC9I 14 tO 0010160fl~l• IgIII1 

wMbasooco roý-what vI botne an s Tr smalcm p tr 3i, 

'7~tyI

10.003 

08.005

08.005: Under the Preferred Alternative, DOE considers it likely that more than one 
facility will participate in the HEU blending program. It is anticipated that competitive 
bidding procedures will play an integral role in the selection of blending facilities, and 
decisions could be made by USEC or other entities in addition to DOE.

cz
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124 Cheatst-I, J210 
Engltwood. Oti4S3f 

David Natton 
Office of Fitalle Materials Disposition 
United Stales Department of Erreln 
120 0 depndenc AveeweSW 
WaMtWngleet DC 205M 

Dear David Nation: 

"tr h epdmn t of EnergY £Eniro enlalIm fpac$t iatemntl on the Dlepoositio of "'hty Enriched 
Unhsiem has two goals- the first Is to achieve nonprollferation of weappots-grode turanitum and the 
second to ealUze the peaceful and bernefical use of this radioactive material in a way which will 
ceturn moarles to the federal treasury, Lt. weed commeecial nedear Wuo.  

The fir t goal of nonproliferation is questionable since no controls for sapnt rnudear fuet am indicated 
(ex-ept ws these my appear in a separate documete). Downblenrdlanto nuclear fuel and fuee-red sales 
are being camed over to the United States ghrifirmenl Corpoeation which could, and likely will, 
market the radioactive fuel lIternatioraliy. No controls aee specified over the reprocessirg of the 
resultanl speo fel or on the relturn ofhe spent faed to the Unlted States, 

The secoed Sat of returned m odsmto UnitedStates coffers, a yet urquaanltled and rot litkel y tbeeso, 
often aory a blind eye to prollferatie posolbhlitics.  

trhe time required for downble[ndng at the Portsmouth and Paduoahsi ses to four pereent altpresent 
capac•ty would ak tenr years for the iIalU) 200 tons ohighly enriched uranium (HEl) it isrikely 
that msmr IIB will be declared to besurprms durita thatten ya Nrs. o other potential downoleding 
alien are Mamed u a means of Maintainlng a reasonable time-frame.  

Also, the pref-sre option of omervestal•rset o fsdowrblened HSU as fuel would resultlin thousanrds of 
lowr of apet snuoceae facl N analy of the environmnetal Impacts or costs for atoerag of this spcnt 
fuel havebeean*ef(led orareo t r mthconlng 

t si•ceely believe the lol•vintr steps would seure the most reasoned results for the dspotltlon oe 
HEU: 

. Daownblending the HEU would he the suremi way to achieve the nations goal of 
nonproliferatlontof nuclarwwapons.  

2. Downblendnd HEU sold ao the world huarket a fuel would comprom.ise nonproliferation 
unters et rltia to prevent reprocessing ane required. Nonprollferation shoeud have a higher priority 
than mrioni €oustia5Into the federal coffer.  

&. Downblesldg IHEU to four pe rnt and liodng inrdefiitelb with full recoed and Isp.ettion 
pracedret sIn place would allow the bet s ltrn.ram. for rcmoyng the HEU from weapons usable 
radioactiee oaterial.  

4. Tew I•EU dspositllon pin must be A iong.term plan which incnddes envlrorenneul Impacts, 
health, and safety factors (far workersanod the public) for all phasot frm downhlendlng to safe 
disposal of speot ntdear fuel.  

56 The disposition plan shoeld conform to internationalostandards OAEA) of control, safeguard,

03.024 

07.013 

14.005

09.020 

03.024 
cont.
09.020 
cont.  
30.009 

15.006

03.024: The Department of Energy agrees that nonproliferation is the predominant 
objective of the HEU disposition program. DOE considers it unnecessary to place con
trols on the commercial spent fuel that would result from the commercial use of LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU, because that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would sim
ply replace fuel that would be used anyway. Consequently, there would be no increase in 
the generation of spent fuel (and no increase in the possibility of reprocessing of spent 
fuel abroad for commercial [non-weapons] use) as a consequence of the HEU disposition 
program.  

A study comparing the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been prepared for DOE 
separately from this EIS to aid in reaching an ROD concerning HEU disposition. This 
study (which has been disseminated to this commentor and all others who expressed an 
interest in this subject) confirms DOE's preliminary conclusion that sale and commercial 
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to 
the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste, and in the best case, would actu
ally yield net revenues of several hundred million dollars to the Federal Treasury.  
Because blending for commercial use and blending for disposal as waste are deemed 
equivalent in terms of serving the nonproliferation objective, there is no conflict between 
that objective and the economic recovery objective of the HEU disposition program.  

07.013: Except for 13 t of highly enriched UF6 that was transferred to USEC in 1994 as 
part of the transaction that created USEC, which is currently being blended at the Ports
mouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, the HEU Final EIS does not contemplate any HEU 
blending at the two enrichment plants. Those facilities could blend HEU only in the form 
of UF6, and there is no additional surplus HEU in that form. The EIS analyzes HEU 
blending at four other facilities, two DOE and two commercial. DOE estimates that in 
light of its ability to make material available for blending and other constraints on its abil
ity to process materialblending up to 200 t of HEU is likely to take 20 to 25 years to 
complete. DOE considers that a reasonable timeframe for these activities.  

14.005: The HEU EIS does not need to explicitly analyze the disposal of spent fuel, 
since this program would create no incremental spent fuel to dispose of. As explained in 
Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, spent fuel management and disposal is covered by the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. That program has its own NEPA process which 
must be fulfilled.

C>o 
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15.006 cont.  
6. ,notthed ~,.~~apaciltlsof Por"Mtsuh and Nducah we limitdfuthrcaIt 

Aoomd be corader~ed In order to ac-nomplish the task within the spofed th t[a d todemonstat t 07.013 

7. An option (or the t fture (the second deade oldownbtending) would be to downrberd to one 
pect the.stored oratomof(ou ri,0nent. and then topan for I•sbdisposa.t09.006 

I dncvrtdy appreciate the opportuanty to ornrnent onthis document and took totward Ioyoyrresponse.  

.Dr. Vor.lma .KSheartr

09.020: Down-blending the HEU is the objective of all of DOE's action alternatives.  
DOE does not consider the option of blending HEU for extended storage reasonable 
because it would delay recovery of the economic value of the material and incur unneces
sary costs and environmental impacts due to the need to build additional storage capacity 
to accommodate the increased volume of the material.  

30.009: The disposal of spent fuel does not need to be considered in the HEU EIS 
because, as discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, the surplus HEU disposition 
program would create no spent fuel that would not exist in its absence.  

15.006: It is DOE's intent to subject the surplus HEU disposition program to IAEA 
safeguards to the maximum feasible extent.  

09.006: The Department of Energy does not consider it reasonable to blend surplus 
HEU to 4-percent LEU and then store it for an extended period of time. Such a course 
would maximize Government expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate 
the construction of new storage facilities for the much higher volume of material and 
would involve no offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. HEU that is des
tined to be blended to 0.9-percent LEU for disposal as waste would likely be blended 
directly to that enrichment level, rather than stopping at an intermediate 4-percent level 
for some years of storage.
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Sierra Club-State of Franklin Group 
Linda Cataldo Modica. Croup Chair 

266 mayy Road 
Iosesbomkgh, TN 37659 

Jmal a 22SCS1a.UbO 

January 22. 1996

DOE-Office of Fissle Materdals Disposition 
c/o SAIC-HEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 VIA FAX: (800) 820-5156

RE- COMMENTS ON THE DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED 
URANIUM, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, OCT. 199S 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The State of Franklin Group of the Sierra Club appreciates the 
opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 
the Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium. Our Group has 300 
members In the Tn-Cities area which encompasses the town of Erwin, TN 
- the location of the Nuclear Fuel Services company, one of the firms 
that may perform downblending operations under DOE's 'preferred 
alternative." 

Comments 

1 ) The Department of Energy, by holding only a workshop 100 mll es 
away, has failed to offer the community of Erwin the opportunity to 
become better informed of the Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) disposition 
problem, and to voice its concerns over Nuclear Fuel Services' Involvement 
in the HEU disposition program. Therefore, a hearing In Erwin (or in 
another nearby town, like Johnson City) should be scheduled Immediately.  

2) At the soonest possible date, the DOE should embark upon an 
epidemiological study of the health of the people of Erwin, and of 
Jonesborough and Greeneville, the largest communities downstream of 
Nuclear Fuel Services. Previous studies have focused only on NFS's 
workers and have failed to exhaustively assess the health affect of NFS's 
radioactive discharges into the air and water.

32.014 

06.022

32.014: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS.  
However, DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and 
resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with the NEPA, and due 
to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU 
EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would 
be appropriate for this program.  

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods were 
also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free fax and voice recording, 
electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also be used to request addi
tional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition's mailing 
list.

06.022: The National Environmental Policy Act does not mandate epidemiological 
studies such as are requested. The analysis in the HEU EIS includes impacts on sur
rounding populations as well as site workers, and indicates that, in the absence of highly 
unlikely accidents, the health and safety impacts of surplus HEU disposition actions at 
NFS would be low. The safety of the NFS facility is regulated by NRC. The HEU Final 
EIS also includes available epidemiological data (Appendix E.4).

0 
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3)" Asthe daft EIS notes (p. 3-102), Nuclear Fuel Services Is built on 
the floodplain of the Nolichucky River. But what the DOE's report fagls to 
adequately consider are the disastrous effects on water quality 
downstream of NFS In the event of a major flood which would Inundate 
much of the plant, according to recent geologic analyses. (See R. David 
Bagaley III, "Paleohydraulic Reconstruction of Flood Peaks from Boulder 
Deposits Along Three Reaches of the Nolichucky River In Northeastern 
Tennessee,' May 1993. See alsoTennessee ValleyAuthority, "Floods on 
Nlochucky River and North & South Indian Creeks in Vicinity of Erwin 
Tennessee.'] 

4) The draft EIS falls to accurately report that Nuclear Fuel Services 
has had an accident history fraught with mishaps and Material 
Unaccounted For (MUF) Incidents. While NFS may not have committed any 
OSHA or TOSHA Infractions during the past 7 years (p.3-117), Nuclear Fuel 
Service employees caused a substantial explosion and fire In 1992 by 
failing to adhere to appropriate materials handing practices. A burst 
valve In August 1979 caused a significant airborne release of uranium 
hexafluodde gas, and press accounts report that NFS dumped 250 pounds 
of uranium Into the Nolchucky River In 1977. Furthermore, throughout the 
1 970s, NFS so miserably failed In Its recordieeping art safeguarding 
responsibilities, that substantial amounts of highly enriched uranium are 
still considered Material Unaccounted For (I'JF). The State of Franklin 
Group does not believe that the Tn-Crties public conslders Nuclear Fuel 
Services' record "exemplary" (p.3-117).  

5) Nuclear Fuel Services should be restrained from any new commercial 
activity until Its site is completely remedlated. Decommissioning at NFS 
is currently underway, and the contamination caused by previous 
accidents, as well as normal operations, Is being removed. Sediments In 
Banner Spring Branch, Martin Creek & the Nollchucky River - as well as 
the groundwater below the plant - need to be exhaustively tested to 

ensure that all radioactive contamination (which poses a threat to human 
health, aquatic organisms & the popular sport of fis•i9g) Is abated.  
Employment of laid-off workers night be Increased to speed up the 
decontamination process.  

6) To ensure that the community of Ervin Is apprised of NFS' progress 
toward decontamination of Its site and of pubic waterways, a Citizens 
Advisory Board needs to be formed. The Citizens Advisory Board should 
be gven the authority to question NFS, NRC and DOE management on the 
adequacy of the decontarmnation measures undertaken. Should the DOE 
select Nuclear Fuel Services as a contractor which would perform 
dowmblending operations, the Citizens Advisory Board should continue to 
monitor NFS and report to the ommunity on pubcic health Issues.

22.014 

21.020 

25.002 

32.013

A,,.
22.014: After review of a study Paleohydraulic Reconstruction of Flood Peaks from 
Boulder Deposits Along Three Reaches of the Nolichucky River in Northeastern Tennes
see (Bagaley, May 1993) and Tennessee Valley Authority's Floods on Nolichucky River 
and North and South Indian Creeks in Vicinity of Erwin Tennessee (Report No. 0-6589, 
March 1967), as well as other studies and maps (that is, Federal Emergency Manage
ments Agency's [FEMA] Flood Insurance Study from 1984 and the 1985 FEMA Flood 
Insurance Rate Map), it was concluded that the site is located in the probable maximum 
flood area as well as 100- and 500-year floodplains of the Nolichucky River, as the HEU 
EIS states. Numerous warning devices and systems are in place along the river to warn 
the public and the plant of the chance of flooding. The NFS site has emergency plans that 
are in place to contact the City of Jonesborough Water Treatment Plant as well as other 
national, State, and local committees to inform them when any accidental releases from 
the plant occurs. During flooding or because of accidental releases to the surface water, 
the Jonesborough Water Treatment Plant closes off the water intake valves to avoid con
tamination to the public water supply. In addition, the intake valves are monitored rou
tinely for any water contamination problems.  

21.020: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has never experienced a 
fatality resulting from work-related activities nor has a criticality accident ever occurred 
at NFS. A release of UF6 occurred on August 7, 1979. The incident was investigated by 

NRC and was concluded that the quantities released were within regulatory levels. Miti
gation measures were implemented after this event. The vaporization station and the 
scrubbing system were redesigned. A secondary scrubber was added exterior to the pro
cess. Detection systems were installed with an alarm at the work station for the process 
ductwork prior to the entire scrubber and in the stack after the scrubbing systems. In 
addition, monitoring systems were enhanced and operational procedures were revised.  

On September 17, 1979, NFS was closed by NRC because of a uranium inventory differ
ence. On that date, NFS reported to the NRC that the inventory difference for the 
bimonthly physical inventory taken on August 14, 1979, was in excess of the upper limit 
specified in the license condition. The plant was closed that same day, and an NRC 
inspection team examined the plant's inventory listing and item control system records.  
After a full investigation by NRC, it was determined that the incident was the result of 
bookkeeping flaws and no material was found to be missing. The unaccounted uranium 
was located in the process holdup (ventilating hoods, flues, filters, ductwork, piping).  
The uranium accounting system was modified, and a stringent campaign was conducted 
to measure the uranium in the ventilation systems. To date, NFS has met all measure
ment limits of errors.

I
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7) Nudlear Fuel Services should never again be allowed to regulate 
Itself. Should the DOE embark upon Its 'preferred alternative' and select 
NFS as a contractor. the Erwin facility should be vigorously & constantly 
monitored by a full-time NRC Inspector.  

8) The State of Franklin Group Is sympathetic to the plot of the 400 

NFS employees who have been terminated and who are now worklng at 
considerably lower wages, or are still unemployed. Should NFS fall to 
obtain a downblencing contract from the DOE, another 300 Jobs may be 
lost. iUke the rest of the community, the State of Franldin Group wants 

workers to be gainfully employed in facdtles that do not pose threats to 
worker oc public safety. Therefore, high.tech, high-wage 
environmentally-firendly alternative employme nt should be sought for the 

employees of NFS by the Nuclear Regultory Commission. the Department 
of Energy, the State of Tennessee, the Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers 
Union, and other agendas. Also, Nuclear Fuels Services' management 
should further develop the expertise of Its workforce In consulting and 
R&D. Clean services iEke these would be welcomed In the community of 

Erwin once NFS decontamrinates its fadlites.  

9) Old age wil cause the retirement of a substantial portion of the 
nation's nuclear generating capacity over the next few years. Further, 
fusion power should begin to substitute for fission early In the 21st 
Centuy. The demand for power plant fuel will therefore dedine, which 
leads the State of Franklin Group to question the need for the DOE's 
commerdal-fuel-from-weapons downbiendlng program. Sequestration of 
the surplus highly enriched uranium at the Y-12 plant might be a safer 
option from the standpoint of human health and nonproliferation. [See 
comments by Pete Zars, private citizen of Erwin. dated 1/23/96.] 

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on DOE's draft EIS. Please 
keep the State of Franklin Group Informed throughoat the decision making 

process. Our Serra Club Group offers Its services to the Tri-Citles and 
the DOE, and will welcome the opportunity to serve on the Citizens 
Advisory Board. The State of Franklin Group could also assist the DOE In 
the development of a mailing Est of IndIvlsa who should be invited to 
speak at the public hearing In Erwin, and In the formation of a list of 
members of the local medical community who should be consulted for the 
epldernidogIcal study.  

Sincerely, 

14v4d4 de. Wd"4 
Unda C. Modica 
Group Chair

25.004 

24.008 

09.023 

32.015

0 
U)

A flash fire did occur inside the 200 Complex at a dissolver in 1992. Material processed 
in the dissolver burst into flames and caused localized damage inside the facility. The 
ventilation and emergency response systems prevented radioactive releases outside the 
facility. There were no injuries nor overexposures to employees. The NRC conducted an 
independent investigation (NRC Report CAL070-0143192-0I). Administrative proce
dures were revised to prevent recurrence.  

No single incident occurred releasing 250 pounds of uranium into the Nolichucky River 
in 1977. In 1977, a treatment system was implemented at NFS to reduce the uranium 
content in waste waters being discharged to the Nolichucky River. Prior to that, the waste 
water was not treated, and uranium was being discharged in minimal concentrations.  

25.002: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has prepared a work plan for 
Phase 1 decommissioning and decontamination of the NFS site. The work plan has been 
approved by the State of Tennessee, EPA, and NRC. Work is underway in accordance 
with the approved work plan. NFS is also preparing a comprehensive plan for subsequent 
phases of the decommissioning and decontamination of the site. When completed, this 
plan will be submitted to the appropriate regulatory agencies for approval.  

32.013: The NFS site is a privately operated commercial entity whose operations are 
regulated by NRC, EPA, and State regulatory agencies. DOE has no regulatory jurisdic
tion over NFS operations nor does DOE have authority to establish a Citizen Advisory 
Board for the community of Erwin. Furthermore, selection of a contractor (or a site) or 
contractors to perform down-blending operations will be based largely on business con
siderations including availability of the site when needed and competitive bidding.  

25.004: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has never been allowed to 
regulate itself; it has always been licensed and regulated by NRC or its predecessor, the 
Atomic Energy Commission. NRC places resident inspectors at all power reactors but 
only rarely at materials licensees such as NFS.  

24.008: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU are expected to be blended are 
based largely on business considerations, although employment impacts are also relevant.  
Alternative economic development for the Erwin area is outside the scope of this EIS.
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09.023: The Department of Energy agrees that storage of HEU at the Y-12 Plant for a Q 
moderate time (10 to 15 years) presents no serious safety or safeguard risks. However, in .  
the longer term, such storage is unacceptable from a nonproliferation standpoint because .• 
it leaves the material in weapons-usable form, thus failing to set an example for other E .  

nations.  

32.015: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully com
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for 
involvement in DOE's decisionmaking process. To facilitate this, the Office of Fissile 
Materials Disposition has compiled and continuously maintains a mailing list of individ
uals and organizations interested in the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials. These parties receive newsletters, fact sheets, and other information address
ing program activities. Anyone who would like to be added to this mailing list should 
forward their request to: 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, MD-4 
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.  
Washington, DC 20585
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January 16, 1996 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 202Z6-3786 

CO0 TS ON 
THE DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIMYLE NRICHED URANIUN 

DRAFT EiVIROiVfrAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
tGn W.e4l R egittaer 55021D• t ed Octo•er2 27. g19S

12.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to more accurately describe the current 
status of the domestic conversion industry. DOE agrees with the commentor that the 
HEU EIS no longer accurately portrays the current condition of the domestic markets 
for nuclear fuel products. Both the uranium and conversion products market are pre
dicted to remain strong in the short and medium term. Prices have increased dramati
cally in the first quarter of 1996. Long-term prospects, however, are more uncertain.  
Producers and buyers of conversion products have provided DOE with contradictory 
projections on future supply and demand. DOE believes, however, that there would not 
be long-term adverse impacts on the conversion industry, and any adverse impacts that 
did occur would be largely attributable to the larger quantity of Russian material-not 
domestic HEU.

Dear Sir: 

In response to the Departeont of Energy's October 27, 1995 notice in the 
Federal Register, Southern Nucloar Operating Company, Inc. has reviewed The 
Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) Draft Environmental 
lepact Statement (EIS) and is providing the following coomonts: 

1) We strongly support the Department of Energy's (DOE) proposal 
to blend down to the maximum extent possible surplus MEU to 
Low-Enriched Uranium (LEU) for use as comorcial nuclear fuel 
(Alternative 5 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement).  
This alternative provides the best options for eliminating the 
risk of diversion for nuclear proliferation purposes while 
minimizing any Impact on the environment.  

2) Wie concur with DOE's analysis that Alternative 5 will have the 
least impact on the enviroruont from an ultimate waste disposal 
standpoint.  

3) We believe DOE has over estimated the reduction In deliveries 
that domestic producers would experience during the blending 
period and that the ODpartment should review its analysis in this area. Based on studies available to us, which Include LED 
supplies from both Russoan and U.S. HEUl blending, world uranium 
inventories would be projected to continue to decrease and U.S.  
production to continue to increase.  

4) We disagree with DOE's assessment that an oversupply condition 
exists in the conversion industry. With the shutdown of the 
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation facility, the CA/ECO Corporation and 
Allied-Signal, Inc. facilities are the only remaining conver
sion suppliers in North America. These suppliers have indicated their near term production has been soldout and are looking 
Into ways to expand their existing production capabilities.

12.011
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Further, U.S. and European import restrictions and controls I 2.  
upon Russian material restrict the utilization of Rssian 12.011 
conversion capacity. We recommend COE review its impact e •n.  
analysis on the conversion Industry.  

Should you have any question, please advise.  

R~eltfully su14"11tedx 

H. Killer, III 

JIOI/BEu
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10.003: Comment noted.  

Yes. My name Is Dennis Sparks I resIde In Erwin, Tennessee. I spent twetve years 
wrvfg at Nudsar Fuel Services, and I just wanted to let tho DOE know that I feel Ike 
we could do a verySgoodjob of processing this order. and that our community and our smal town which Is dependant on nuclear fuel and the jobs that is brought forth over 
the years has beon greatly kIpacled by the reduction In jobs thai we'vetrad. I speak 
especally for mnysef. I have a dcisabity. and I cannot find any work because of the 
spoclafted experience I had at Nuclear Fuel, and I fede rlkewe played a great lroa In 
the defence of our country, and wo've done a real good lob and took pride In our work.  
So I would ask that the DOE would certainly glie us the utmost conslderatlon• in getting 
thrisorder hore because we have so many people that am really In bad need and of 
course I know diat the case mI a lot of placas, but as for myself it has created such a 
hardshtp on u. We have lost about everything we've gol, end we would certainly Ire 
to go backeto work and keep our plant going. because I feel like it might be needed In 10.003 
the future, thatithe country right nowInstoead of being safer than It was could actualtybe 
more at risc for some typ of nuclearwar or eaRno type of dlsturbance Just due to the 
fact that you have so much uranium out them, thatyou don't know whoas hands We In. I 
feelDko e we have a lot of good trained people and it would beea disadvantage for our 
country to lose those people. Ifwe don'tgot somnethlng going before long, I moan 
people are jWt going to go on. and i e not going to be an easy to m-train thse people 
onjobs that are sophisticatod end tchnicl as we did. If there I anything else that I 
could do to help our cause, at NFS and Erwin. I would appreclato a $etar or anything, 
My address Is Route 1. Box 300D (Deas In dog), Unleol, Tonneosee, and the zip is 
37692. I appredate yourwtime, and giving me the opportunity to express my comralas, 
and would hope that the DOE would give us the utmorst consildereton. becusoewe 
hove one of the highest unemploymernt rates in the State of Tennessee. and we need 
the jobs desperately bad, and we need the work. Thank you for your time. eye.bye.
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23.001: Comment noted. Q 

stea eOf Mmnoowh 
OFFICE OF AOMINISTAATION S. m-kh 

Rkh. A.H.- P tOfl0o BooSCO Od 1coqIonG*CO 

65102 

November 13, 1995 

9rg Rudy 
)Lting Director Office of iosilo Iaterials Dispoultion 

Depark~ent .f Energy 
P. o. Bo 23768 

Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Hr. Rudy: 

S•hjectt 951C003b - Draft Dieposition of Surplus Highly 
Enriched Uranium BIS 

The HMisouri Federal AssistancO Cloaringhouse, in cooperation 
with state and local agencies intorooted or posoibly affocted, 
hae .ompleted the review on the above projoct application.  

None of the agencies involved in the review had co•nt or 23.001 
reccmeendatloao to offer at this time. This concludoo the 

clearinghouso- a review.  

A copy of this ltater Is to be attached to the application 
as evidence ot compliance with the State Clearinghouse 
equitoements.  

Sincerely.  

Lois Pohl. Coordinator 

Hisocuri Clearinghouse

LPtm
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23.001: Comment noted.  

,$hk of er tfvtuu 
Cbýt.O. Todd Whooet Dqtftmott o . .,sttnt ?Oc.d.oo Ovt~l . O1oj 

t•evcber B. lehi 

U.S. Dep4rtsent of Energy 
Office of Piecile Batorialc Diapoeltion 

/o 801AC-, REP 
P.O. Box 2 V78 
Wea"),Lgton. DC 20028-3780 

RE: Iltposition of Surpluse HighlE nriched Uranlum 
Draft Environmental !op6t Statement (Ootobar 1995j 

To Whon It May Coaoeong 

The Now Jersey Department oa Environmental Protection 
bee completed its review of the above referenced document.  
The Department has no comeonta on the Draft Environmental 
TrpcetStaotoment, nor env obJo•tionn to the propoeed ortion.  

Thank you for providing the Daphrtnent the oppArtlnity 
t review this document.  

Cn
4 ~oroe $ehmtdn 

,Oector* 

'• oe eo~f Progree Coordination 

c. Jill L$p,,ti. Radiation Protection
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STATE OF TENNESSEE, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND 

CONSERVATION, OAK RIDGE, TN 

PAGE 2 OF 8

STAVILOPTUOSESIE 
iEPAR MI oFENyiARONMENT AN•DcONSERVAMlOct 

DOm oWjtsK=m" 
MNI fiiKS VAULL" mAD 

OAKmIOnOE, "arc• mnsssnans 

R90C9'virm S 
-- ,,1! 81995 

December21 .199S 

Mr. Don Dills. Cem Sneo 
Tennessee Deprotmcnt of Enviromant and Conservat•on 

dto Tennessee Environmental Policy Office 

14th Floor LAC Tower 
40L Church Street 
Nashville.Tennessee3724

3 
- 1553 

c'arCornnissionet DIlls 

Document NEPA Review -- lDpoltion of Surptus HWghly Enriched Uranlum Draft 

EIvtroarAtoal Impact Stztement." DOEiEIS-0248.DS9 dated OctoberI1995.  

lisa Tennessee Department ofE Enviroetvent and Conservation. DOE Oversight Division has 

eviewed the above docment for your coneasreneec and traoniamial to the following DOE offce 

US DepartmentoEn.crg 
OMfce of Fi.s3it M datCls DispoSItio 
dio SAIC/HEU EIS, 
PO Box 23786 
Washington. DC 20026 -.3786 

Our office review was conducted in tecotdance with the rquirements of beNa htnal 

EnvIronmntal Policy Act (NEPA) and Impkaiceiag regulations 40 CFRI 1500- 1508 ad 10 

CFR 1021.  

Tub doctunent has reur sites being consseacd rotrbmending operatibosis DOE Y-12 Site in Oak 

Ridge.Tn on the Oak Ridge Reseevatioo(ORR). Nuclea• Fuels Services (NS) in Erwin, 

Tennessee.Bahob=a Wilcox (B&W) faelity in Lynciburg. Virginia. and the DOE Savaringth 

River Site (SRS) ln~ken, South Carolina. The scope otrh!s doaanent deals with oniy20
0 tons 

of'surplus highly enrichedd uninurn, with the oa•jorportinr of the mant!crnow sared on the 

ORR.

Lb
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10.003: Comment noted.

Commissioner Don Dill 
Page Two 
December•2. 1995

After review and rema , the Division conetus with the DOE preferted Alternative (S.c 
Maximum Commntriai Use 8S% FueVlY5% Wa•te ao all four• e variation). However. we do 

have eoncerns dealing with the disposition of the Low Level Wagse In regard that such waste 
wol be consistent with the DOEs Waste Managesent PEIS and asoiated ROD'L Tie 
Division reitemates its position staled In our review ofthe WM PEtS, in opposition to siting large 
scale disposal facilities on the Oak Rtidge Reservation for Low Level Mixed and Low Level 
Wastes.  

In add tion, we have th ttahe.d comments for your eview and cons-dcralon In ft preparation 

oea final pmogmrmact evlrounental. Impactstatemem 

Ifyou have any quetions, pleas contact, o le Rector at (423) 481-0995 or Steve Waslcyat (423) 
481-0163.  

Sinesely 

Eal c. LC ning 

Director 

Attachment

I 10.003 

28.003

em0297.9
9

28.003: The decision where product LLW from the surplus HEU disposition program 
(0.9-percent LEU derived from surplus HEU) would be disposed of is not part of the 
HEU Draft EIS, but rather is being made in conjunction with DOE's Waste Management 
PEIS (DOE/EIS-0200-D, draft issued in August 1995) and subsequent tiered or site
specific NEPA documentation. DOE assumes that process LLW generated as part of the 
surplus HEU disposition program at the commercial facilities (incidental waste generated 
during the blending process) would be disposed of as part of the normal process waste 
stream from those facilities, presumably in a regional compact LLW repository. Product 
LLW would be considered DOE waste, and thus not eligible for disposal in regional com
pact facilities, whether it is blended at DOE sites or commercial sites. It is assumed that 
all product LLW must be disposed of in DOE LLW facilities pursuant to the Waste Man
agement PEIS.

L• I 
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STATE OF TENNESSEE, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND 
CONSERVATION, OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 4 OF 8

Tenne..eepDemzrtmmlnt of Knoironment an.d ConservationR DO Ove.nytht DhWlon 

Comments on Draft Envhtoomen l Impact Statement for Disposition otSurplus Hlibly 
Enriched Uranium, DOFMES-0240 0S, October1995 

General Comments: 

In the public meeting in Knoxville on November 14, 199S. DOE stated that additional liEU 
maareial would be declasifod in Decembcr. 1995. The details ofthat declassification should be 
provided in theMES.  

The risk tactors tables show a differnce ofttwo ordersoofmagnitudc between the sites. The 
assumptions mede for these calculations are not completely disclosed, and nmaybe too genric in 

nature to make comnarisons possible. Thereortf . the decision should not be based on risk factors 
alone.  

A costecvaluation ofeach aherolve. Including estimated Initial costs forethe proposed project.  
should be included In the hfaulEIS.  

Natue Ura niwumrtextlorld (UF&) In valuable as feedstock in the gaseous diffusion process 

therclore.It doesn't make sense to se it foe blending psurposes since there Is an excessive 
amount of depleted UFP available at Paducah, Portsmouth and at Oak Ridge K-2S rite. Natural 
Up, is mentioned in several places In section 4.4 "Internsite Transportation" (and possibly In 

other sections) for blending purposes. Natural UF4 should be ehanged to depleted UF4 when 

listed for use as a bleristock In the EIS.  

In addflonr to the above comment. depleted UF thOw is stored At the K-25 site should be 
evaluseed In the FIS for use as blendtsock.  

Specific Comments: 

1. Pe -IS-18. Summrv. Rols far Analysis. Parnosh I 4 

Depleted UF6, usefi as blend stock may also be obtained from the Oak Ridge K-25 siw- The K.  
25 site should be added to this poarograph In the EIS 

2. Pase 1-6. Segon 1.4.2. Preferred Alternatives 

in additilon, any LLW rarwferred to anUy LIWfacdlfs'wo-id be cond.rent with the Department's 

WMPEISandasusociated ROD. any ubsequenxt EPA dorumenis tseredfrtn or supptemenrhng 

the Waste Matargement PBtS Please provide inforrmaton to addrcss the dispositionof LLW at

02.007 

21.019 

16.015 

33.009 

28.003 
cont.

LAt

02.007: Information about the forms and locations of material that make up the inven
tory of surplus HEU was declassified by the Secretary of Energy on February 6. 1996, 
and is included in the HEU Final EIS in Figure 1.3-1.  

21.019: Variation of risk factors between candidate sites are expected for any alterna
tive due to site-specific characteristics such as land, area, meteorology, and others. For 
normal operations and facility accidents, the source terms (the quantity of radioactive 
material that can potentially be released) are the same for each candidate site. When this 
material is released to the environment, it is transported through the atmosphere to the 
receptor (worker or public). Site-specific meteorology and distance from the release point 
will determine the subsequent concentration of these materials in the atmosphere. The 
closer a receptor is to the release point, the greater the concentration. The more stable the 
air mass or slower the wind speed, the greater the concentration. The greater the concen
tration of these materials, the greater the dose received by the receptor and the greater the 
risk calculated. Appendix E of the HEU Final EIS presents the methodology and assump
tions used in both normal operations and accident conditions in performing public and 
occupational health assessments. Decisions on the proposed action and site selection 
would likely include several other environmental and economic factors in addition to 
health risks.  

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to 
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all 
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document 
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports the conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of 
blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

33.009: During the enrichment process, as the ratio of U-235 increases the ratio of 
U-234 to U-235 increases, accordingly. Using depleted uranium in the blending process 
will reduce the ratio of U-235 to U-238 but will not change the ratio of U-234 to U-235.  
To meet the American Society of Testing Materials specification for commercial fuel 
feed, it is necessary to reduce the U-234 to U-235 ratio. To reduce the ratio of U-234 to 
U-235, it is necessary to add U-235 in the natural uranium or LEU enrichment state.  
Depleted uranium would be used as the blendstock for blending to waste because the 
ratio of U-234 to U-235 is not included in the waste acceptance criteria for waste dis
posal.

'a 
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the two prosed commercla1 sites as the WM PEtS does not address commenerisi waste 
disposition.  

3. P•en 3.17 & 3-18, Section 3.34 & 3.3.5 Water teeourses & Cenlogy and Soils 

Please provide nro"matiatn in the geoucdwaternietion ofthis docurwent on kant hydrology In the 
carbonate aits on the ORR. aNo omnf atdon Is given on groundwater velocity, andsolution 
enluged conduits in these unitL In addition. please provide Informnaton on goundwater 
pretcre•tial pathways. e.g., along•t hike migration.  

4. Pame 3-4 S.ctlon3.35Geoto•o adSoils 

Recharge occurs over most ofthe area, but Is most effectlv where overburdenedsltlareA thin or 
permeable In the area near Bear Creek Valley. rechare Iwo the carbonated ,ockr• L maoldy 
along recharge Into the carbonated rocki Is mainly along ChanO ut Ridge. Groaundwater 
generallyflawsfrom the recharge areas to the center of ea r Creek Valley and dischates Into 
Bear Creekand its Irlbufarles Please provideevicdcse to substantlate this statement.  

S. PaRe 3-48,'Section 3.3.5. G-olo•y and Soils 

ProvxI lnformation to show ifthe grodwntersrseetsdrlnklsg water citelria for a water sepply.  

6. Pae LAO. Section3.3.109Low-Level Wate 

The Infarnmatlon provided on Class L-1 mid Class LII LLW t'raities Is currently inaccurate 
please omit or providecursest Infoeoation.  

7. Paw-e4 .0 .SSettn4, 4, 2 1 Site Trngwortation Interfaces for Ht-tnmdous Mattatn 

Please provide• nrornsatlon ono w.y hasardous materials tramsportation by rail was not addressed.  
Also. compare publ cepousres •nd accidents for rail trnasportation vs. truck iusportasion.

B.Pane 4 -162. eetIon 4.6.2. SheSnederice Cumulatie lfmnets

Please provide sanmulattve Impact &==abt forthe ORR Ineerponfing the data efrom the Waste 
Mwaamnt PES docunme that was omitted.

28.003 
cont.  

22.017 

22.018 

22.015 

22.013 

20.012 

25.007

Depleted UF6 would not be used for blending to waste because only commercial sites 
would use UF6 as a blendstock for blending with the UF6 process. Since depleted ura
nium cannot be used as blendstock for blending to fuel as described previously, depleted 
UF6 would not be used for any of the processes for commercial fuel. Depleted UF6 would 
also not be used as a blendstock for UNH or metal blending because it is in an incompat
ible form and would need to be converted to UNH crystals or metal ingots, and DOE has 
ample supplies of depleted uranium in metal and oxide form to use as blendstock for 
waste material.  

22.017: Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 of the HEU Final EIS have been revised to include 
additional information as requested.  

22.018: This information presented on page 3-18 of the HEU Draft EIS was obtained 
from the Oak Ridge Reservation Environmental Report for 1991, (ES/_SH-22/V 1, Octo
ber 1992), pages 5-4 to 5-8.  

The thickness of the vadose zone is the greatest beneath ridges, and thins towards valley 
floors. Beneath ridges underlain by the Knox aquifer, the vadose zone commonly is 
greater than 30 m (100 ft) thick, whereas beneath ridges underlain by the Rome forma
tion, the vadose zone is typically less than 15 m (50 ft) thick. Most recharge through the 
vadose zone is episodic and occurs along discrete permeable features (such as relict bed
rock fractures) that may become saturated during rain events, even though surrounding 
microspores remain unsaturated and contain trapped air.  

The HEU Final EIS has been revised to include the appropriate citation (OR DOE 1992c: 
5-5-5-7).  

22.015: A discussion of groundwater quality was provided in Section 3.3.5. However, 
due to misplaced text the discussion of groundwater quality appeared to be incomplete.  
This discrepancy has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS. Groundwater quality infor
mation at three monitoring wells closest to the Y-12 Plant are shown in Table 3.3.4-2.  
The information in this table indicates that the quality of groundwater generally meets 
drinking water criteria.

t..O
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SlATS OF IEWEStSI 
DEPARTMENT OF ENWRONME ,NM?,SERVAT10N 

DIVSION OF ItAD10OLCO 
550 FLOOP., L&CANNEX 

401 CHURCH rSTREET 
NASW•JnTIE. N M 45.1•5T 

OTUL 419432-N$54 

January 10,1996 

DOE - Office of Fasio Materials Disposition 
do SAIG- HEU EIS 
P 0 Box23768 
Washington DOC 20Q26-3788 

ATTN. J. David Nullon, Diretor 
Offico of NEPA Compliance & Outreach 

Dear Mr. Nulton: 

We have reviewed the DOESEI-0240.DS 'Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched 

Uraniun Draft Environmental Impact Statement! and would offer the following 

comment: 

Regardless of which facility Is chosen by the DOE to perform the dowriblending of the 

HEU, the procew should be regulated and licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission. This process should be held to the srame regulatory standards as other 
commercial fuel cycle facilities in the United States.  

The independent regulatory oversight of the operations will provide assurance that the 

public, the workers, and the environment will be adequately protected from any 

potential radiatlon hazard.  

Sincerely.  

Michael H. Mobley 

Director 

MHM:sk

25.008

0

22.013: The cited information is current as reported in the most recent reference, Oak 
Ridge Reservation Waste Management Plan, ES/WM-30, February 1995 (OR MMES 

1995c), but does not reflect proposed waste management strategies. Section 3.3.10 of the 

HEU Final EIS has been revised accordingly to include these strategies at ORR.  

20.012: Highly enriched uranium is transported exclusively by safe secure trailers.  

Blendstock, LEU fuel feed material, and LLW could be shipped by any acceptable com

mercial conveyance selected by the shipping traffic manager. For the HEU EIS, calcula

tions were based on truck transport because that is the mode currently used by the Y-12 

Plant, B&W, and NFS. Although rail is not excluded, it is not available at all sites.  

25.007: The HEU EIS cumulative impact assessments are revised to include data, to the 

extent available, from the Waste Management PEIS.  

25.008: In response to the recommendations of an advisory committee, DOE is review

ing options to bring its facilities under regulation by an external organization. Although 

the regulating agency would likely be NRC or the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 
Board, no decision has yet been made.

I
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ST_§ATE -OF TENNFSSEZ

Decmber 14.1995 

Seactaylel O'Leay 
United StatesDepartmena ofEnergy 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.  
Room7A-257 
Was.i•igton, D.C. 2058

DEO 22 IS95 

RECEIVED BY 
JAll 02 9g6

Dos semous 
C-E,

14.020: This comment concerning DOE's draft Waste Management PEIS (DOEIEIS
0200-D, August 1995) is not directly relevant to the issues considered in the HEU EIS.  
Decisions concerning where DOE's LLW will be treated and disposed are being made 
pursuant to the former NEPA document, not the latter. The Governor's concerns were 
addressed in a February 8, 1996, letter from Secretary O'Leary to Governor Sundquist, 
which noted that ORR is one of 17 "major" candidate sites for potential waste disposal 
facilities by virtue of its current inventory of waste materials, its waste management facil
ities, and site capabilities. The selection of preferred alternatives for national waste man
agement configurations will be made in the final Waste Management PEIS, and responses 
to the Governor's comments will also be included in the associated Comment Analysis 
and Response Document.

Der Secretary O'Leary.  

Recently, agen of the State ofTennessee tubmitted comments inaccordance withtohe 
requirements of the N•tlinl Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for the Drft ,Wave 
ManagemuentProgrammadc Environmerntalmpaet5:atemee (D-PELS) for Managing 
TIratmo Storage, and D osad of R•anacrivr andH;ardous Waste, DO.ZJ&D0200 
D.August 1995 Ibave elected to com-n wlcate with you directly to insure that the State 
of Te.=es 's poli;yInterests coacerning this Important D-PElS are dcearly communicated.  

My administration strongly opposes and 42 €continue to oppose any attempt byDOE to 
"site" largewatae deposition ectiviti esIn Oak Ridge, Tenmessee. It disap•ioinetio o me 
that the United States Department ofEner (DOE) contin•e• to seriously consider another 
short sighted option lnatiring string ofwaste deposition assessments for Oak Ridge. My 
dm•lnstratlion viewm all of the alternatives in the carrect 'Was• eManageemens" .PEiS thet 
consider disposal of low levenl mixed waste and low level waste on the Oak Ridge 
Reservation as tecnally unsount 

It as commonly $mown, and widely supported inside end outside ofTennessae that Oak 
Ridge Is one ofsevea sites in the DOE complex that does not poases the appropriate 
goologic or hlydrologic character for ouch lahe scalen€was deposition sctiviticsei curreatly 
pmposed i your I-PEIS. TheNioeal oGoveror'sAssodalonDOEDpos Wodog 
Group specifically recommended that the Oak Ridge complex be considered only for 
disposal of a very restctiver at ofradionucUden due to an emphasis on protection ofrrman 
health and the environment 

Yourow agencWs data surtmasy for waste managgmet rsites In the current D-PEIS 
indicates that the OnkPRidge Reservasion eurre* retypoduces the highest-population dose' 
among the 54 DOE rites around the aton. Webeiev etlhat a large scale low level mixed 
waste and low level waste disposal frEllity at Oak Ridge would add additional •sk to a 
Zb4 nacpt alle sitwatioe

snta&e CpteL, Stasheee. Tenmessee 27243-0001 
T-clehan No. (61511741-2•01

00

Cz
11
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Page Two 
S= tzy Hazel OLeazy 
December 14.1995 

Despite our concxrni, the State of Tecoett recogazes and appreciates the histori role 
Oak ItldgTenness has played for the nation and the economic contbutionsDOE has 
made to the Oak Rldge conmmnity and Tennessee over the past 50 yeam. We will continue 
to promote and wll aM epteour- rsponsiility to the pation as a potential aite for one or 
severa l of the complex Ao oracti•itics that DOE roust pafeorm. However , believe tha± 
DOE's continued considertion of the most techdicnlly un.•itable disposal site in the DOE 
complex for large acalewaste deposition Istruly awaste oftprecious national n astate 
resousrce& I urged you to invest your agency's nergles in alternaives that bett met both 
the short and lang teem itets of waste storsge.  

Sincere~ly.  

C; United StateslRepresentativeZsch WaMp 
United States SenatorFred Thompson 
United State& SenatorBill Ftist 
Commlssioner Don Dills Tenntssee Depattncnt otfEvironment and Conservaston 
US DOE Hesdqusaters PA Office 
Wr. Gres8Rudy, Agct Director,Office ofrifle Mateials Disposition 
NEPA File 

-R 3
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MUISPUBLICj . . )RAL COMMENTS 
AFTERNOON WORKSHOP 

iwz WNTenaeell 
November 14,1995 

SESSION: DMusskon Group A 

OPM DISCUgON 

FactUtko C.pdb~tks 

Whtv-Kd e s wa ohed i 9tcus.dd wit"Lof L v• heaf dccctmd 7 21&a 
soveatote 9WW"totpcm ftwetsdb•atdtk 'a• lioLo•Kd , cW q .p o A• 
Ewlldocs ra~ortodoozonwood b owd to bed down eamtedol7 

alp mai Iad.  

HOWf dcbdlDuB Ia cmou lab cei mhao.cwte sommas fxf ltolsslo 

WWpdSato h -dW oarmo New dowoonew *q5omomgdRodVshacs 

tREISEDmDeompo~wberhay 13.c9f9t5one*ow blafordtwoste? Codd 
d~owomibonaakloaDOfllbeW VWbAbp~eoi t~adiwdftftboc=omedo 
bd~d2IlopmoWxoTar?1hbooadslbooapoccdhdto rucwi T& 

Vfl.*m hcaltllwd giwbordbogdrt~at Y.lcau blcodtomeaL Woo~ldilb 

coniftlazdambb ftaitta wloslw~dcb room covemoynatomamadoL. vai 

OtbctAlcsrmllvu 

Ha osefdld 1>08Icokisaw~ro o oco.wW aodvocm of IHE3? DidDOBose dtc oWo 

eviososocaridorohomaooalcw 

wpvmwsnn...., Iloo 
IREVISED Decemober 13.1995

22.010 

11.005 

I 01.002 

116.003 

14.003 

11.006

09.012 

09.004

22.010: Site-specific upgrade requirements for each of the blending technologies are 
discussed throughout the HEU EIS; specifically in Sections 2.2.3.2, 2.2.3.3, 2.2.3.4, 
2.2.3.5, 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4. Each of the blending processes and the equipment 
needed for those processes are discussed in Section 2.2.  

11.005: The HEU EIS assumes that no new facilities (buildings) would be needed to 
carry out the proposed actions, although modifications or additional equipment might be 
installed in existing facilities (such additions would be necessary to make UF6 blending 
possible, for example). DOE has no plans to construct new facilities. If commercial enti
ties choose to build new facilities for the HEU disposition program, additional NEPA 
review would probably be necessary, most likely in the context of NRC license amend
ment proceedings.  

01.002: The ability to convert HEU in the form of metal or oxide to UF6 does not cur
rently exist at any facility. Because UF6 blending would only be used for blending com
mercial material, it would only be developed if one of the commercial blenders decides it 
is economically preferable to its existing UNH blending capabilities. DOE does not 
intend to install new equipment for the purpose of competing with the private sector in a 
commercial market when it already has adequate UNH and metal (at the Y-12 Plant) 
blending capability.  

16.003: The costs of undertaking FIEU blending actions could initially be borne by 
DOE, by USEC, or by potential purchasers of the material. Any new equipment installed 
at commercial facilities would be at their own expense. It is fully expected that all costs 
of blending, including waste management, would ultimately be covered by the purchase 
price for commercial material.  

14.003: Any utility purchaser of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU would be 
responsible for disposal of the resulting spent nuclear fuel. Under the Nuclear Waste Pol
icy Act, DOE manages the Nation's civilian radioactive waste program in return for fees 
assessed on nuclear electricity generation, so the waste would eventually be sent to a 
DOE permanent repository (or possibly an interim storage facility). The process waste 
from commercial blending facilities would be handled the same as any other waste from 
those facilities-in regional LLW repositories governed by interstate compacts under the 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, as amended.

Is)
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Wwikwrad Eurunftta 3Prodm 

Whua.ddmtsoM-u Wmmad ,12,,fa fth.ttth•tfo Oak Rldp$Aa lw w=ft 

ambaa&dvcd? 

DW&Vtcto bdeaV 6C, uiddnSaOd 1, fn t t c Mdt 
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11.007 

12.004 

21.006 

20.009 

06,009 

06.020 

32.007 

06.024 

32.008

11.006: Decisions about which facilities get blending business from this program are 
most likely to be decided on the basis of competitive bidding procedures that may be con

ducted by USEC or other entities, in addition to DOE. The metal blending capabilities at 

the Y-12 Plant would only be used to blend noncommercial material for disposal as 

waste, since metal blending would not be conducive to subsequent commercial use.  

09.012: Retaining and using surplus HEU in weapons-usable forms would not be con

sistent with the purpose and need for the proposed action. As explained in Section 2.1 of 

the HEU EIS, DOE used a formal screening process and public input to identify a range 

of reasonable alternatives for the disposition of HEU. The process was conducted by a 

screening committee that consisted of five DOE technical program managers, assisted by 

technical advisors from DOE's national laboratories and other support staff. The commit

tee compared alternatives against screening criteria, considered input from the public, 

and used technical reports and analyses from the national laboratories and industry to 

develop a final list of alternatives.  

09.004: The United States has discontinued nuclear tests or other nuclear explosions as 

part of its nonproliferation policy.  

11.007: Section 4.7 of the HEU EIS discusses the positive impacts from avoided ura

nium mining, milling, and enrichment. The more than 100 commercial reactors in the 

United States (and hundreds more overseas) create a steady demand for uranium fuel.  

The environmental analysis in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS indicates that blending HEU 

down would result in few significant impacts.  

12.004: The Department of Energy continuously assesses the impact of introducing 

uranium from its inventory into the U.S. uranium market. DOE is required by the terms 

of the USEC Privatization Act to avoid introducing uranium into the market in a manner 

that would have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry. The impacts 

on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in Section 4.8 of the HEU 

Final EIS.

tvi t.  
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I 10.009 

I 03.007 

103.008 

20.006 

I 06.010 

I 11.008 

29.001 

11.008 
cont'.  

04.007 

I 16.004 

10.008

21.006: Several accident scenarios were considered for the HEU EIS including a tor
nado, straight winds, an aircraft crash, nuclear criticality, process-related accidents, and 
an evaluation basis earthquake. As stated in Section 4.3, it was assumed that with the 
exception of the filter fire and the fluidized bed release, all of the accident scenarios con
sidered in the EIS could be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake. The evaluation 
basis earthquake is also assumed to initiate the nuclear criticality and the UF6 cylinder 
release. To be conservative, the consequences from the evaluation basis earthquake, 
earthquake induced criticality, and the UF6 cylinder release were added to yield the total 
consequences from both the release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals into the 
environment and a criticality.  

Because details on some of the site-specific processes were proprietary, one set of repre
sentative data were used in the HEU EIS for each blending process with nominal 
throughput rates that assumed a full-scale operation with bounding values for operational 
requirements, emissions, waste streams, and other parameters. Therefore, the same acci
dent scenarios representative of each blending process were used at each site.  

20.009: Continued storage does not reduce the inventory of weapons-usable material, 
which is the purpose of the proposed action. It would be unreasonable to compare storage 
(no action alternative) impacts with only part of the potential risk (that is, transportation) 
encountered for the other alternatives. However, the total impacts for each alternative are 
presented and compared. Transportation impacts are specifically addressed in Section 4.4 
and Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.  

06.009: Neither blending down of HEU nor treatment with any chemical can make Pu.  
However, blending HEU to 4-percent LEU and using it as fuel in commercial reactors 
results in the creation of some Pu in the spent nuclear fuel. Only reactors can make Pu. It 
is possible to reprocess the resulting spent fuel by dissolving it in nitric acid and using 
other chemicals to separate Pu, but because spent fuel is extremely radioactive, the pro
cess is very hazardous and difficult and must be carried out by remote control in heavily 
shielded cells. This is the process that was used to make the Pu used for the nuclear weap
ons in the first place, but it has never been accomplished by any subnational group.  
Because of the difficulty of separating Pu from spent fuel, spent fuel is considered highly 
proliferation resistant for at least 80 to 100 years after it is removed from reactors.
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1
Orai comments received in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined 

(grouped) for presentation in this document

06.020: Once HEU is blended down to 4- or 0.9-percent LEU, it could become HEU 
again only if it were re-enriched. It would be no less difficult to turn such LEU back into 

HEU than it would be for any of the much more plentiful world stocks of LEU of compa

rable enrichment levels.  

32.007: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully com

mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for 

involvement in DOE's decisionmaking process. In this regard, the Office of Fissile Mate

rials Disposition published a Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) 

on October 26, 1995 that announced that the HEU EIS was available for comment; pro

vided the dates of the comment period and the schedule of public meetings; and identified 

the methods by which to submit comments. Additional information, including newsletters 

and fact sheets, were distributed directly to interested members of the public who are on 

the office's mailing list. The office also maintains an electronic bulletin board that pro

vides current information, program status and activities, and the ability to interact with 

the office directly.  

Health effects studies are discussed for each candidate site in Chapter 3 of the HEU EIS.  

Impacts of the proposed action and alternatives on public and worker health from both 

normal and potential accidents are addressed in Chapter 4. No actions will be taken until 

the decisions are made public. The ROD is scheduled to be published in the Federal Reg

ister in the summer of 1996.  

06.024: The purpose of the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement is to reduce the threat to U.S.  

and world security that is posed by large stockpiles of surplus Russian HEU, as well as to 

provide needed hard currency to Russia to assist its redevelopment efforts. The U.S.  

effort that is the subject of the HEU EIS is reciprocal to the Russian effort to reduce its 

HEU stockpiles.  

32.008: The Department of Energy must work within the constraints imposed by avail

able funding and resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with the 

NEPA, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identi

fied in the HEU EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and 

Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.

�- �.
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submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free 

fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also 

be used to request additional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials 

Disposition's mailing list.  

10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and 

disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The 

analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact 

among other alternatives evaluated in the lIEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed 

cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made 

them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi

cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense 

and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for dis

posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in 

the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to 

other nations.  

03.007: It is correct that the foreign policy objective of reducing global stockpiles of 

weapons-usable fissile materials would remain without regard to USEC's role. USEC's 

involvement stems from the provision of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 that makes USEC 

the exclusive marketing agent for sales of U.S. Government and Russian enriched ura

nium. There are at present no international treaties concerning disposition of fissile mate

rials. However, the Joint Statement between the United States and Russia on 

Nonproliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and the Means of their Delivery (Janu

ary, 1994, reproduced as Appendix.B of the HEU Final EIS) provides a bilateral frame

work for U.S.-Russian nonproliferation efforts. In addition, the President's 

Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (September 1993, reproduced as Appendix A 

of the HEU EIS) commits the United States to "seek to eliminate where possible, the 

accumulation of stockpiles of HEU or Pu to ensure that where these materials already 

exist they are subject to the highest standards of safety, security, and international 

accountability." The U.S. Government is pursuing fissile materials disposition on a uni

lateral basis, to set an example for other nations, and to reciprocate similar actions 

already being taken in Russia.  

I.'
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03.008: There is no treaty related to Pu or HEU. However, the joint statement between . •.  
the United States and Russia on Nonproliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and , 
the Means of their Delivery (January 1994, reproduced as Appendix B of the HEU Final 
EIS) provides a bilateral framework for U.S.-Russian nonproliferation efforts. In addi- : 
tion, the President's Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (September 27, 1993, 
fact sheet included as Appendix A of the HEU Final EIS) commits the United States to 
"seek to eliminate where possible, the accumulation of stockpiles of HEU or Pu to ensure F 
that where these materials already exist they are subject to the highest standards of safety, tzi 
security, and international accountability." 1z 

20.006: Assessment of impacts resulting from the proposed action were conducted at 
sites where facilities for UNH and metal blending processes currently exist and would not 
require new construction even for a new UF6 capability at commercial sites. This pro
vides the decisionmaker a reasonable range of site options to consider. However, because 
environmental and transportation related risks are low for all alternatives, it is anticipated 
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of material forms, availability of 
facilities when needed, and business decisions.  

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the 
lowest risk alternative. TIwo significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (I) onsite 
material handling represents the greater part of the total risk, and such handling would 
still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these 
scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume 
of fuel feed material and LLW after blending.  

06.010: It is not clear what accidents the question refers to. In general, the burden of 
nuclear accidents falls on whatever party has legal possession of nuclear material at any 
given time. The Price-Anderson Act establishes a framework of liability coverage for 
nuclear accidents. For the private nuclear industry, that framework includes private insur
ance and retroactive liability that is shared across the entire nuclear industry. The Govern
ment is self-insured.  

11.008: If the decision were made to blend all surplus HEU to waste, there would be no 
customer in the commercial sense. The material would be blended by or on behalf of
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DOE for disposal as waste. Any or all of the facilities could be involved in such blending.  

It is not possible to specify today where blending would take place for either waste or 
commercial material, since those decisions will depend in part on the forms of the busi

ness transactions governing particular disposition actions. Decisions about blending sites 
and transportation could be made by DOE, by USEC, or by other entities involved in 

those transactions. It is very likely that competitive bidding procedures will be instru

mental in such decisions.  

29.001: Cost will play a key role in the decisionmaking process. The Preferred Alterna

tive identified in the HEU Final EIS is to maximize commercial use of the material, 

because it would recover the material's economic value and satisfy the nonproliferation 

objective in the most timely manner.  

Preliminary cost estimates suggest that 170 t of surplus HEU may have a net commercial 
value of approximately $2 billion. More importantly, avoiding disposal costs for the same 
amount of material would save the Government between $5 and $15 billion.  

04.007: The Department of Energy has no expectation of recovering the invested costs 

of producing HEU, which have been very high. (The marginal cost of enrichment goes up 

as enrichment levels increase.) DOE has no reliable basis for estimating the actual cost of 

producing MEU. The current question is whether recovery of those invested costs can be 

at least partially offset by commercial use of the material or completely written off by 

making it all into waste.  

16.004: The value of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU has been evaluated as part of 

cost estimates for the alternatives in the HEU EIS that have been released separately from 

the HEU Final EIS. The value of commercial material is expected to be equivalent to 

market value for any other commercial LEU. Off-spec material is expected to be dis
counted to reflect its lower value.  

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the BEU EIS as 8 

having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with • 

NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 

Salternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 

t;J this information to the decisionmakers. 4
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natives have been developed to be included in the ROD(s) and are available as a separate 

document. It is anticipated that the work needed to blend down surplus HEU will be done 

using both DOE and commercial sites. To the extent that work is done within DOE, the 
requirements of Section 3161 of the Defense Authorization Act of 1994, as applicable, 
will be complied with.  

10.003: Comment noted.  

26.005: Storage limitations of uranium materials differ at each candidate blending site.  
Interim storage of enriched uranium at the Y-12 Plant is limited to 500 t of HEU and 6 t 

of LEU for a period of up to 10 years (60 FR 54068, October 19, 1995). There are no lim
itations on the storage of uranium at SRS. The quantity of uranium that could be stored at 
commercial sites are limited by their NRC licenses. B&W and NFS are licensed to pos

sess up to 60,000 kilograms (kg) (132,000 pounds [lb]) and 7,000 t (15,400 lb), respec
tively, of U-235 in any required chemical or physical form (except UF6) and at any 
enrichment (see Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5 of the HEU EIS).

C
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21.003: The UF6 release that occurred on August 7, 1979 was reported in the Environ
mental Assessment for Renewal of Special Nuclear Material License SNM-124, Nuclear 

Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin Plant, Erwin, Tennessee, Docket No. 70-143, dated August 

1991. As described on page 4-38 of the environmental assessment the quantities released 

to the atmosphere increased rapidly to a maximum within 10 to 15 minutes and then 

slowly decreased as material circulated out of the process ventilation and out of the stack.  

Most activity (60 to 80 percent) was released in 1 hour, although it took about 3 hours for 

all the activity to escape. The incident was investigated by NRC. The quantities released 

were within regulatory levels. After this event, the scrubbing system was redesigned and 

modified to improve the system. Detection systems with alarms were also installed at the 

work station.  

The HEU EIS analyzed radiological releases from UF6 blending process during normal 

operations of NFS as well as under a severe accident condition during which the highest 

atmospheric release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals would occur. The accident 

scenarios evaluated in the HEU EIS included the release of UF6 from a cylinder leak sim

ilar to what occurred at NFS in 1979. Section 4.3.2 of the HEU Final EIS presents 

impacts of blending HEU to 4-percent UF6 to the public and the environment.  

22.005: Potential releases to air from the proposed action were estimated and presented 

in Section 4.3 of the HEU EIS. However, it was determined that there would be no haz

ardous waste released to the surface or groundwater during blending operations. All haz

ardous waste would be treated until it becomes nonhazardous and, after treatment, would 
then be released to an NPDES-permitted outfall.  

21.004: The HEU EIS analyzed both accidental and chronic releases of HEU from the 

proposed alternatives. Chronic releases are very small releases of material to the environ

ment over a long period of time. Accidental releases are releases of material to the envi

ronment over a very short period of time to an instantaneous release. The impacts of 

chronic and accidental releases from normal operations and accidents, respectively, were 

evaluated for each alternative blending process and presented in Section 4.3 of the HEU 

Final EIS.  

24.002: Differences in current conditions at each site lead to different potential impacts 

at each site. For example, the area surrounding SRS has a higher minority population than

0tC'
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the area around any of the other sites. Therefore, SRS may have a disproportionate envi
ronmental justice impact.  

21.005: NFS has higher dose rates than other candidate sites because it is the smallest 
site in land area, and thus the receptors are closer. The potential impacts of any release of 
HEU are a function of the amount of material released (source term), the dispersion of the 
material into the atmosphere (related to the site meteorology), and the distance to the 
nearest receptor (the worker or member of the public). Since the source terms are identi
cal, only the distance to the nearest receptor and meteorology will make significant differ
ences in the dose rate. The closer the receptor to the source term, the larger the calculated 
dose rate will be (in much the same way that the closer someone is to a fire [the source 
term], the more heat [the dose rate] they would feel).  

20.005: The purpose of the proposed action is to reduce HEU to non-weapons-grade 
for commercial use. Long-term storage would not achieve this. The HEU EIS weighs the 
total impacts for the alternatives, but does not compare storage with only part of the 
potential risk that might be encountered (that is, transportation). As explained in Section 
4.4 of the HEU Final EIS, HEU would be transported by safe secure trailers, a convey
ance that provides optimum safety and security. For example, there has never been a safe 
secure trailer accident involving a release of radioactive material causing injury or death.  
Transportation cost was not evaluated in the HEU EIS; however, it is relatively inexpen
sive when compared to the long-term storage.  

01.001: The Department of Energy will make programmatic decisions whether surplus 
HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste. Subsequently, DOE will make 
decisions about specific lots of BEU for disposition. Decisions about blending locations 
for commercial material may be made by DOE or USEC or other entities involved in dis
position actions. Decisions about blending for waste materials are likely to be made by 
DOE.  

03.001: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU derived 
from HEU increases proliferation potential. Among the alternatives considered, Alterna
tive I, the No Action Alternative, has the highest proliferation potential because it leaves

n�
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the HEU in weapons-usable form. DOE considers Alternatives 2 through 5, which repre
sent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equiva

lent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more proliferation resistant than the 
HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and 0.9-percent enrichment, and spent 

fuel are all considered to have low proliferation potential, because both enrichment of 

uranium and reprocessing to separate Pu are difficult and costly.  

03.002: The program objective of setting a good example for other nations relates to 
converting weapons-usable fissile materials to forms that are no longer weapons-usable; 
(that is, to demonstrate to other nations that our nuclear disarmament actions are perma
nent and irreversible). It is in the national security interest of the United States that other 
nations take similar actions to reduce stockpiles of weapons materials, so the United 
States is obligated to take such actions itself. All four of the action alternatives in the 
BEU Final EIS (Alternatives 2 through 5) satisfy this objective by seeking to blend all of 

the surplus HEU to LEU. Only the No Action Alternative, which would leave the HEU in 
its present weapons-usable forms, would fail to satisfy this nonproliferation objective.  

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel

oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the 
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared 
to the alternative of blending lIEU for disposal as waste.  

03.003: Although spent fuel contains Pu, which if separated is a weapons-usable fissile 
material, spent fuel is extremely radioactive and hazardous to handle; thus, it is difficult 
and costly to separate Pu from spent fuel. In accordance with recommendations of the 

National Academy of Sciences, it is the policy of the United States to make weapons
usable fissile materials at least as proliferation resistant as commercial spent fuel.  

03.004: The Department of Energy agrees that blending all surplus HEU to waste :u 

would be much more costly and take longer than options that make commercial use of the 
material. It also would have greater adverse environmental impacts. However, it must be
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included in the HEU EIS to assure that a "range" of alternatives has been analyzed. DOE 
also agrees that blending to waste offers no nonproliferation advantage over blending for 63;Z 
commercial use.  

11.003: Section 2.1.2 of the HEU EIS indicates that, under some circumstances, maxi- • 
mizing commercial use reduces the time needed to complete disposition actions. • 

11.004: The HEU EIS indicates in the text box in Section 1.1.1 that blending down is 
much easier than enrichment. DOE agrees with the commentor that reprocessing is also 
very difficult relative to blending HEU down to LEU.  

03.005: The Department of Energy considers the re-enrichment of uranium from mate
rial blended down to 1 percent and reprocessing of spent fuel to recover Pu to be compa
rably difficult barriers to proliferation.  

09.002: The gaseous diffusion enrichment plants at Paducah and Portsmouth have the 
capability to deal with HEU only in the form of UF6. The K-25 Site at ORR is perma
nently closed. Since the surplus HEU is in the form of metal or oxide, not UF6, those 
facilities cannot be used for the blending activities.  

32.006: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully com
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for 
involvement in the DOE's decisionmaking process. In this regard, the Office of Fissile 
Materials published a Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on 
October 26, 1995, that announced that the HEU Draft ETS was available for comment; 
provided the dates of the comment period and the schedule of public meetings; and iden
tified the methods by which to submit comments. Additional information, including 
newsletters and fact sheets, were distributed directly to interested members of the public 
who are on the office's mailing list. Regional print and media advertisements were also 
used to draw attention to the public meetings and other methods available to submit com
ments. The office also maintains an electronic bulletin board that provides current infor
mation, program status and activities, and the ability to interact with the office directly.
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04.002: The Department of Energy does not expect to have any difficulty marketing the 

commercial material at market rates. Off-spec material will probably need to be marketed 

at discounted rates to compensate for the added processing and operational requirements 

for its use. The uranium market is now a global one, involving numerous competitors.  

DOE expects that LEU derived from surplus HEU will be introduced into the market at 

rates that do not have an adverse material impact on the market.  

03.006: The Department of Energy agrees that the nonproliferation objectives are pre

eminent; however, the recovery of some of the costs involved in creating this HEU are 

also very important, particularly in the current budgetary climate. Fortunately, the two 

objectives are complementary in the HEU disposition program.  

04.003: The Department of Energy's preference is to utilize as much as possible of this 

resource as LEU reactor fuel derived from surplus HEU.  

33.001: Forms of surplus HEU are mainly metal, compounds, solutions, oxides, irradi

ated fuel, reactor fuel, UF6, scrap, and material in weapons that have been retired but 

have not been transferred to Pantex for disassembly. Surplus HEU is currently located at 

10 DOE sites around the country and is shown in Figure 1.3-1 of the HEU Final EIS.  

U'
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03.009: Among the alternatives considered, Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, 
has the highest proliferation potential because it leaves the HEU in weapons-usable form.  
DOE considers alternatives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of 

the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation poten
tial, and much more proliferation-resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU 
at both 4- and 0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low prolif
eration potential, because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing to separate Pu 
are difficult and costly.  

24.001: The largest number of direct jobs generated would be 126 for blending HEU to 
LEU as UF6 (disposition fuel). The Jargest number of total jobs (direct and indirect) gen

erated would be 444 in the ORR region. These jobs would be created as a result of blend
ing HEU to either waste or fuel. There would be no difference between fuel or waste 
alternatives in terms of the total number of jobs created.  

05.002: The Department of Energy estimates that the shortest time to blend 200 t of 
surplus lIEU would be about 20 to 25 years, assuming all four blending sites were used.  

DOE expects that the commercial material in current surplus lIEU will take between 15 
and 20 years to blend, and material that must be blended to waste could take 10 to 15 
years. DOE expects the demand for uranium fuel to remain essentially steady for the 
foreseeable future.  

06.011: The environmental impacts from disposal of radioactive wastes are being ana
lyzed in other NEPA documents together with the much larger quantities of radioactive 
waste that must be managed by DOE. As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the lIEU Final 
EIS, the disposal of LLW generated as a result of this program will be addressed as part 

of DOE's Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Man
aging Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste and any 
site-specific or project-specific EIS's concerning LLW repositories.  

17.012: Material will generally not be blended down until it can move promptly into 
the pipeline for either commercial use or disposal as waste, so there is no need for 
extended storage of blended down product. As stated in Section 4.8.1 of the HEU Final 
EIS, the U.S. surplus lIEU would represent about 2 percent of the world market for ura
nium.
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01.004 

05.008 
I 07.008 

02.001 
i08.oo3 

I20.002 
19.001 

20.003 

20.010 

03.010 

05.005

13.002: The demand for HEU-derived uranium would come from the approximately 
100 nuclear electric power plants operating in the United States and hundreds of others 

overseas. There is no expected increase in the number of these power plants in the United 
States.  

13.003: There is consideration of deregulation of the electrical supply industry, but that 
has not happened yet and no one can be sure what form it will take or what its impact will 

be. At this time, there is no deregulation data to analyze. The demand for uranium in the 

United States is continuously analyzed by numerous firms specializing in the uranium 
market. These analyses predict essentially steady demand for uranium at 165 million 
pounds U308 per year worldwide. The United States uses about 45 million lbs U308 per 
year and produces only about 6 million lbs.  

11.010: The HEU EIS analyzes generic processes for the various blending technologies 
at all of the sites. Generic process rates are also applied based on rates that all of the facil
ities could achieve. It is possible that some of the facilities could process material at 
higher rates, although it is unlikely DOE could make material available for blending at 
higher rates.  

07.002: The HEU EIS is programmatic in the sense that it will support programmatic 
decisions (for example, as proposed, to make commercial use of surplus HEU). The Pre
ferred Alternative in the lIEU Final EIS does not include any site preferences. The docu
ment concludes that the necessary blending activities could take place at any of the 

analyzed sites without significant adverse impacts. Thus, environmental considerations 
are not considered likely to drive site decisions, which may be made by parties other than 

DOE. If subsequent decisions concerning disposition of specific lots of HEU fall within 
the parameters analyzed in the EIS in terms of sites, quantities, and processes, it is 
expected that no additional NEPA documentation will be required.  

01.004: Uranyl nydrate hexahydrate blending technology is in existence at all four 

facilities, and metal blending technology exists at DOE's Y-12 Plant. While all of the 

facilities have engaged in some blending as part of their past operations, blending to pre-I..) 
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13.004 

06.015 

03.017 

08.017 

03.011 

06.019 

107.004 

05.013 

10.003 

10.014

02.001: Highly enriched uranium is primarily metal, uranium oxide, and UF6. Most of 
the amounts and forms of surplus HEU at specific locations have been declassified and 
were made available in the Secretary of Energy's Openness Initiative announcement on 
February 6, 1996. The newly-released information is indicated in Figure 1.3-1 of the 
HEU Final EIS.  

03.003: The HEU Final EIS indicates that risks would be comparable and quite low at 
all sites. Thus, the selection of sites for blending, which may be done by USEC or other

Is) 

GO)
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czcisely 0.9 or 4 percent has probably not been done because HEU has never before been 
blended down either for commercial use or waste. The point is, the technology for blend
ing at higher enrichment levels is the same as would be used to yield the lower level prod
ucts for this program, except more blending and blendstock would be needed. There is no 
environmentally consequential difference between the experience these facilities have 
and the proposed actions.  

05.006: The timeframes presented in Table 2.1.2-1 of the HEU Draft EIS were rough 
estimates and are considered optimistic. They were based on the assumption that the sites 
can process material at the analyzed rates (up to 10t per year) and that DOE can provide 
material for blending at up to 40 t per year in the case of using all four sites simulta
neously. The HEU Final EIS is revised to reflect more realistic assumptions. In actuality, 
DOE could not provide material that quickly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the 
time needed to blend material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 years.  

07.008: The sites that are considered in the lIEU EIS are the two commercial and two 
DOE sites that can process significant quantities of HEU today. The Preferred Alternative 
contemplates the use of all four sites, although some alternatives or processes cannot be 
performed at all sites, as explained in the EIS. DOE does not expect to select the exact 
timing or use of the commercial and DOE sites in its ROD. It will make programmatic 
decisions whether surplus HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste, and 
may also include decisions to proceed with disposition of one or more initial discrete 
batches of HEU. Decisions about where blending will occur will be based on business 
considerations, facilities being available when needed, transportation considerations, and 
competitive bidding processes. The commentor is correct that the forms and locations of 
some batches of HEU may militate strongly in favor of particular sites for blending.
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entities as well as DOE, would probably be dictated primarily by business considerations 
14.006 ~and the results of competitive bidding processes.  

, , ,. t huH,,,, j 14.011 20.002: The quantity of material per truckload (shipment) varies, depending on the 
%-10.009 alternative and type of material. For example, under the alternative to produce UNH for 
Wpm WWII abId ,,o,=,. OC I.commercial use, a truckload would contain 48 packages of surplus HEU, 35 kg per pack
,.•,iiin***•~a,•,4%LM 1I04.006 age (77 lbs), or 1,680 kg (3,696 Ibs) of surplus HEU per truckload. Table 0.1-3 of the 
IOral comments received In public meetings concmning similar Issues went HEU Final EIS presents the quantity of each material transported in the assessment.  

combined (grouped) for presentation in this document.  

19.001: Yes. The maximum annual transportation impacts would be 0.038 fatalities for 
transportation of LLW and 0.061 fatalities for LEU destined for commercial fuel fabrica
tion. A cumulative summary of transportation environmental impacts is presented in 
Table 4.4.3.3-1. The accident risk for each material is presented in Appendix G.  

20.003: Safe secure trailer trucks are reserved for the exclusive transport of highly sen
sitive special nuclear materials, primarily for security reasons. LLW does not require 
intensive security oversight and therefore would be transported by certified commercial 
truck. Regardless of the vehicle, either safe secure trailer or commercial truck, the carrier 
of radioactive materials must comply with the same stringent Department of Transporta
tion packaging and transport requirements, as explained in Section 4.4 of the HEU Final 
EIS. For normal traffic fatalities, no difference is assumed in the probability of risk per 
kilometer for either safe secure trailer or commercial shipments. However, for the proba
bility of release of radioactivity in the case of accidents, it is lower for safe secure trailer 
shipments (due to special design of the safe secure trailer) than for commercial ship
ments.  

20.010: Depending on the severity of the accident for the LLW material (with 0.9-per
cent enrichment), some of the Type A radioactive material packages could disengage 0 

from the truck and be breached, and some material could possibly be released. Any loose 
material could be recovered by conventional tools, repackaged, and transported away 0 

with minimal loss of life or property, and minimal permanent site contamination.  

l'3 
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aging, and the accident scenario would be similar to 0.9-percent LLW material. For the 
4-percent LEU in UF 6 form, the material would be transported in Type B packaging 
designed to prevent the release of contents under all credible transportation accident con
ditions. It is expected there would be no breach of the package and no loss of contents, 
even in severe accidents.  

Both 0.9-percent LLW and 4-percent LEU are very low in radioactive properties. The 
health effects from transporting materials evaluated in the HEU EIS have been calculated 
and are presented in Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.  

03.010: Spent fuel is not a weapons-usable fissile material because its high radiation 
field makes reprocessing it to separate the Pu very difficult. Thus, there would be no fis
sile material that could be directly usable in weapons after use of LEU fuel derived from 
surplus HEU in commercial reactors.  

05.005: The 8-year period in the HEU Draft EIS was based on the assumption that four 
blending sites would be used, and 46 years was based on the assumption that only one 
site would be used. In actuality, DOE will not be able to make material available for 
blending quickly enough to meet the 8-year schedule, and the HBEU Final EIS is revised 
accordingly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed to blend currently 
declared surplus HEU material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 years, and material 
that must be blended to waste is expected to take an additional 10 to 15 years.  

13.004: There is no certainty that anyone will purchase the blended HEU, but 45 mil
lion pounds of uranium are purchased in the United States each year and 165 million 
pounds purchased world wide. It would appear that there is an adequate market for the 
blended Government uranium.  

06.015: Because all of the action alternatives in the HEU Final EIS (Alternatives 2 
through 5) fully satisfy the nonproliferation objective of the surplus HEU disposition pro
gram by making the material non-weapons-usable, extensive discussion of the differ
ences among the alternatives for nonproliferation purposes is not called for The 
economic and nonproliferation objectives of the program are consistent in that they both 
support commercial use.

0
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03.017: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. DOE considers Altema
tives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to 
waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more 
proliferation-resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEUtat both 4- and 
0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low proliferation poten
tial, because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing of spent fuel to separate Pu are 
difficult and costly. Although fuel derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could 
conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mili
tary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply 
replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu will be created as a result of this program.  

06.017: The Department of Energy agrees that setting an example for other nations is 
an important objective of the surplus HEU disposition program. Consequently, it is con
sidered important to begin work on making our surplus HEU non-weapons-usable in a 
prompt manner.  

03.011: The International Atomic Energy Agency probably would not track HEU 
beyond the point that it is blended down to LEU, at which time it is no longer a prolifera
tion concern, and which will occur in the United States. Currently, 123 nations are mem
bers of the IAEA.  

06.019: The inventory of surplus HEU has an average enrichment level of 50 percent, 
which means that, on average, 50 percent of it by weight is U-235. Almost all of the 
remainder is U-238, with small quantities of U-234 and U-236 in some of the material.  
Various portions of the inventory contain numerous other materials. Details concerning 
the forms, quantities, and locations of surplus HEU are shown in Figure 1.3-1. Some of 
the material is located at Rocky Flats.  

07.004: As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, DOE prefers the Maxi
mum Commercial Use Alternative because it would best serve the purpose and need for 
the proposed action, which is to make the surplus HBEU non-weapons-usable and, where 

U)
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tive is best served by an alternative that seeks to maximize commercial use of the mate

rial, since the alternative of blending the material to waste recovers no value. DOE 

believes that the nonproliferation objective is also best served by the maximum commer

cial use alternative, primarily because it would permit the surplus HEU to be blended 

down more quickly than blending it to waste.  

05.013: As described in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS Preferred Alternative, DOE 

intends to sell as much as possible of the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU or surplus 

HEU using a combination of four sites and two possible blending technologies. The goal 

is to achieve DOE's objectives in a way that would satisfy programmatic, economic, and 

environmental needs, beginning after the ROD and proceeding, as necessary, until all sur

plus material is blended down.  

10.003: Comment noted.  

10.014: Alternative 2, which considers blending the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to 

LEU for disposal as waste, was included in the analyses because it provides a compre

hensive evaluation of a full range of alternatives in the HEU EIS as required by NEPA.  

Blending the material to waste would not recover any of the economic value of HEU for 

the Government or provide peaceful, beneficial use of the material; however, it would 

meet nonproliferation objectives. DOE's Preferred Alternative is to maximize commer

cial use of the material.  

14.006: The HEU EIS does not need to explicitly analyze the disposal of spent fuel, 

since this program would create no incremental spent fuel to dispose of. As explained in 

Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, spent fuel management and disposal is covered by the 

Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. That program has its own NEPA process which 

must be fulfilled.  

14.011: Spent fuel need not be dealt with in the HEU EIS because the HEU disposition 

program would generate no incremental spent fuel that would not be generated in the 

absence of the program.
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disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The 

analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact 

among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed 

cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made 

them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi

cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense 

and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for dis

posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in 

the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to 

other nations.  

04.006: The Department of Energy's preliminary analysis has found no economic 

advantage of blending to 1 percent or less for waste disposal, since approximately five 

times as much blending would be required, and waste disposal costs are expected to be 

high. An analysis available separately from the EIS compares the costs of the alternatives 

and supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived 

from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money.
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•o.01.003: Fifty t of HEU is proposed to be transferred to USEC to increase the corpora
tion's assets and value. That would increase the proceeds to the Federal Treasury when 
the corporation is sold. That proposed transfer is evaluated as part of each of the commer
cial use alternatives in the HEU EIS (Alternatives 3 through 5).  

04.005: The transfer of 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC might have been considered sep
arately for purposes of NEPA, but DOE concluded that such separation might constitute 
unallowable segmentation of connected actions. The only difference between the 50 t of 
surplus HEU proposed to be transferred to USEC and the remainder of the surplus HEU 
is that the 50 t is the only concrete disposition proposal at this time. There is no difference 
in terms of potential environmental impacts, so it made the most sense to consider it in 
this EIS together with the rest of the surplus.  

The HEU Final EIS does not contain a formal economic analysis, and one is not required 
by NEPA. However, cost estimates for the HEU EIS alternatives have been developed 
and are available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis sup.  
ports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from sur
plus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money.  
Economic considerations will clearly play an important part in ROD(s) stemming from 
this EIS. The 50 t figure was derived from DOE estimates of the quantity of material that 
could be made available for blending over a 5-year to 6-year period.  

09.005: Depleted uranium at Paducah and other DOE sites could be used as blendstock 
for HEU. However, depleted uranium would generally not be used as blendstock for com
mercial material because it would not yield appropriate isotopic content in the product 
material. Since DOE has copious inventories of natural and low-enriched uranium that 
would make better blendstock, it is not likely that the HEU disposition program would 
make much use of the depleted UF6 at Paducah or Portsmouth.  

05.001: It takes about four times as long to blend a ton of HEU to 1 percent as to blend 
it to 4 percent, because the processing rates are limited by the quantity of material output.  
The process can be expedited by maximizing commercial use and using more than one 
blending site.I I
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16.005 

22.004 

06.012 

26.004 

I 23.002 

15.001 

30.004

Lit

11.009: At this time, DOE is aware of no commercial facilities seeking licenses to pro
cess HEU other than the two analyzed in the HEU EIS.  

09.002: The gaseous diffusion enrichment plants at Paducah and Portsmouth have the 

capability to deal with HEU only in the form of UF6. The K-25 Site on ORR is perma

nently closed. Since the surplus lIEU is in the form of metal or oxide, not UF6 , those 

facilities cannot be used for the blending activities.  

22.003: Waste types, forms, and volumes generated by the three blending processes 

(UNH, metal, and UF6 ) are listed in Tables 2.2.2.1-2, 2.2.2.2-2, and 2.2.2.3-2 of the 

HEU EIS.  

Conceptual treatment schemes for the blending alternatives as envisioned at the candidate 

sites, and storage and disposal impacts are described in the waste management sections of 

Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences.  

Mixed waste is generated by all three of the blending processes, as indicated in the tables 

referenced above, but the mixed wastes are treated to LLW in the conceptual treatment 

schemes.  

14.004: The Department of Energy does not intend to take actions to commence blend

ing of HEU until there is a clear destination for the resultant material. In the case of waste 

material, that destination is a LLW repository. In the case of commercial material, the 

destination is the normal nuclear fuel cycle, which in the United States is a "once

through" cycle ending in disposal of spent fuel. The alternative of blending HEU to waste 

would generate LLW for disposal that would not otherwise exist. In contrast, the spent 

nuclear fuel that would result from commercial use of blended-down HEU would not rep

resent any increment over that which would exist in the absence of this program.  

The context of this comment pertains to the timing of disposition actions. DOE explained 

that waste HEU would not be blended until disposal capacity for the resultant LLW was 

available, because DOE does not want to build expanded storage facilities for the much 

higher volume of the blended-down material. The commentor expressed the opinion that 

HEU should likewise not be blended for commercial use until disposal capacity for the 

resultant spent fuel was available. The difference between the two is that, without this 

program, there would be no less spent fuel to dispose of (as fuel from natural uranium 

would be used instead), whereas LLW that would be created by blending HEU to waste 

would be in addition to that which would otherwise exist.

0
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26.002: Two DOE sites, NTS and ORR, are possible locations for disposal facilities for 
LLW derived from surplus HEU as identified in the Waste Management PEIS. The HEU S 
EIS analyzes NTS as a representative site for such disposal for purposes of analyzing the .  
transportation of waste materials. The Y-12 Plant is the primary facility for interim stor- " 
age of surplus HEU, pending its disposition.II.  

16.005: Cost estimates for the alternatives have been developed for inclusion in the N• 
ROD(s), and are available to the public separately from the Final HEU EIS. The cost 
analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that the cost of commercial fuel alterna
tives would be less than making nuclear fuel by enriching natural uranium, as blending is 
relatively easy, whereas enrichment is difficult and expensive. Even if this were not so, 
and HEU-derived fuel cost more than natural uranium-derived fuel, it would almost cer
tainly still be economic from DOE's perspective to bear that additional cost in order to 
avoid the much higher costs of blending the material to waste (involving 3 to 4 times as 
much blending) and waste disposal, which is now very costly. In other words, even if 
DOE had to give commercial material away free, it would almost certainly be more eco
nomical to do so than to bear the high costs of disposing of it all. The cost analysis also 
supports DOE's conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU 
would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal 
as waste.  

22.004: As discussed in Chapter 2 of the HEU EIS and shown in the Tables 2.2.2.1-I 
and 2.2.2.2-1, strontium, cesium, arsenic, and mercury would not be used during the 
blending down process, and consequently, would not affect the water supply at Watts Bar.  
As discussed in the Chapter 4 water resource sections, there would be no direct dis
charges of process wastewater to groundwater. Any hazardous liquids generated would be 
treated to limits specified in local, State, and Federal permits and would not be released 
until permit requirements are met. Consequently, the the alternative of blending process 
would not affect the water supply at Watts Bar.  

06.012: The surplus HEU under consideration in this EIS is from the U.S. nuclear 
weapons program, not Russia; thus no waste would be sent to Russia. DOE anticipates no 
problems marketing the resulting nuclear fuel over a 15- to 20-year period.
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HEU EIS) but most will be moved to the DOE's Y-12 Plant for interim storage. The 

blendstock material, which would be used in blending with surplus HEU to produce 

LEU, is located at various sites as natural uranium, depleted uranium, and LEU. These 

sites are ORR; SRS; Hanford; Paducah, KY; and Portsmouth and Fernald, OH. Once the 

surplus HEU material is blended to LEU, it will be shipped to fuel fabricators. DOE does 

not intend to blend down all surplus HEU and store as LEU. Surplus BEU will be kept in 

storage until there is a buyer that would utilize the material as fuel in commercial reactors 

within a reasonable timeframe.  

23.002: All of the facilities at candidate sites have NRC permits in place to conduct 

down-blending of HEU.  

15.001: Spent fuel is considered to present low proliferation potential during the 80 to 

100 years that its radiation field is very high. Fuel fabricated from HEU-blended material 

that may be sold to foreign users would present absolutely no increment to proliferation 

risks, since it would simply supplant fuel derived from natural uranium.  

30.004: Once the material becomes commercial fuel, it is fungible with and supplants 

other commercial fuel. Thus, the surplus HEU disposition program presents no incremen

tal impacts after the material becomes commercial fuel, other than the positive impacts of 

avoided uranium mining, milling, and enrichment. The impacts of spent fuel management 

and disposal are covered under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended, including 

appropriate NEPA documentation.

0
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HEU EIS PUBLICMEE"ING ORAL COMMENTS 
AFrERNOON WORKSHOP 

Kooelf•., Tlcame• 
November 14,I1995 

SESSION. Summary 
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1
Revised December 7. 1995.  

Oral comments received In public meetings concerning similar Issues were combined 

(grouped) for preseiation in this document.

I 08.007

08.007: All shipments of HEU would be by DOE-owned safe secure trailers (trucks 
specially designed for security and safeguards considerations). The selection of transpor
tation contractors for blendstock or LEU shipments could be done by DOE, USEC, or 
other commercial entities that are involved in blending or purchasing the material.  

10.003: Comment noted.
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HEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS 
EVENING WORKSHOP 

XnoxAille,Tenne=e 
November 14,1995 

SESSION. Pknary 
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Widifttwd elOStOssoltone mg atomitlatwleol. Nsimneedc dene 0mm 
P0eueenZ our200 Metric tons? 

IRSVISED December 1995 

1Oralcommnierts received In public meetings concerni ng similar Issues were combined 
(grouped) for presentation In this documnent.

09.003 
17.001 

10.003 

07.002 

04.002 

17.004 

04.004 

08.002 

05,002 

12.003

1 05.003

09.003: The Department of Energy's Preferred Alternative is to blend as much as possi
ble of the material for commercial use as reactor fuel. Some portion of the material 

(between 15 and 30 percent) is in forms that may ultimately prove uneconomical to 

develop for commercial use and will have to be blended down for disposal as LLW.  

17.001: Commercial fuel derived from -HEU is expected to enter a global uranium mar

ket. It is possible that it could supplant uranium imports or augment U.S. exports.  

10.003: Comment noted.  

07.002: The HEU EIS is programmatic in the sense that it will support programmatic 

decisions (for example, as proposed, to make commercial use of surplus HEU). The Pre

ferred Alternative in the HEU Final EIS does not include any site preferences. The docu

ment concludes that the necessary blending activities could take place at any of the 

analyzed sites without significant adverse impacts. Thus, environmental considerations 

are not considered likely to drive site decisions, which may be made by parties other than 

DOE. If subsequent decisions concerning disposition of specific lots of HEU fall within 

the parameters analyzed in the HEU EIS in terms of sites, quantities, and processes, it is 

expected that no additional NEPA documentation will be required.  

04.002: The Department of Energy does not expect to have any difficulty marketing the 

commercial material at market rates. Off-spee material will probably need to be marketed 

at discounted rates to compensate for the added processing and operational requirements 

for its use. The uranium market is now a global one, involving numerous competitors.  

DOE expects that LEU derived from surplus HEU will be introduced into the market at 

rates that do not have a material adverse impact on the market.  

17.004: Under the current proposal, if this HEU EIS is finalized and an ROD is pub

lished consistent with the Preferred Alternative to maximize commercial use, the ROD 

may include a decision to transfer title to 50 t of HEU to USEC. This is planned to 

increase the value of USEC and thus the proceeds to the Federal Treasury from the sale of 

USEC. As explained in the lIEU Final EIS, under current law, USEC must act as DOE's
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marketing agent for the sale of all enriched uranium, including that derived from HEU. •
Proposed legislation to privatize USEC may modify or eliminate that restriction, in which 

case material could be marketed by DOE directly or by any number of other commercial 

entities acting as agents for DOE pursuant to competitive contracting arrangements., " 

04.004: It is expected that avoiding the costs of disposing of the material as waste will .  

be a more important cost consideration to the Government than the potential proceeds t 1 C 

from sales. However, market prices probably will play a role in DOE's sales decisions, 4 Z 
since DOE will be required to avoid causing adverse material impacts to the domestic 
uranium industry.  

08.002: It is expected that BEU would not be blended down until it can either be sold 
for commercial use or moved to a repository for disposal as waste. Thus, there would be 
very little storage needed for blended-down material. Some portions of the surplus stock

pile may continue to be stored as HEU for up to 15 or 20 years prior to their disposition.  

05.002: The Department of Energy estimates that the shortest time to blend 200 t of 
surplus HEU would be about 20 to 25 years, assuming all four blending sites were used.  
DOE expects that the commercial material in current surplus HEU will take between 15 
and 20 years to blend, and material that must be blended to waste could take 10 to 15 
years. DOE expects the demand for uranium fuel to remain essentially steady for the 
foreseeable future.  

12.003: The United States has agreed to purchase LEU fuel derived from 500 t of 

highly enriched uranium from Russia to be delivered over a 20-year period. Eighteen tons 
equivalent to 14 million pounds of U308 have already been delivered to USEC. Legisla
tion passed by Congress and signed on April 26, 1996, (P.L.104-134) authorized transfer 
of this material from USEC to DOE to be sold starting in 2002 at a rate not to exceed 3 

million lbs per year. In addition, this legislation limits the sale of subsequent uranium 
received from the agreement between the United States and Russia. No further purchase 
of Russian uranium is anticipated. See Section 4.8 of the HEU Final EIS.
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material adverse impact on the domestic uranium industry, taking into account the U.S.

Russian HEU agreement. It is possible that if the Russian agreement appears to be jeopar

dized by domestic HEU disposition actions, the administration might decide to defer 

domestic sales until market conditions improve.
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17.002 

33.003 

06.025 

12.004 

12.005 

17.003 

12.006

17.003: Comment noted.

tI� 
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,-. ti:l

17.002: The Department of Energy expects that some or most of the off-spec material 
will eventually be able to be sold for commercial use, subject to NRC license amend
ments for the users. Although the elevated U-234 content would present some radiation 
safety concerns for workers, particularly in fuel fabrication plants, comparable material is 
used in reactors overseas without any significant safety problems. DOE would fully dis
close the composition of any material it sold.  

33.003: The Department of Energy has large inventories of depleted uranium in many 
forms and with many levels of contamination. In general, depleted uranium would be 
suitable blendstock only for material that is to be blended to 0.9 percent for disposal as 
waste. However depleted uranium is less likely to be used as blendstock for commercial 
material, since it would not yield appropriate isotopic composition for commercial fuel.  
U-234 generates a substantial portion of the radioactivity in uranium, so elevated levels 
may necessitate special measures to protect workers during handling.  

06.025: It is expected that natural uranium will be used as blendstock for blending 
some of the surplus HEU. New quantities of uranium may not need to be mined for this 
purpose since DOE has extensive supplies of natural uranium in its inventory.  

12.004: The Department of Energy continuously assesses the impact of introducing 
uranium from its inventory into the U.S. uranium market. DOE is required by the terms 
of the USEC Privatization Act to avoid introducing uranium into the market in a manner 
that would have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry. The impacts 
on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in Section 4.8 of the HEU 
Final EIS.  

12.005: The cited "no impact" quotation refers to the case in which all surplus HEU 
would be blended to waste for disposal, in which case there would indeed be no impact 
on the nuclear fuel cycle. The HEU EIS correctly notes just below the cited passage that 
for the commercial use alternatives, "there would be some effects on the world and U.S.  
uranium fuel cycle industries."
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12.006: The impacts on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in 
Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS, which has been enhanced in the final document.  

02.002: The 200 t does not include any foreign HEU. It consists of about 175 t of 

domestic HEU presently declared surplus by the President plus an additional amount that 
may be declared surplus sometime in the future.  

07.005: The estimates of the quantities of HEU that will be deemed commercial, off

spec, and non-commercial are based on DOE's current understanding of the material in 

the surplus inventory. That understanding is still developing. Since the HEU EIS analyzes 
a range of fuel/waste ratios from 0/100 to 85/15, the eventual outcome is in any event 
covered by the analysis.  

29.003: The Record of Decision is scheduled to be published in the Federal Register in 
the summer of 1996.  

05.004: The Department of Energy expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed 
to blend currently declared surplus material for commercial use will be 10 to 15 years.  

Material that must be blended to waste is expected to take an additional 10 to 15 years.  

20.004: The Department of Energy does not anticipate any challenges regarding trans

portation of surplus HEU or LEU among the candidate sites used in the HEU EIS because 
these sites have been routinely transporting radioactive materials for many years.
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07.003: The HEU EIS explains in the text box, Highly Enriched Uranium-A Weapons
Usable Fissile Material, Section 1.1.1, that commercial reactors use uranium enriched to 
between 3 and 5 percent. Throughout the HEU EIS, references to 4-percent enrichment 
are intended to be surrogates for the range of commercial use enrichments. There is no 
intent to limit the blend-down enrichment level to precisely 4 percent. This point has 
been further clarified in the HEU Final EIS.

Miny U.S. ecaDo eclal reactoias am an hlaN athan 4 Percent enrithtmem to rxxe. Therefore, 
the alb•muive to blend the lEU d sel l emam•cl ra tor c hMeltO Wmot pediY 4 -pecc: 
uwma ia cchm crcent level. Raiser, the ahe¢mato should say the -IEU will be blended to ltag 
tian 51er4ce elkhment for•sale. u cx= L tHe I rxfxrcnces o 4 prce LEU ln thc EIS 
sauld bhechoaegd to a hm 5peix LEU.

Sinoucrxy.  

lamxc T. Robet 
Mamagr., Nulear Fuel Pgojeca

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY, CHATrANOOGA, TN 
PAGE 1 OF I 
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Departatewof Eaew 
Office of Finllk Mgaleeo Dispositlon 

c/o SAICIHEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23716 
Wa.•hsnton. D.C. 2002263786 

COMMRENT ON DISPOSInON OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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C ,.U.. , Town of Erwin 
P.O. Box 59 
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The 0.U. Depoartant of Bn.rgy 
Office of At lic Hoteculnl BiapoaltioA 
P.O. 3o0 23705 
Woahieg on, D.C. 20026-3786 

LudteD/Gent..enon.  

it has cue eto the attention of the Bruin Board of Mayor And Aldsroea that PS is One Of four co-penico bidding forw yok involving the dovn-blandinq of high enrichod 
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10.003: Comment noted.
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10.003: Comment noted. Q 

Date Received: 1109195.  
Comment ID: P0010 N-ame: 

Robert Ulman 

Address: E 9 n, Tennessee 

Transcription: 

Hello. My name Is Robert Ubnan, and Im calling from Evdn, Tennessee. I would be 
very much In favor of NFS receiving the contract for the uranium blending. Our county 10.003 
Is over 60 porcent federal property owned by the government as national forest land, 
and we really make sacrifies because of that reason. I would ike to see NFS get thiz 
contract so we can get more revenue Into the county. Thank you.
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10.003: Comment noted.  

iUMERS UNICO COUNTYBOARD OF EDUCATION 

Kteo~mey DR. RONALD W/U.oX. SUPRIUNTENDENT 

t- ~ ~ fk(423)743-16M0 
R.%t5L..5. 13btigforOadur
WA %ih 

November 30, 1995 

The U. S. Department of Enorgy 
0ffoe of FiselLa Matorials Disposition 
"P. 0. Box 23786 
Washingtonu, D. C. 20026-3786 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I support the effort by Nuclear Punta Sorvicos to obtain a 
contract to blond high grade and low grade uranium into a 
Marketablo fuel. Our county noods an economic boost., uooar 
Fools Sorvices is located in Uoicci County, which ia heavily 
impacted by federal property ownership. The federal goveroment 
owns 50% of the land in our county. Thie vast ownership limite the 
amount of property taxoa that are collected In our school district.  
Due to a low tax beso our educational prograzje and servicess ufeor.  
We nee4 a now high school ti our county asico the present one wqe 
built in 1929, yet wo cannot afford one.  

Children in our county need jobs upon graduation. We graduate 
approximately 200 atudonte per year. Local Lndustry.employa 
approximately 20% of thouecgraduateas with the remainder either not 
wo=king or leaving our community to find a job.  

If Nuclear Fuels is chosen for the project there are many 10.003 
benefits that will accrue for our county ouch act 

1. Mora dollar uopent in our community due to more jobs 
creatad 

2. Opportunitiea for our senior atudenta to got a job 
locally upon graduation 

3. The economy in Tonnossoo as a Whole Will improve 
providing a better life style for citizena 

4. lNuclear waste will be reclaimed and mado usable 

5. Local property and dales tax dollar= wll increase 

6. Tho prqject will be dnoe in a safe nanner. Their track 
record for oafety opoaks for itself
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

OFFICE OF ENVIRON•E•.AL POUCY AND CO0PLLANCZ 
Ekm~kd LDReaII Ydw~id Udlef 

76 SP'L.g SBe4 SW.  
Adla..U.Goar&e30030 

January 25, 1996 

ER 95/820 

Mr. ,. David Nulton 
Doepartent of Energy 
Office of Fissile Matorials 

Disposition 
c/o AIC-HEU EIS 
P.O. BOx 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Hr. Nulton: 

The Department of the Interior has completed its review of the 
Draft Environmental Statement for tho Dispoeltien of Surplus Highly 
Enriched Uranium (HEU) at Four potential Situs located in Tennocsee 
(2), South Carolina, end Virginia.  

We are concerned about the rinkr involved in transportation of 
these materials to various sites as identified in the preferred 
alternative. The Final Environmental Statement should discuss the 
risks of doing all the blending at Oak Ridge, where the materials 
are now stored, socompared to the rinks of additional 
transportation and processing at other plants.  

It is estimated in the public health impact analysis that the 
maximuu additional cancer fatalitiee from accident-froe operations 
vould occur at Oak Ridge as a result of blending related exposures.  
This analysis should include a discuosion of nonfatal cancers. In 
addition, the risk of maximum additional cancer fatalities at Oak 
Ridge should be compared with the accident associated risks of 
transporting HEU to the sites identified in the preferred 
alternative.  

We appreciate the opportunity to consent on thin document.  

Sincerely yours, 

//Jameo-H. Lae 
/Regional Environmental Officer

20.013 

21.011

20.013: Oak Ridge Reservation has the capability to blend surplus HEU as metal or as 
UNH. However, it is not considered as a candidate site for blending as UF6 for which the 
material would have to be transported from ORR to another site. The results showed that 
transportation risks would be only slightly lower for blending to either metal or oxide 
LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the lowest 
risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite mate
rial handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling would still be 
necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these scenar
ios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume of fuel 
feed material and LLW after blending. The HEU Final EIS compares all of the blending 
options in Section 4.4 and Appendix G.  

21.011: Public and occupational health assessments revealed that the maximum incre
mental cancer fatalities would not occur at ORR when all four sites were involved in 
blending. However, estimates showed that ORR would have higher incremental cancer 
fatalities when blending occurs at two DOE sites.  

For a uniform irradiation of the body, the incidence of cancer varies among organs and 
tissues; the thyroid and skin demonstrate a greater sensitivity than other organs. How
ever, such cancers also produce relatively low mortality rates because they are relatively 
amenable to medical treatment. Because of the readily available data for cancer mortality 
rates and the relative scarcity of prospective epidemiologic studies, somatic effects lead
ing to cancer fatalities rather than cancer incidence (nonfatal) are presented in this EIS.  

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the 
lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite 
material handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling would still 
be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these sce
narios is not in transporting HlEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume of 
fuel feed material and LLW after blending.
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10.003: Comment noted.

Enmkt.e5CorPu'Mn 

25e MO2e~aOO 

F .uL. 00) 20011 
5ý01ct35554.201

Janutry 11, 1996

OllcflFivile Mateidas Dispootion (MD-A) 
ATTN: HEU EIS 
U. S Depunatmeofnt 'cro 
P 0 Box23786 
1000 Independence Amre S.W.  
Wasdington. D.C. 20SS 

Dear Sir/Madm: 

USEC has revie•ed the October 19953 D iopLf/n of trrplw Highly Eriched Utium 
IWm~r. ,mentalimpatStaktment. We offer the following comments on the dral docment.

Section 1.4 - USEC supports the prefr•red alternative to sell as much IlMU as possible for use In 
commercial reactor fuel using a combination of estes ed blending technologies that best serves 
progranmntatic. environrnentud, and economic needs 

Section 2.1.2.3. (sa the LImIted Commercial Use Alternative) states that the 50t of HlEU will 
bespl&t equally between two commercial facilities. This alternative should also cover the possbility 
of having all ofibomaterial go to ody moe facility The othercommesrcil use altertidves •ove ranges 
ofthemex from 'a orrd aP to "•f DOEI The Litrnled Commercial.• U atermative should be 
analyzed in theosame way 

Section 2.2-On p 2-|$213 it states that UN metal, and UF are resalive and are not suitable for 
blnd dispossl awtste, and thatl se fomtswould need to be convered to trluraid octaoxide prior 
to disposal It is not dear in it" section that the crviroomensal impacts associated with this 
conversion step were analyzed. Iftthene impacts were analyzed it should be clearly sRated in this 
sction. and ifthey were not analyzed. a nanslys should be done and included in the appropriate 
section of the impact• s•lysas 

Section 2=2.2 MetalB lending- states that metal blemning would only be done if the HEU was to 
become waste Thie section should ba expanded to specify' thate rmet blending may also he used to 
produce feedstock for USEC'sAdvanced Vapor LaserisotopeS•paration program

10.003 

09.024 

33.007 

11.011

Ofturea.,P&,rJAerweky n.lrevwD ouu woVnauraM C

jLJ�EC 
flu

09.024: The alternatives described in the HEU EIS were selected for analysis purpose 
only and are not intended to represent exclusive choices among which DOE (or USEC or 
other decisionmakers) must choose. These alternatives and site variations were defined to 
encompass the entire spectrum of potential fuel/waste ratios and combinations of sites 
that could result from the proposed action. Even though blending of all of 50 t of USEC 
material at a single commercial site was not included as a variation in the limited com
mercial use alternative, the impacts of that variation are evaluated in the substantial com
mercial use and maximum commercial use alternatives.  

33.007: The environmental impacts associated with the oxidation step are analyzed in 
the HEU EIS and stated in Section 2.2.2.  

11.011: Section 2.2.2.2 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to include the fact that 
metal blending may also be used to produce feedstock for USEC's Advanced Vapor Laser 
Isotope Separation program.  

33.009: During the enrichment process, as the ratio of U-235 increases the ratio of 
U-234 to U-235 increases, accordingly. Using depleted uranium in the blending process 
will reduce the ratio of U-235 to U-238 but will not change the ratio of U-234 to U-235.  
To meet the American Society of Testing Materials specification for commercial fuel 
feed, it is necessary to reduce the U-234 to U-235 ratio. To reduce the ratio of U-234 to 
U-235, it is necessary to add U-235 in the natural uranium or LEU enrichment state.  
Depleted uranium would be used as the blendstock for blending to waste because the 
ratio of U-234 to U-235 is not included in the waste acceptance criteria for waste dis
posal.  

Depleted UF 6 would not be used for blending to waste because only commercial sites 
would use UF6 as a blendstock for blending with the UF6 process. Since depleted ura
nium cannot be used as blendstock for blending to fuel as described previously, depleted 
UF6 would not be used for any of the processes for commercial fuel. Depleted UF6 would 
also not be used as a blendstock for UNH or metal blending because it is in an incompat
ible form and would need to be converted to UNH crystals or metal ingots, and DOE has 
ample supplies of depleted uranium in metal and oxide form to use as blendstock for 
waste material.
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Section 4.4 - On page 4.99 it states that "NU blodstock (in UF, onn) would be provided by 
representative sourcs from the USEC G.seous Diffusion Plant.'. While NU could be obtained 
from USEC it woldd be more economical to use depleted UFt. since it would take lea to dilute the 
HEU. ad is obundSltAyavailable t a lower cost than NU.  

Seteion 4.7- Sevea rim ntpostive envim•m al imimpacts of blending lIEU to LEU for nuclear 
power plants were omitted from this section. The first Is the benefits of reducing the threat of 
tcnorussmorr nuckeaccdents from HEU Although this hbenft is not quantifiable. it certainly noeds 
to be included as it i•s mar eT n forthe proposad action Secondly, there are significant positive 
economic befiw t .o the federal budget fromr ting the fuelconverted from NEU. Whether DOE 
diretlyysells thecoverned HZiU. or USEC markets it (asIls presently the law), the inconme from the 
sle efthis material can eitherbe applied to reduce the federl defcit or result in the need for lower 
evenut from taxes, tarifo feefm etc Another positive Impact that should be included is that the use 
of govemmeat invcomotis ofDU. NU , and LEU which currently have limited uses, if used as 
bledstock, would no longer require storage or disposal costs 

Section 4.5 - Thera appears to be a misintep-aution of the findings contained in USECs 
Ihrni'r enstal A.ewmrnlefor Mr I'.rcr.w qfRlmulan lv w.tnirdmd ranIlum D IJerivedfrm the 
DJwanrinikrrmrttN.ar or We rain the C¢('. rlcoftheFLiser .SovieUni.'l, For the action 
d'purdcloing low euiched ursn•n from deinantled Russian naclear warheads owr a 20 year period.  

there will be no short stem (b efore the year 2000) impacts on personnel levels aI USECs aseoas 
dif•sion p lant. After the year 2000. when shipments from Russia have Increased to the equivalent 
of 3 0 metric tont of highly eriched uranium per year. the possibility i.sts that the total USEC 
production needs could be met by only one GDP. The Impacts to unemployment from the closure 
of a GDP were analyzed in theEanvironmental Assessinaet On page 4-185. it a intacureteto say that 
there would he no toss or employment at the gaseous diffusion plants, as this Isa possibility 

Section 4.9 - Severl ofthe potential emiroeme•nt impacts (bullt 2 and 400n page 4-187) iodtcate 
that chtornum corsuanination would occur. The gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs) no longer use 
chromium es a cnoling .water ndditis Therefore. therei hould le no vegetation damage or 
contarmination of the liquid discharge fioam ebmcromiuitithe 7.000 tons of natural uranium is 
transferred to USEC and processed ia the GDP&s 

Also on page 4-187, "vesidual chlorine should be *rsdual. chlorine' 

ieferences Section-.OnpageKR.-13. the referce'USEC 1994ae (in..- Lfrrroneulssr~uel:f 
fir t•hN prchare of PA=oslrsam k )cJa'J lranlhm DDenwdfr. the Dthsnun im eremt nf Nclear 
Wa sonnb sthe movch•e•the FtrnwN mnw1 lhnk, USECJEA.0400t) was inadvertently omitted.  

Jaresary, if. 1996 
Page Thme 

Please contact me at (301) 564-3409 or Patreik German at $64.3412. to disctsss matrter 
related to the comnnrnts above.  

Sincerely.  

T NMichdatTaims 
En,snisrcersntal Aassmonce arnd policies -MWAcag 

P. Goommn USEC4IQ

33.009 

03.026 

04.017 

12.023 

33.011

03.026: The benefits of reducing the threat of terrorism or nuclear accidents from HEU 
due to this proposed action have been added to Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS.  

04.017: Recently completed cost analyses for alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS 
revealed that net income from the proposed action would be realized if the fuel/waste 
ratio remains between 65/35 (substantial commercial use) and 85/15 (maximum commer
cial use). DOE agrees that there would be positive economic benefits to the Federal bud
get from selling surplus HEU as commercial reactor fuel, and that the proposed action 
would reduce the necessity of storage, and associated costs, for Government inventories 
of depleted uranium, natural uranium, and LEU. This positive impact has been incorpo
rated into Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS.  

12.023: Section 4.8 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to update information on the 
current status of the uranium mining and nuclear fuel cycle industries. Additional discus
sion of economic consequences of the Russian -EU was also added to the HEU Final 
EIS reflecting USEC's EA on the purchase of Russian LEU derived from the dismantle
ment of nuclear weapons in the countries of the former Soviet Union, and enactment of 
the USEC Privatization Act. In light of the act's restrictions on deliveries to commercial 
end users of material from Russian HEU, DOE concludes that the USEC EA's projections 
concerning the need for operation of the second enrichment plant are not likely to be 
valid.  

33.011: Section 4.9 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect termination of 
chromium use as a cooling water additive at the gaseous diffusion plants. The editorial 
change has also been incorporated in Section 4.9 of the HEU Final EIS.
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UNITel)SSAMBSENV1ROt4MENAL PRSOTECTION AGENCY 

q=7WASHUG'fNOt. C. 204w 

Mr. I. David Nolain 

Director Ofice of NEPA Complisond d Ouis 
Office of Fladle Ma•uriasi Disposition 
d.o SICIIEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washitngon. DC 20026-3786 

Der Mr. Naltors 

The Environmrental P lots Agency (EPA) tuis reviewed the Deparutnct of Energy's 
Dispoeron ofSurpluss Hshly EnrichJd Unuss Draft EAvomenesl nEspic Sutemeer. As s 
Cooperis.iqAgency for IM EIS. our reviews provided pursuant to ilse Naelonal Environtsental Policy 
Act CNEPA) (42 U-.SC 4321 aza.) and Sction 309 ofshe Clean Air Act.  

DOE proposea so dispose of U.S.-.orgl•n. wesponssusablr. highly erkied uranhism tiuh is 
surptlusto ntilosal defense or defemrctated program needs. Thte dreaf EIS analyses the ,4l'imeu'al effects 0of0s no tros atlerialveanad four other atselenstves, thut represent diffcreo ratlos 
o blendlsg rthe highly crkelsed rsenlum to low nridcsed urnium us ing three different processes &I four 
potential sits.'The, Ilcmctel rdl lotrrelaed elon tl Impact zre modestandl would not rule 
out any of the alterhtlives under corolderatlt. EPA hu rated the preferred alterntilve EC-2.  
envlronmetal concerns - Inuffilcientse loto n. Ansxsxplanallon of EPA's rtings Is provided In 
Enclotsre 1. Detailed commetse anpraovid or your consideration hI n nclosuir 2.  

"Thmn you for the opporhlty soco ment. If you Iave any questions. please conta ctSum 
Offerdol as (202) 260-5039.  

Sinrely.  

S- Dreto 
Ofcc of Federal Activities 

f..ctosurem
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Enclosure 2 

RPA Detailed Comments an the Deplartment of 'eW',vs. Disposltlo onfSurmlus Highlyt 
Fnrich.l Ursnium fDr•ft Fvironmeaisl Fn d Sfatement 

"The draft environmental Impact statement ( MS) is comprehensive regarding radiation 
related ernvironmental impacts and the cumulative, site-specific impacts oea varicty of waste 
management tasks the Department of Energy (DOE) might assign to a particular facility.  
Pstictularly useful is tia discussion at the end ofChlpter4 concerning the relative impacts of 
"de-enricsing" highly-enriched uranium (HlU) end enriching natural uraniun (NU). This 
makes clear that radiation exposun:s from the"de-cerichinge process are at least two orders of 
magnitude less than that associated with the enrichment process which would be displaced by 
DOE's disposal of the surplus HEU. It wouldhbethelpful Ifthis analysis were extended to tie 
productionofsadionctivewastes and perlhapsto evironsncatal Impactsin general.  

Thqcuare several additional points at whilt the draft EIS could be strengthened. the 
nature of the excms HEU to be disposed of'is not clearly defi"ed. This Is significant because 
envronrnctal ffects. Including radiatlon-rclatcd ones, ar direct functions oftIhe degree of 
blending ta is nceessary to "de-asrich the material to a given level. This Is the reason, for 
exaople, that blending to waste has greater environmental impacts than blending to fuel. Thus, 
the nature of the lIEU to be disposed of is acenttral deterslmnant of the total environmental 
effects. The rationale for the assumption that the material is on average 50% enriched is not 
clearly explained in the text. Indeed, given that the apparent sea•on for having surplus HEU Is 
nuclear disarmament, one might assume that the level ofenrichment orthe material to be 
disposed of would be "bomb grade". or well above 90%. It is also not clcar why any 
"lassutrpdon" is necessary --aunlike problems Associated with characterizing complex sites for 
cleanup. DOE should have a complete inventory of liEU In its possession. The EtS should 
provide a more complete discussion of the HEU to be disposed oesand to the extent there Is 
uncestalntynonccming the composition ofthe: materlal discuss and put bousds upon that 
uncertainty.  

The EMS could also discuss explicitly the functional relationship between the degree of 
"dc-enrichment" required and environmental and economicnimpacEts. If there is aostrongly 
nonlinear relatlonlsip. it may be that the environmental consequences of dc-enriching say, one 
unit of 20% HlEU and one unit of 90% HEU is much greater than d-enriching two units of 55% 
lIEU, (the average of 20% and 90%). If so, one could not assess thee ovcrall effects of the 
campaign without knowing something about the actual distribution ofenrichnent levels in the 
surplus materials.  

it would be helpful If tle IS clarified early In the text that the molten metal blending 
process wo4ld only be used to create low-level waste and not low-enriched uraniuns (LEU). It Is 
also unclear why blending using tie uranium hexafluoride process is mentioned since none of the 
facilities have dint capability.

33.012 

33.010 

33.010 
cont.  

07.015

I

Is) 
0� 
L's

33.012: A discussion is added in Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS to include 
avoided waste generation as a result of replacing current reactor fuel obtained from 
mined natural uranium with the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU. A discussion is 
also added to compare potential emission rates of pollutants generated during the 
current fuel cycle and the surplus HEU blending process.  

33.010: The nature of the surplus HEU was classified when the HEU Draft EIS 
was published and could not be included in the EIS. However, the amounts and 
forms of surplus HEU and their specific locations have been declassified recently 
and were made available in the Secretary of Energy's Openness Initiative announce
ment on February 6, 1996. This information is now included in Figure 1.3-1 of the 
HEU Final EIS. A declassified discussion of the rationale for using an average of 50 
percent enrichment for the surplus BIEU inventory in analyses was also added to Sec
tion 2.2.1 of the HEU Final EIS. As explained in this section, most of the surplus 
HEU is between 35-percent and 70-percent enrichment. Because the relative impacts 
of blending lIEU to different enrichment levels are expected to be linear, and the 
variance from the 50-percent mean for the bulk of the surplus HEU is not great, it is 
reasonable to use 50 percent as the enrichment level for purposes of analyses in the 
lIEU EIS.  

07.015: Low-enriched uranium is a terminology used to characterize material that 
has a U-235 isotope enrichment of 19 percent or less. It is proposed in the HIEU EIS 
that all surplus HEU will be blended down to LEU. Therefore, whether surplus HEU 
is commercial or not, the blending process will transform that material from a 
highly-enriched state (20-percent or greater enrichment) to a low-enriched state.  
Material that cannot be used in the fabrication of reactor fuel will be discarded as 
LLW. Hence, molten metal blending will be used to produce LEU, and this LEU 
would be discarded as waste. The fact that metal blending would only produce waste 
material has been added to Section 1.3 of the HEU Final EIS.  

UF6 is a technically viable blending process that could be used to blend surplus HEU 
inventory. Commercial reactor fuel fabricators prefer to receive LEU for commercial 
reactor fuel feed as UIF 6 . Therefore, because this process could be implemented with
out major modifications to current blending facilities, the HEU EIS evaluates poten
tial impacts of using the UF6 blending process.

0 
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The IS would also btercri teomr some detailed ndspecic analysis of its preferred 
alternative. For example, tie ntirm aeslyslis gcared to the assumption that t0 tons ormaterint 

per yearare processed. The description ofthe prefened alternative sugaests that 20 tons per year 

ame prnssed. Does this double the short term environmental and conomic consequerncs 
estimated for this alternative, or is she tffecr imom or less than tiMs? While the higher process 

rate used In the analysis may be esonable. the mader would have a cl eamr sense of the tmdeofl 
between -the dutatio of the disposal campaign and various measure of Impact. In gencral,the 
analysis should avoid assuming a generic value for a parneac- which is explicitly varied in an 
altematim 

It Is also unclear inthe preferred alte=nave whether the S0 tons of HEU to be transferred 

to the United States Enrichment Coporatlon{USEC) will be processed and disposed of 

diflerently than the ade 150 tons aflHElU. Forexsampleo er npaicS-IS, second paragraph, t ie 
so tons orHlEU am mentioned separately frm the remalang 120 tons that could be blended to 
LEU for eontmrn lal fue st say efthe rofee sites. However. In the following paragraph. it 

mentions that the two DOE facilities would each blend &S toss ofrHEUto LEU for commercial 

dteL This amounts to total of 170 tons ofHEU for commereial fuel, and from this anmount it 

appears an though the two faclities will recIve orshure the So tons from the USEC.  

FiMally. it would be useful to have anr eplicit dis.us[on in the text wvhy "waste" must be 
blended to essentially backgromund levels before disposal. In th• nbsence orsucha discussion (of 

criticality or other issues) itis notelcu to the reades why wasto could not be created by blending 

HEU down to some Inter•ediate level of low-enriched urnihum, say 10%. This would make 

such an altemative more attractive in terms ofthe mensures of impact detailed in tde te.tr, tough 

perhaps still turfavotable when the consequences of having to mine and process additional NU 

are considered.

07.016 

07.014 

33.002

07.016: The environmental impact analyses in Section 4.3 of the HEU EIS are based on 
an assumed processing rate of 10 t per year per site for commercial material. The com

bined, life-of-campaign analyses (in Sections 2.4 and 4.5 of the HEU Draft EIS) thus 

assumed that up to 40 t per year of commercial material could be processed in the site 

variation involving four sites. In the HEU Final EIS, DOE has revised these processing 

rates to reflect more realistic assumptions about the rate at which material can be made 

available for blending, commercial considerations, and the need to avoid adverse material 

impacts on the domestic uranium industry. The durations shown in Table 2.1.2-1 have 

been revised to reflect a total commercial processing rate of about 8 t per year. The total 

life-of-campaign impacts for each alternative and site variation in Section 2.4 of the HEU 

Final EIS are not changed by these revised rate assumptions, but they reflect lower annual 
impacts spread over a longer period of time.  

07.014: There is no difference in processing between 50 t of surplus HEU proposed to 

be transferred to USEC and the remaining commercially usable material. As described in 

the Preferred Alternative section of the Summary, the proposal to transfer 50 t of HEU to 
USEC is a component of each of the commercial use alternatives (3, 4, and 5). In describ

ing these alternatives, 50 t of surplus HEU is always mentioned separately because this is 

the only concrete proposal for disposition of a batch of HEU at this time and the transfer 
is specifically authorized by P.L. 104-134. Nevertheless, footnotes have been added in 
the Summary and Section 2.1.2.4 (footnote 5 in both sections) to clarify this matter.  

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur

poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both 

the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than 

1-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not 

occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the 

LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the 

lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blending 

to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount of 

waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of 

0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit

icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste 
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.

1r3 
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URANIUM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA 

Novche risig A sI

Mr. Z. David Wilto-, Director 
office of iEPIA Coupliano and Outreach 
Office of P1.91o 0 laterialo DIaponition 
U.S. Depru.,tnt of er*gy 
1000 Independence AveMs, S.K.  
Wtashington, D.C. 20SOS 

Dear Mr. Thaltoas 
The purpose of thin letter Is. to cequet a 120-day 

,xata lon of the publiccost period for the Draft .nv••.znmental 
Ispact tatement for Disposition of Surplus Ulglyg Enriched UZ ORuo 
(fIm7 1$SJ). T• Lom jeas. raised i the 00 510 arne nunrous and 

coeplex, and the Uranium, Prducers of Arica (UPA) believes it Is 
eaeantial that suffictent rise be atloweed by the Department for 
interested stakeholders to review and comeent on theme. Idaea. .,A 
it ,wasDOE's aeouced intention to publish a draft 131• i nJuly of 
thin year, thereby allowging r le ti• afor ateleholder input to the 
process. we believe that to noa allow only 4S days for cement Is 
simply too abort a Period in which to =eval end04auheit copcohoniwe Co0ments0on thina vital national icav. rordingly, 
for the roeoan. that we dimcuoo in sarO detail below, we urge you 
to conaider extending the ocesent period.  

Am tbe organization representing the domestic urantiu 
producers. UPA i particularly concerned about the ipagct Chet the 
diepoef tion altarnmatLven will hbve on the domoatic uranoi, aet.  
As yOU know, the pendin•n itted State.s..richnent.Corporation 
(USEdC privatizatio lg0iolation specifically requires 000 to 

evaluate the impact on the doacattc urancumi ma rcot of any 
di aoitiaon of xace.. materials fro•t he V.9. stocktile. Our 
preli•tartoy V eW* of 9the M x0 oug99geta hat no e ore than a 
cursory exaiaetion of thia Issue hba been undertaskn.  

In thia regard, we find the doctuent aeriously lacking in 
coy analyals of the identified alternatives frof the standpoint of 

how t•ea alteronative would ma•lot the domostio uranius industry, 
a well an how they would eexi eie proceeda to the Federal 
reaeury Indeed, In this latter regard, othef than the aasertion 

that the ,preferred altornative- would -allow fof.pdac.ful, 
beneficala cueg of the material a. •uch so possible andi ma•. cze 
proceede to the Federal T7eaourye, we have found no analyasi In the 
docament, nor In the cited references, n oto how this would be

32.003 

12.002 

16.001

Li
32.003: The Department of Energy originally designated a comment period of 45 days 
running from October 26 to December 11, 1995. In response to requests from the public 

from several reviewers, the comment period was extended until January 12, 1996. DOE 

feels that the total comment period of 78 days provided an adequate period for review and 

comment based upon the length and content of the document.  

12.002: The quantity and rate of processing of materials addressed in the HEU Draft 

EIS was established to evaluate the environmental impacts associated with the maximum 

amount and processing rate of HEU that might potentially be made commercially avail

able for use in reactor fuel. The rate at which material would actually be introduced into 
the market by DOE would be significantly less because of DOE's ability to make the 

material available for blending and because of the limitations on commercialization spec

ified in the USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134). The processing rates in the HEU Final 

EIS (Section 2.1.2) are revised to reflect more realistic assumptions about the rates at 

which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU might be made available for commercial sale.  

DOE estimates that no more than 8 t per year total would be blended for commercial use.  

The rate at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU could be introduced into the com

mercial market would be determined over time by many factors, including the rate at 

which the material becomes available from the weapons program, physical infrastructure, 
legislative guidance, and future market conditions. DOE's physical ability to make sur

plus HEU available for blending is constrained because much of it is in forms that cannot 

be used without prior processing and there is limited availability of processing capacity 

(such as for weapons dismantlement). It is anticipated that delivery of the proposed 50 t 

of material to USEC over the next 6 years will largely exhaust DOE's delivery capabili

ties during that period. From the existing surplus, only an additional 40 t of material is 
likely to be blended and introduced into the market for commercial use over a period of 

10 to 15 years. The USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134) requires the Secretary of 

Energy to determine that sales of uranium will not have an adverse material impact on the 

domestic uranium industry. Based on these considerations, DOE does not believe that the 
rates of disposition of domestic surplus HEU will have any significant impact on the 

U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE will take these and other factors into account in 

making its decisions concerning uranium sales.  

16.001: The Department of Energy has developed cost estimates associated with the 

alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and they are available in a separate document with 

the HEU Final EIS. The alternative to "blend HEU to 19-percent enrichment LEU and 

store indefinitely" was considered by the original screening process and eliminated

C-,
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Mr. J. David "Altee 
lo rb S .1. l9gS 
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accplished. what the tests of the various optin would be, and, 
eposifcially.w hat the cooparative costa of the -preferred 
alternative and the *blead, to LED (19-percent enrichment) and 
Store Indefinitely- alteaatiýe e likely to be. In fact, we oare 
troubled that, an noted on page 2-9 of the doc-oent, the letter 
option pp-ar to have ben deleted eater the •creening proos. cao 
:Topleted, with so eoplanatlon of DOE's resuee.for deleting this alternative.  

Beyond thin, the document Contains no diecunmicaof the 
ILvact that the -preferred alternative- is likely to hav on the 
0.3.-RussianMt 9zgeement and, in particular, on the carefully 
structured compromlie that Is contained in the pending MtC 
privaetiztion legislation.  

Por the foregoing reaue. we believe it In lepoItant 
that DO extend the deadline for the submission of comments.  
Moreover, •we would aok that DOE provide all of the aeporting 
docutent. and analyae theat proide the bealo for the coMnlocione 
reached in the H0 550.s including the econonic analyali of all of 
the altoe tiyvean a. well en the ba•fs for elliasting the Blend to 
= (19.1-percent eneicloent) alternative after the creeening procese 
wee ceeted. UPA wOuld requeV t kininmm of 90 dae prior the deadline for comeant dthring which the DOEo euppocing nfoe otin 
and enanlyes ceo be ezve•wed. This would then enable UPA to 
uedertaes en lLndependent analyis of the heasi for DOS's 
oonclue•ioo. including the likely ispot on the U.S. domestic u.I- n =indoetry, of the vaýiouse&Iltern=tve discu.sed in the Ie.  

Finally, we note that DO% intends to conduct two public 
workshopsane the 53f m8, one in Knoxville, Teeneoeea end one an 

aueuata, Georgia. While the location for these two workshops will "ennere that VI *Will obtain ouch valuable input from those who are 
knowledgeable about the teehnical Iesuee assnoiated with blending 
down l't 3IM . we do out believe that DOE .wll receive the ane 
xMve. . ieput 'fre inteareted etakeholders conerned about the Impact of thie initiative an the domeotic uranium Dining and milling industries. For this reeon, we would fornelly request 
that DOS echedule an additional public workOhop on the lIg, e thgr 
In D•nver. Colorado or Caeper. Wymong.  

Thank you for your conaideration of this request.  

Prebident

16.001 
cont.  

11.002 

30.003 

32.005

because it would not recover the economic value of the material or provide for peaceful, 
beneficial use; would necessitate the construction or expansion of storage facilities to 
accommodate the increase in volume of material; and would require additional process
ing for either commercial use or disposal. The related alternative to "blend HEU to 19
percent enrichment LEU and sell" was eliminated after the initial screening process, a 
decision that was formalized by the screening committee in a subsequent meeting for 
essentially the same reasons. DOE's explanation of its rejection of the "blend to 19 per
cent and store" option in Section 2.1.3 has been expanded in the BEU Final EIS.  

11.002: The HEU Final EIS includes additional discussion (in Section 4.8) regarding 
the relationship of the preferred alternative on the U.S.-Russian BEU agreement. DOE 
expects that there will be no significant impact on the agreement because LEU fuel 
derived from currently declared surplus BEU from the U.S weapons program would be 
introduced into the market over a period of 10 to 15 years (beginning in 1998 or beyond) 
and represents a small increment over the Russian material. The HEU Final EIS 
acknowledges the need to avoid adverse material impacts on the uranium industry.  

30.003: Technical documents supporting the HEU Draft EIS are available for review in 
12 DOE reading rooms, published in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on October 26, 
1995, announcing the availability of the BEU Draft EIS. DOE has developed cost esti
mates associated with the alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (which are available in a 
separate document and have been provided to this commentor and all others who have 
expressed an interest in this subject). The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary con
clusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic 
sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending lEU for 
disposal as waste.  

The option of blending to 19 percent and storing the LEU indefinitely was eliminated by 
the original screening process for surplus HEU disposition alternatives because it would 
not recover the economic value of the material or provide for peaceful beneficial use; 
would necessitate the construction or expansion of storage facilities to accommodate the 
increase in volume of material; and would require additional processing for either com
mercial use or disposal.

-Cb 
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With regard to extending the public comment period for the HEU Draft EIS, DOE 

extended the period to January 12, 1996. A notice to this effect appeared in the Federal 

Register (60 FR 58056) on November 24, 1995. In light of the extension granted, DOE 

feels adequate time existed for all interested parties to complete their review and submit 
comments.  

32.005: The Department of Energy must work within the constraints imposed by avail

able funding and resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with 

NEPA, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identi

fied in the lIEU EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and 

Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.  

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program and recognizing that 

some individuals might not have been able to attend any public meetings, DOE provided 

other methods for submitting comments throughout the comment period: toll-free fax and 

voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also be 

used to request additional information and to request to be placed on the Office of Fissile 

Materials Disposition's mailing list.
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The Uranium Producers of America (*UPA') tfully submit the following eommesta regarding the Disposition of Surplus Higl Enriched Uranium Draft 
Envinsn',ental Impact Statement (DOF/EIS - 0240-D) dated October, 1995. The UPA is 
a trade assoclation representing thitteen member companies involved in the domestic 
Uranitm mining industry.  

Section 4.8 at page 4-181 of the Draft EIS recognizes that te disposition of the 
uania.u, derived from the Departmn• f ats MU will impact the domestic uramniu mlndus 
The impact of this material is a fundamental policy question thathas been appropriate 

addretsedby Congres sin the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the Balanced Budget Act of 
1995 

11e disposition of'nurplum" highly enriched uraniaum is or great concern to th 
domestic uranium producing industry. Thts Industry was cr eed In respose to a critical 
national secusrity need fifty y ago as the United States required a dependable source 
of urainim to fuel the atomic weapons necessary to win the Cold Wa..Aflerrtheendof 
World War 11, uauisn production in the nuited States wis practically non-xisseret..  
making the nation depenuent upon unreliabie foreign supplies of this vital meiawl.  
Responding to urgent military requtrmeens. the Atomic Energy Commission established 
the Domestic Umonuir Procurementt Program to develop domestic lupplies oruranium 
eouncenrmte for the national defese The materalW that has now been delared usuplus is the ret of the v, eisful Domestic Uranim Procurement Program roday our 
nation's defen needs have been met. However, the need for a strong domestic 
producing Indust•y •till ests due to the need for a secure source of uranium to fuel 
twenty percent ofoar natiOnb electricity requirements.  

"The dosesti i ndusaty has confronted nuneroua• challenge. As the.Deparment 
is aware, the uranium mauket has beet depressed since the early 1980's. Initially.,Ites 

,ere two major contributing factors to the delne of the domestic uranium industry.  
The first was the U.S. governomet uranium enrichment contracting policies creating an 
oversupply of uratts hch was eacetbated by a cut back in construction of new 
nuclear poeer plants beginning in the 1970's and icreasing forgn imparts o uriur.  
Second.ju•uwhne s supply and demand were IomlngI.a ace' &en 1990 an9d the marets
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January•10, 1996 

letof Fue Materials Disposition 
do SAIC-iiEU ItIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington. D.C. 20026-3786 

Re. Comments to Dlbpoonsw of Surplus Highly Enidched Uranium 
Drop Enitronmental ImpodtSatement(DOVFElS - 0240-D)

12.014: The timeframes presented in Table 2.1.2-1 of the HEU Draft EIS were rough 
estimates and should be considered a very conservative, worst-case scenario. They were 
based on the assumption that each of the sites can process material at the analyzed rates 
(up to 10 t per year) and that DOE could provide material for blending at up to 40 t per 
year in the case of using all four sites simultaneously. In actuality, DOE will not be able 
to provide material nearly that quickly, and the rates presented in the lEU Final EIS have 
been revised accordingly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed to 
blend currently declared surplus material for commercial use will be 10 to 15 years. The 
HEU Final EIS identifies 103 t of material that is likely to be commercially usable in the 
next 10 tolS years, but 63 t of it is either already transferred or proposed to be transferred 
to USEC, leaving only 40 t of additional near-term commercial material in the current 
surplus. DOE must abide by the requirement in the USEC Privatization Act that it avoid 
adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry in undertaking its uranium 
transactions.

C,,
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w=n Imp•ong came a chhllenge from overseas - a flood of unlairly4raded Imporied uraniu, from he, former Souiet Union.  

In response to these challenges, domestic producers have rtionaizied production 
and restructured their opcstion. & A while employment aed production levela have 
fallen, unnriurn prodtctcion remans a vital industry - particularly in the Western United 
States- and has suabilized and positioned itself for recovery.  

Modean, low-cost, in-sisu leaching technology has been developed In a smaller.  
b more com.petitive domestic producing indutstry that has also minimized erwilramental impac' Today, U.S. mining operations n competitive with foreign 
producers. Four U.$roduction centers rank in the top ten world-wide in productivity., 
Other modem and deffcient production facilities are poised to commence production If 
maasietsuAbilityean hbe atine 

In 1992. t V Congress specifically recopi.ed then=e• d to maintain a domestic 12.014 
suantran •indtstry by including Urniutn Revitalz•lson p•ovislons in Tite X of the 
Energy Policy Act.

2 
The Energy.Policy Act also dealt with the Impact of the purchase of cont.  

highly enriched uranium from the fonrer Soviet Union. Section 1408(d) of the Act 
requires that DOE ""Is~leek~ to minimize the impact on dovneetme Industries (Including 
uaniumtsmning) of te sale of low enriched erniurn derived from highly enriched 
uaninum, Congress fht.be recognized the February 18. 1993, Goveenuran-ato
Gov....e. Ht lE Age between the United Staes and the Russian Federation for 
the purchase of low enriched uranlum derived from 500 metrie tons of highly enriched 
muanium removed firom nuclear weapons would have a major impact on the domestic 
uraniumeIndustry, as thin represents the equivalent of approxlmately 400 milliontpounds 
of natural uranium. Accordingly, Section 5212(b) of the Balaricd Budget Reconciliation 
Act cstablishes a schedule fur sales of natural uranium displaced by Imports of Russian 
HEU products.  

The USLC pyivaltsutlronlegislation reflects a carefully crafted schedule for the 
sale of aranium products derived froem dismantled Soviet and U.S. weapons. This 
schedule promotes the puiaciples of arms reduction and noniproliferation, while ensung 
that the comrneral nuclear fuel matkt is not disrupted by an uncontrolled flood of 
g0veromenm.inventory product.  

SSee Exhibit I.  
I Publlc Law 102.486.- October24, 1992, Section 1012 of tire Energy Policy Act 

established the National Strategic Uranium Reserve which consists of natural urantur 
and enium equivalents contained in stockpiles or inventories held by the Unites States 
for dcefes~e purposa-ý The we of this stockpile or reserve i ,restricted for military 
p o until 1998..Section 1013 of the Act provided that. remaining DOE Inventories 

dd sold to USEC. at oafairmark rtprict, "only if such sales will not have a 
substantial adverse Imp=c on the domeasti uranium mining Indlustry.* (Emphasis 
addenA .These provimons wore enacted due to the recognition that the unfettered 
introduction ofuranium from government tocpile would damae cosmercial markets.  

The January 14, 1994 Implementalion Agreement of the HEU Apeecmcnt 
between the United States.aind the RussianlFeder.aton Incorported the provssions of 
§1409•d) of tme Energy Policy Act, by providing that the saies of uranium derived from 
Russian" EU should e accomplish ia manner that mtnimira impact upon the U.S.  
.taniu n Industsy. &e alto Exhibit 2. Letter from tery Lash, DOE Director, Office of 

Nuclear Energy, to Senator Craig Thomas.  

tI'
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Thepov ns of sh Enery Policy Act and the USEC prlvatizatioo • Weistion 
underscte the rcognition by .olicynakero that the dispsitlon of urnnun dv from 

lIEU must be handled rcsponsibly.  

1. TUE DEPARTMENT'S DISPOSITiON OF THE EXCESS MATERIALS 
FROM THE U.S. STOCKIPILE MUST NOT HAVE A MATERIAL 
ADVERSE IMPACT ON TIlE DOMESTIC URANIUM MARKET.  

The United States Enriclnent Corporation (IUSEC") privatization legislation 
specifically requires the Deisrtse to evaluate the lanpot on the domsestic uranium 
market of any disposition of 'urplhs' materials feom the goversanenofstockpile.' The 
liEU EIS is deficient in its etamination of this issue. The prefessd aitcsnative contained 
in the MS calls for blendlng 170 toas of HEU form commerial use In eight years 
through the end of 2003, Of this amount, 50 tons would be transfmrnd without cia-rg to 
USEC for blending and commercial sole.

4 
The reaianing 120 tons of•EU .would be 

blended to commercial meactor fuel over tuee years, beginnig ngn1999. Assuming that 
blending ton tons of HEU to commrcial low-enriched_ uruniun ( 'LEU) displaces 3.5 
million pounds of oatunal uranium production, the Department's preferted alternative 
would displacc59,5 million pounds of naturaluranlum. If sold over three yearn• the 
Deartsoent's material could displace appronm ey 20 millIonpounds of natural 
uranium production annually, or approxmately forty percent (40%) of annual US.  
requiremeots..  

In order to be consistent with the objectives of Section 5212(d) of the Balanced 12.014 
Budget Act, the princIpal focus of any disposition ofthe Depa•tmentfsaurplus lHEU cnt.  

shold be on ensu !gn that any sales u e n will not have ianadverse material Impact 

on the domcstIc uranlum mining Industry. To accomplish this the aggregate Impact. n 
the domestic uranium Industy of the sales of Russian HEU,,USEC maaerial and the 
Depsrtmenft material must be analyzed. The quantities and disposition of naterial set 
forth In the Draft lIEU EIS would haveanuiteelu adverse inpact on the dontestie 
uranium ratmin indust•y. Such advesse impact should be specifically recognized and 
avoided by h Departmeat.  

Section 4,8 of the Draft EIS recognizes that the Deparzteafs disposition ofthe 
material derived from the blended lIEU will constitute a material adverse timpact on the 
domestic usaniurn industry. At page 4.185 It Is stated iluth blending 10t of iEU as UNK 
to 4 percent LEU per year could annually displace 3.5 million pounds of uranium 
production. According to the Draft EIS this would displace the current anrnml 
production of all domestic producers. Whilc the UPA wozld dispute the Draft EISs 
scoetloomen=t of some of •his material to foreign purctasers, the I. to 20 percent 
r"-du=don in delivci.es by domesi producers pmjcted in the Dsaft EIS would be 
devastating to the industry.  

cosreondence dated December S. 1995 from the Department to the UPA (we 
Exhrbit 3) indicates the quantity of mateuis addr.essed in the drft lHEU EIS was 
established to evaluate the enviroonsentl Ispact associated with the maximum amount 
of highly enriched uranium thai might potentially be offcrcd for sale. The letter sta 

A The disposition of thris alsttz into the commercial market place is subject to the 
schedule set forth In §5212(c) ofth lslalo dBudgetAct.

I
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o[the quantity of materials that would actually be introduced Into the market by DOE 
would be significantly les&s.  

The Departmentss letter suggests that 'an estimated 40 metric tons of highly 
enriched urantulw (12.6 million pounds of UsOs equivazent)' may become available for 
use during a 10-15 year period begitning In 1998.* This would amount to DOE 
introducing material equivalent to appiexrimatcly 2% of annual U.S. uranium needs or 
0.61 Aannual global eds." These amounts over the 10 to I 5year dispositlon schedule 
noted would have substanlially ls of an Impact on the domestic•uraim industry.  
Howevet, this disposition plan Is not specified nor even discussed In the draft HET EIS.  
The text of the HEU EIS, without additional e•planatlon. would leave the reader with the 
clear impression that DOE plans toprocess. HEU for "omximutm commercial use' at 'all 
four sites,* with processing fro commercial use to he completed in an estimated throee years (by thyear2002). undE•e apef.rerrcdalkcrative," 170 metric tonsofH lEU 
would he processed for commercial se, and another 30 metric tons would be disposel of 
As waste.  

A vital Igredientof an EIS required by NEPA is a discussion of s"te oica m be 
taken to mitigate adversecconsequences resulting from govetmnent action. While Section 
4.8 rccognIzes adverse conscqucces to the domestic uranium mining Ind" ust s a result 
of thematerial derived .amrn EU, the Draft EIS does not Include mitigating steps the 

p mtr t atale to avoid a material adverse impact on the do uranium 
proucer-. The disposltion schedule set forth In the December 5,1995 letter Is a proper 
disucition of the mitigating steps missing from the Draft EIS. The UPA would strongl urge the Department to formalize the disposition schedule set forth in the December , 1995 letter n the Record of Decislon en the .HEU MIS, so that these assumnees will 
become a part of the formal DOE decision-maling tecord, Such assurances regarding 
the mitigation ofthe socioeconoml cImpacts on the domestli uranium producing industry 
would fulfill at least part or the D5pcstrsnes obligationss et forth In the Enerryo Poicy 
Act and Section 52t2(d) ofthe Balanced Budget Art.  

2. INTRODUCTION OF URANIUM DERIVED FROM THE 
DEPARTMENTS HEU ACCORDING TO THE PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVE WILl, HAVE A DETRIMENTAL IMPACT ON THE U.S..  
RUSSIAN lIEU AGREEMENT.  

SD cartn of Energy has stated strong support for achievements In Russian 
nuclear a on sman, ment and the furtherance of U.S. nuclear nonproliferatlon 
objectives.while moipalzing the need for a viable U.S. uranium hndustry.t In order to 
minimize the Impact of Russian HEU on the domestic produecra. Congress piovided in 
Section 5212(b) of the Balaneed Budget Act for the orderly and dis=iplined Introducton 
Into the commercial nuclear fl.ocmusket of this uranium. This legislatlon provides that 
material from Russian EU shall enter the market pursuant to a schedule which reflects 
uneommitted future demand far the product. The schedaled entry of this material 
Insures the success of the Russian IEU.Agreement by preventing prire-suppression.  
Suor price-supplession would result ifditional materil derived from the Dcpusmfs 
HEU in suddenly dumsped into the commercial market place In quantities that could be 
available from the prce rcrd alternative described in the LIS.

12.014 
cont.  

03.023

s Se Exhibit 2.

03.023: The HEU Final EIS is revised to enhance the discussion of the cumulative 
impact of the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement on the uranium industry, as well as the poten
tial impact of the domestic surplus HEU disposition program on the Russian agreement.  
DOE does not expect to be able to make HEU available for disposition actions at the high 
rates suggested by the HEU Draft EIS, and those rates have been revised to reflect more 
realistic assumptions in the HEU Final EIS. It is correct that excessive depression of the 
market price of uranium could adversely affect the viability of the U.S.-Russian HEU 
agreement. However, in light of the restrictions on the rate of commercialization of both 
Russian and U.S. HEU specified in the USEC Privatization Act, DOE does not believe 
the domestic surplus HEU disposition program will significantly affect market prices. A 
countervailing consideration to the market price impact is that Russia would be reluctant 
to expand its HEU disposition actions if the United States does not reciprocate with simi
lar actions with respect to its domestic stockpiles of HEU. Under the Act, DOE must 
ensure that its surplus HEU disposition actions are undertaken in such a way as to avoid 
adverse material impacts on the industry, and on the nonproliferation objectives of the 
U.S.-Russian HEU agreement.

-aJ I
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The preferred alternative published in the.Dro. • Environmental Impact Study 
states In Part, th. e Departocent's pefreceIto 1l for use In commercial reactor fuel as 
much as possiuble of the Low mnried'A urnilum deri.Ved from HEU orHEU fot blend 
dowrs to LEU (up to 170 tons 11EU, including S0 tonts HEll with 700D+ natural uraniumn 
that ame propose to be transfesied to USEC over a 6.year period,) .. . that best serve 
programmatic, economic and environmental needs, beginning as noon as possible 
following ftheRecord of Decision and coritnuilnover ano appmiat8-year period.  
with continued storge of the 1E until blend• ut a....rWhile the , +pttentif 
"pcferriedalternative" may serve its "progrsmmacti needs' it does not take into account 
the material ndvesse Impact such an alternative would have on the ability of the Russian 
NEU Agreement to succeed.  

The Draft EIS menstions the Russian lIEU Agreement only in passing at page 4
182. The Draft FAS Is deficient In this regard as an Administrative Agency should 
consider the Impact nf othef Impacts when the actions are no intedpednt that It would 
be unowise to consider one action without the other. Any benefit of disposing of surplus 
domestic HEU poles to the national =eurity nod nuclear nori-prolifemotson benefits lobe 
achieved by the successful Implementotion of the U.S,-Russtan HE•J Agreemen•.  

As previously noted In our first comment, uncommitted dentund foeorunlnuns will 
not support the introduction of uranium derived from she DMepaments EU In the nea 
futeu The market simply cannot absorb the Department's material without severely 
depressing market pelee Lower naturol uraniuma prices will produce lower reusmnato 
the Russian Federation on maalteal derived from Us blended HEU. If the m•rketpiace 
will rot produce the revenues expected by Russi, The contrnc for LEU.derived from 
dissanutled Russian weapons will be terminated or the U.S. Oovenstmcnt will be forced to 
make ntion"al swcurity premium payments to susLain the Russim E rU agroien . S 
payments would dwarf any gains expected by DOE under its preferred ntcmarMve.  

National security and non-prolifematlo goals mandate that the U.S. Russi•n HEU 
Agreement •hepreserved nod ncucesfuliy rompleted. DOE must ttke into consideration 
the detimental effect the disposition of its material would have on the continued su cc 
of the U.S.-Russim Agreement. As noted In one first comment.M, t couldbe 
accomplished by stating in the Record of Decision specific limitations on the 
Intrn a•don of thin rotrid into the coommercial tnmrkctpl•cbe• eamounts of material 
to be sold commerclally should be tied to uncommitted demand taking Iato account the 
Wslaesilvelyscheduled deliveries In order to aure mthe continued success of the Russian 
HEU Agmacrl 

C. THEIRAI•S• EIISS DEFITIENT CDUETON THER I TCKH O FCOST COMPARISON INFORMATION CONCERNING THE VARIOUS 

OPTIONS CONSIDERED BY TIEE DEPARr1MENT.  

The DroaftEMS does not contain comparative cost informsation concesso.in, the 
various options or alternsatives considered by the LtepauruncnL In order to Msae a 
reasoned decision balancing the risks to the environmect against benefits tobe derived 
from the De m 's proposed aco. the comparstive con of each alternative is 
rqured NEA's Intnt to require fll disclosure of pontial impacts o he dcision
maker and the public sancot work without accurate and complete fat gathering and 
analysis.

03.023 
cont.  

16.015

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to 

make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all 
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document 
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use 
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the 
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

t.j� 
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Cost information associated with the various alternatives proffered by the 
Department is accessaryfor complete feet gathering and analysis of this E1S. For 
e Iample, the Draft EISM sates at page 4-185 that hnder th no action alternative, DOE 

ndonti.t1e to store the surplus HEU. This alternative would not have an adverse 
materia impact on the dottestiu taniun industry, bia nay not accomplish the 
Departments stated peogrmmatie objecives. However, it Is impossible to make a 
reasoned decision concerning this alternative compared to the Dipatriat's preferred 
alternative without d.sclosur of the coats of storage and the cost of blending the HEU 
material to LEU for immedistc sale into the nuclear fuels market. Without comparative 
costs amnlysh between the various Alternatives and the Preferred Alternative described In 
the Draft EIS, it is impossible to fully weigh the environmental risks and socioeconomic 
impacts of the Prefered Alternative againg the risks and benefits that could be achieved 
by following othe rstated Alternatives.  

The Impacts raised by the Draft EIS In section 4.8 cannot be fully reviewed 
without cost analysis and a dskibcnefit analysis regarding the various alternatives. This 
is particularly tue when the preferred alternative as stated could have a material adverse 
Impact on the Industry described in this section ofthe Draft EIS.  

4. TIlE DRAFT EIS IS DEFICIENT AS IT FAILS TO EXPLAIN tHE 
REASON T71E DEPARTMENT DELETED THE BLEND TO LEU (19
PERCENT ENRICiIMEUM) AND STORE INDEFINITELY.  

The Draft EIS r ts at page 2-9, the Blend to LEU (19-percent enrichment) and 
Store Indefinitely alternative wtthInsufficdlel explanation. While recognizing that ouch 
an alternative would have no Impact on the commercial nmclar fuel market and retains 
the potential value of the blended material, no cost analysistaccompanies this rejected 
altenativc In order to nport the Deparctent's action. Without a cost comparison 
between storag costs and he addition9al coato blend this material to a lower enrichment 
level It is Impossible to make a reasoned analysis of the benefits of this alternative as 
compared to other options.  

Mention is made In passing to envIronmenral concerns associated with storage 
that would need to be accommodated under this alleralive. However. none of these 
concerns am Identified. The benefit of no Impact on the commercial nuclear fuel market 
certainly may outweigh these unidenlified environmental concerns.  

The Draft IES places a high value on the beneficial reuse of the material and In 
other rejected alternatives for the recovery of monetary value by the Covernmcnt as 
goals of the Department. The public reviewing the Draft EISIs at a handicap In assesng the true benefit of thcsc professed goals as the costs associated with such goals 
ae not included to be compared with rejected alternatives. Further, as pointed out In 
Comments I and 2, there are overriding policy goals th a ustevely restrict tli disposition 
ofthis Material nlon the ommecreal market.  

The Department should consider the Legislalive mandate that the disposition of 
this material shall have no material adverse ima on the domestic ur anum mining 
industry and the effect of such disposition on the U.S.-HEU Agreement in Its stated 
alnives. Given the national secuit" y and energy Independeace importance of there 
policy dcisins, the Blend to .LU (19-peracnt enrichment) and Stome Indefinitely alenrnadtvc merit close review,

16.015 
cont.  

07.006

07.006: While it may appear that there is no impact of blending and storing at 19 per
cent, there are environmental concerns associated with potential storage of 19-percent 
material. These concerns are the construction of new storage facilities that would be nec
essary to accommodate the increased volume of the material and transportation of the 
material between the blending sites and the storage facilities. DOE's preliminary conclu
sions about the economics of the HEU disposition alternatives are based on first-order 
analysis: (1) if DOE blends material for sale, the resulting revenues would offset blending 
costs; (2) storage costs would be reduced; (3) if DOE blends material for disposal as 
waste, there will be no offsetting revenues, but only large outlays for disposal costs and 
much higher blending costs because much more blending is needed; and (4) blending for 
storage would likewise entail substantial outlays for new storage capacity, with no offset
ting revenues. An analysis comparing the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been 
prepared (and provided to this commentor and all others who expressed an interest in this 
subject) to aid the Secretary of Energy in reaching an ROD. The cost study, which is 
available separately from this EIS, supports the conclusion that commercial use of LEU 
derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense and would save billions of dollars 
compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste. DOE will comply 
with the legislative mandates to avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium 
industry when undertaking future uranium transactions.

LA tjz
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Department of Energy 

December5, 1995 

Mr. Dole L. Albert 
President 
UramProdueeraofomerira 
141 tFAAPAla Avenue 
P.O. Box 669 
Santa Fe, NM 8 NN 0-m9 

Dear Mr. Alberta 

This Is in response toyourletter ofNovembenls1 99M, concerning the 
DepatmentofEnerW'a Draft nviroinentallImpactStatserunt forthe 
Diapod•toaof8•mplus-HlghlEmcbed Urania (EU RiB). Iunderotandthat 
GregR• y•.•ftn Director of the Oase of Psile Materials Disposition, spoke 
withym on Wednesday, Novembor 22 199. ,about the isauesra"ed In your 
letter. An Mr. ludy pointed out, the quantity ofmateriala addressed In the draft 
lEU EI was establised to evaluate the environmental Impacts sociated with 
the maxmum smountoflhighly enriched uranlumthat might potentially be 
offered for sa The quantity of materials that would actually be introduced Into 
the ma*ret by DOE wouldbe asgniflcantly less.  

Of the appmdmtely 175 metric tens ofbighly enricheduranimn declared 
surplus tonational security needs jplans call for approxdmately 63 metric tons to 
be transferred to the United States Enrichment Corporation; approxImately 10 
metric tons am under International Atomic Enerw Agency safeguards In Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee and are reserved for other program needs; and approxi-maWy 
62 metric tens of matorial•a re comprised of forms and assays for which recovery 
and commorcial use is considered unlikely. This results in an estimated 40 
metric tons fhighly enriched uranlum (12.6 million pounds ef UsOs equivalent) 
that may become available for oommercial use during a 10 -16 year period 
beginning in 1998. This would amount to DOE introducing material equivalent 
to approximately 2% ofannual U.S. uranium needs or 0.6% of annual global 
needs. I hope this helps to alleviate your concerns regarding the potential 
adverse impact that the disposition of surplus highly enriched uranium might 
have on the U.S. uranium Industry.  

As part of the Sectarc'eaopenness initiative, the Department is plaiingto 
declassify additional Information In the near future en the quantities and 
locations of materials declared surplus. Following this de~lassification, a more 
definitive analysia will be available.  

Exhibit 3 

\P0
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V. T. S. EINTPsGY / CaJXTED CQ(Pt 
877 Nor.1 8th Wett (107) 56-57L22 RLteaton, W)eomng 9251 

VIA FAX: 1-00820-5156 

jnuary 15. 1995 

Dcpnment of Energy 
Ofice of Fiwsl Matcrials Dispusition 
Co SAICJHEU 
P.O. Box 23786 
Wushington. DC 20026-3786

Ladies and Gentlemen.  

This letter is In response to your Invitation to submit comments with respect to the 
Department's Draft Environmentul Impact Statement for Disposifion of Surplus Highly 
Enriched Uratnum (HEU EIS). As a member of the Uranium Producers of America ('UPA") 
we hav reviewed the UPA. comments with respect to the NEU EIS. We both agree with and 
inrorporato by refeennce the comments of the UPA with respect to ft dertclecscles In the 
Depanet'sa HE N EU S and thedevastating efrect that the Department's iefctred Alternative 
will have on the United States uranium producern as a whole. We also echo UPA's concern 
that the Departnacnt's Preferred Alternative will have a detrlmental effect on the U.S. -Russian 
iEU Agreement.  

The Depaatment's suppression of prices In the United States from the indiscritnrnate 
release into the commercial tarket of low enriched uranium O.M derived from blending 
"surplus" U.S. highly enriched uranium (*HEU') would be refleteed In the world market 
price for natural uranium concentrates (Upo.), as well as uranium hexalisodde (UF,). Not 
only would this reduce the revemues expected by Russia from Its agreement with the U.S..  
risking the possible termination of the U.S. - Russian Agrecment (with obvious national 
security leplcatiom), or the need for the U.S. to make national security premium payments to 
avoid such bermination. as nted in the UPA letter ofconmmn•s, but also the prospect of 
Russia or the United States Enrichment Corporation ("USEC') th dumping the LEU derived 
from Rusin IEU on the world market would f8sher dqeess the price for U5sO worldwide.  
This would mast likely prompt protests by Canada and Austnalia. as well as dealing the fitia 
blow to ie U.S. uranium produce, Including U.S. Energy Corp.  

Apart from these concerns andi objectiom to the Deparstmcrt's NEU EIS. which have 
been addres very capably in the UPA letter of comments, U.S. Enr Corp. has particular 
concerns about the effect the Departmen's proposed actions wil haJi on the Company's plans

12.015

12.015: The Department of Energy may not release uranium into the commercial mar
ket indiscriminately due to the provisions of the USEC Privatization Act. Most observers 
of the uranium fuel industry are projecting substantial increases in world uranium prices 
in the next several years as existing stockpiles are depleted. One producer has submitted 
comments to the effect that world uranium production is already only one-half of world 
demand. DOE anticipates that the combined impacts of Russian and U.S. HEU disposi
tion actions will be to moderate those expected price increases. DOE is confident that its 
foreign policy (nonproliferation) objectives and the interests of the uranium industry can 
be accommodated. DOE intends to move cautiously, and must abide by the requirement 
in the USEC Privatization Act to avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium 
industry in undertaking its uranium transactions.
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to reopen Its conve•tional uranium mling sand willing operations In Wyoming and Utah. n I 12.015 
which millions of dollars have already been spetThese additional concerns. which are not 

directly addressed In the UPA letter oftommems, prompt us to submit tis aupplemena•l lc=tr cont.  
of comn•nas.  

U.S. Energy Corp. is a Wyoming corporation with Its headquarts In Riverton, 
Wyomit. It Is a publicly traded corporation with sharms of common c trade on the 
NASDAQ/NMS quotation system. ITU Company cutrently has approximately 900 
shareholders of record (and several times that number In street name) and employs 
approximately 90 f MltImeemployees a I15 pa•t-ti eemployee. principally In Wyoming.  
The Company Is the origintor of. and a 50% participant In. the Green Mountain Mbnn 
Venture ('GMMV') in Wyoming. The other 50% psaticlpartt Is t ancota Uranium Company 
('Kemseco•), a 100% subsldlary of Keoscoot Coporation of Salt ake City. Utah.  
(%eonceott Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary ofThe RTZ Corporation PLC, a Unlied 
Kingdom public company.) 

The GMMV owns, a Potenti•lly world class urntta deposit (the Jackpot ore deposit) 
on Green Mountain inFremnont Courty Wyoming and the Sweetwater uanium processing facility in Sweetwater Courty. the only conventIonal umanhtm mill remalning In Wyomng.  
The mill was one of te latetr bublt In the U.S. and has been maintaIned in excellent couditlon.  
It I3 rated at 3.000 toen per day ((pd) ofore, but has operated contlnuously for perioda of time 
at 4,200 tpd. Initial production Is Projected at 3.7 million •Is. UIO/yr., which can be 
Increased to potentially as much as 6 million lbs. U)O.yr.. depending upon the grade of ore 
red to the mill. The Jackpot deposit contians reserves of approxlmately 52 million pou 
UO, with additional resourccs of up to 500 million pounds Ut O In the vicinity and under the 
control of GMMV. In addition to the uranium reserves and resources, GMMV has access 
roads, ahop buildings, portals. contiranent structures. telephone, gas, electricity, and other 
bifeashuncurr already In place. The cost to vrilous companies to build these facilk-es has been 
over$ 150 million and the standby cost of nmaitualnitg these facilities has been (ad contisasca 
to be) approxhuitely $I.000,000 eannually.  

In Utah. U.S. Energy Corp. acquired Plateau Itesourcs Limiated, Utah corporation 
(-Patesu).h frow Consumers Power Conpa In 1y9I . Platceu owns the Shootaring Canyon 
mill, an esasctally new 750 tpd aranitm processing facility In Garfield County inLsouthosten 
Utah. Plateau also has contract rights to the Tony M mine and Frank M uranhnu deposht 
approxblatcly 3tmiles from the mill. The Tony Mw mine Is fuly developed and permitted wish 
18 miles ofunderground haulage drifts. = iossct, vce holes and anunderground shop. It Is 
ready to produce. All required Infrastucture Is In place. Plateau •e•et nearly $120 million to 
build the ralnocrell complex. In addiltlI, Plateau also owns uranitm propertics In the Lisbon 
Valley ares of Utah, the ore from which could be processed at the Shoutulag Canyon mill. 

tj)z 
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Pltausc nvetonal urnimresourcesIn Utah ae estimated at about 17 million pounds 
Ja. Plateau Is also seeking to acqui,-readditionalreserves in the Aru Strip and Colorado 

Plateau, areas with reasombly dose proximity to die Shootaring Canyon mill. The standby 
cost for the Shootarlng Canyon mill and support facilities has been (and continues to be) 
approximalcly $650,000 annually go keep this facility ava.iabl for U.S.,dci... on. 

;3.  

Finally, U.S. Energ Corp. owns 50% of Sheep Mountain Partners (SNIP with Cycle 
Resource Lvetment Corp.. a wholly owned subsidiary of Nukem Inc. Them are multiple 
uranium deposits that have been delineated so far on Sheep Mountain In Fremont County, 
Wyoming. Remaining higher-grade reserves at Shep Mountain total about 4 million lbs.  
U3O,. Additional amounts of lower-grade resourees also exist, with a total resource at Sheep 
Mountain estimated at approximately 13 million lbs. UsO,. Western Nuclear, the previous 
owner, spaet in cxcss of $125 million In develong these properties.  

Underground development of the Sheep Mountain mines was firat started by Wesle= 
Nuclkar, a subsidiary of Pelps Dodge Corporation, with the anlang of& 14-foot concret
lined shaft (Sheep MountaIn#I) that was completed In late 1975. A second shaft, Sheep 
Mountaln 2, was compln dl In 1976 Accordin to published repoets, production by Western 
Nuclear averaged 300,000 tons of ore pr year from 1978 to 1980, but in 1981 Western 
Nuclear suspended all urnium operations at Sheep Mountain. U.S. Enery sacquired the 
properties from Western Nuclear in February 1988 and operated Sheep Mountain t1 until 
April 1989, toll mllitng the ore at the Shiey Basin mil of Pathfinder Corporation In 
Wyoming, to produce approximately 100.000 lbs. U10•. Mining ceased because the market 
price of uranitm concentrates dropped toa point that It was more economical to buy 
concentrarc required to supply existing utility cont rctsather thn produce thems.  

Today th Sheep Mountaln i1 and 2 underground shafts are Completcd to 1,675 and 
1,330 feet, respectively. both mines are permitted mad have developed or partially developed 
minlag levels with ddrf that wend into the oreboddles. Like the Tony M min in Utah and the 
BIg Eagle properties of GMMV (which Is nrar the Jadcpot deposit on Green Mouattan). the 

Sheep Mountain properties have all required Infrastructure Is place and ane ready to prodoce-1 
Keeping the Sheep Mountain facilities In a workable condition to be ready to meet US.  
demand has cost (and continues to cost) about $1.00,000 anmually.  

In asummay. U.S. Energy Corp. Is poksed to resume uranium production In Wyoming 
and Utah, Te market permitting. U.S Energy Corp. has th capability of producing a total of 
3 toS5 million pounds of U%0, annually via convetlonal methods before the end of 1998. Its 12.015 
processing facliies are licensedMad on a starxiby basin. The Tony M mine In southastcara 
Utah is fuhy d-vlopWd and permlned. Then Jscltpodepmt In Wyoming Is about to receiv its 

Permir to Mine within the =t two months, after nine years in the environmental penasttlng

r4-dc.-wj"mc-
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process. The Company s currently aranging itumncieg to put tbese facilities back IWto 

production. When they are in fill production. operation of fht Jackpot mis, which has a 

projected life of 13 to 25 years, and Swectwater mill will employrapproximately 260 people In 

Wyoming. *Ths does not include Indirect etployment In the surmuong a=resulting from 

th operation of the mine anti mill. These would be high paying Jobs In anarea where them Is 

serious undctemploymett which causes hardships not only to the affected famdiles. but also to 

the State and federal governmtent."Tax revenues to the Sttse of Wyoming In the form of 

property, sales and ad volorem taxes ar estimated to be apprxolmalely $3.4 million anmually 

when the mine and mill are in full operation.  

In Utah, reactivation of the Shootaring Canyon mill In Garfield County, and mining the 

nearty deposits In San Juana nd Emer Counties, required to fced the mill, would employ 

approximately 250 persons In an ares where employment opportuntles are quite limited.  

Again, these would be high payingjobs and the number does not Include employment gains In 

support busiesses. Moreover, additional revemues to the State of Utah when the mines and 

mill are In full operation would be substanlial.  

All of this would be lost or at least delayed mldefititely If the price of uranium 
conceturates remain depressed as a result of ft unrestrained disposition of LEU from 

-strpins- lIEU, which has been accumulated by the Dopataent or its predecessors over 

severl decades. Accordmg to the psramentne's own analysis and publications, total U.& 

uabnlon concentrate production In 1994 was only 3.4 million pounds, This compares to 43.7 12.015 
million pounds In 1980 (Uranfum Indturry' Atine 1984). Moreover. there was n2 uranium ornt.  
concentrate production from conventional mining and milling of urnium one In 1994 and by 

the end of 1994 only six conventional mills were being malntalned on a standby mode In the 

United States (Uranium tndnrV MAnua1 1994). TiMs compares to24 conventional uranium 

mills inthe US. in 1981. of which 20 were operating througbout the year" (lir•nstem dstry 

dnW 1984). Emeployment In the U.S. uranium Industry In 1994 (excludIng reclamatlon 

work) totaled 452 pemson-yeass (up 19% from 1993) compared to a peak of'21,951 person

years In 1979 (19,919 pcrsoon-yews In 1980). This disastros dectine In productiont ad 

employment ln the US. uranium Industry Is attributable principally to the depressed pric 

resulting fromn igh Inventories built up during the 1980's and the dumping of tranium 

concentrates from PussmI and other CIS countries during the first halfof 1990's.  

Now It appears that the Departnent. and Indee others In the Clinton admInistratmon.  
are bound and determlned to continue to suppress prices and fnstrte efforts, such as those by 

our Company, to revitalse the domestic uranunm tisrtuuy. Not only Is thils In violation of the 

expres mandates of Title X of the Energ Policy Act of 0992. but ItsIs conaytrsso any notion 
of sensible government policy. The Impact on the U.S. balance ofpayments deficit will 

continue to worsen if the U.S, uranium Industry Is crippled furtdhr. The potential for the 

nr.~ucnaaQc 
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closure and disma tling of U.S. production facitles, which will coM hundreds of nmlllions of 

dollarsa to replace, will continuie anad a comsplete collapse of the U.S. uraniunm sarket would be 

I[cyltable. Canting ourC ountry to bCOr1€Solely reliant on foreign uranium to fuel the 110 

nuclear mractors now operating In the United States.  

We gnre with the UPA that a possible solution way lie In Its suggestiona that the 

Department formalize In its Record of Decision a nooe limited dispositIon schedule, as set 

folth In the Depamtmcat's DeccemberS5,1995 letterto the UPA. Alternatively, the Department 

should consider the alumatlve that was rejected without explanation in the HlEUE IS to bkle 

the lHEU to LEU (19% emuichnsme) sad to store such LEU Indefinin y. Tely isatisfies milonal 

security cooccsna regarding the reduction of HEU stockpiles, while preserving she potential 

value of the blended tmarll without Inspacting the commecltsl nuclesr fuel aet .  

Moreover, the further blendingsad sale orthis LEU when the market requlre addhilonl 

supply most lIkly would result in greater revenue to the government and confer greater benefit 

00 U.S. utilities that consume nuclear fuel.  

For the foregoing reasons. U.S. Energy Corp. respectfully request that the Department 

recontsder Its Preferred Alternative or at lag formalize In its Record of Deision an orderly 

disposition schedule for LEU derived from blending surplus HEU along the lines proposed In 

the D•partese's December S. 1995 letter to the UPA.  

Sincerely,

12.015 

cont.  

05.009 

09.019

IL 
PresIdent stat 

(Executive Officel

Iwles

05.009: The Department of Energy has modified the discussion of the schedule for 
HBU disposition actions in Section 2.1.2 of the HEU Final EIS to make it more realistic.  

The more realistic schedule will also be reflected in subsequent ROD(s), as appropriate.  

09.019: The HEU EIS explains the rejection of the blend to 19 percent and store option 

in Section 2.1.3. DOE does not consider the options of blending HEU for extended stor

age as reasonable as other alternatives because it would delay recovery of the economic 

value of the material and incur unnecessary costs and environmental impacts due to the 

need to build additional storage capacity to accommodate the increased volume of the 

material.
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Ysamary 11, 1996 
UftAIettNO. 361.04

Mr.J.DLAMdtoN.Direetor 
Ogleo fl4DACOO1 - CA O5 ndOtreacit 
Ofacoommiselawemspl6oion 
Umtod SseDqirmet A Of Energ 
1000 IeiasdenAvc eS.W. RW IFCD 
Wasbhogon D.C. 20S38 

Ufti tRO5OsiOAsoOdise trJUA). aMosylend opmtoneVOOu WOOIOthe DOE's proposed sacton 

to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~6OS dzr~~h owecs s oarhiE.Wse hid Wsaction el~minsates rolifuation, 

tiakaca andmybasiscomSp"~ to other aaale.r~cswafte disposal coats and radioZoilcal 

cxponuA a nd Is cpW oto provide mibatilal revenuee to the U.S. Treansy.  

DOE chuarettedod theusphm NlEU as cotminerdul, otf-Spocifiaion, and non-comnmrrdal 

MoOw o oke w tbabrA u=Wto and isotopic content of the ofr-pcficatoosmaterial 

from a reactor cam dosipm badis we believe there Is itdomsestic market for thisnmaterial 

URA provides independcnS technic alanysilic Hessing nipport a&d economnic analysis for 

*ppiwdtlts O&y t rea mtoms.TedImam&/i s Inclslaudes sel assembly nuclar, thermal aod 

aiecimanlcaldslpNcare reload pat~nterntegmead aeftty mabrsly, Our criticaflty naysts asbubm 

spplSolto reactor cores. 5spenft % pools and dry caskslaorase We undertuand the modeling i~suso 

Involved hinvisig off-specification exl aihed uranloosand arm availbl to use cur PCAbsed Core 

Analysis Wodcsstiostv or oisc methods to asslst DOE in the techtnical and commenrelsl ansyses 

bmsed" usi* ffapedlicstl~fm clched urmnum In aa do eU& water rc&4tor 

Weoappreciatethe oVppmw~to conzated on tWm draft EIS and warc sslobi t t mm witth DOE to 

ifirtherdimI== ~ ~reprftoffaspecifitdottOmcwidd uranimm 

Kevin Omullilvan 
Senior Associate 

cc Mi. Rod Grow (President, URA) 

tUTI E s ROVRCa ASSOCATESCOEPOMIVOR 
31 5eMrreSIssel- S.lls 1600- 5kIlt .MMscyteAd 0350 -*(051) 294.1400

10.00 

13.006

10.003: Comment noted.  

13.006: The Department of Energy expects that there will be a market for some or most 

of the off-spec material, although some of it may ultimately prove uneconomical to 

recover.
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GLEN ALLEN, VA 
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donic uraniumii prduc seems, In touroft tobe oveurtated.  

7 e ijry inty consl-ispreit a stea mdy nra n xt rces, dv IlnUrge pant 

bywonrtwortd psodactacobeingo*onyeofwccWdddeA aYouf proposed action to dng the 
surhp HEU slowy knto the• market ove an extaded period should•• at to provide O w wans 
beneclt to the taxpaya uth g overnmen tto I L seadyy entm'n on th•e matedih al a I ePa of 
prectedincMasing PM At te o e the stey d pt b a wh m 
iningoducd o th market will inle hskac with ýrpect to har domestc poduce 

rther.web•l•eve your conclusions with ropedt o the dor•m ustiew•us n conversion Industry am 
ovaitated Converters hve seen an Inscres ofovor 70h Intheprice of convcrion ervaceeoe 
theMofl 19g2, mid ronvamns woriwideare plnninat o add eapadey. 'rlmindee.not sosmndllkeen 

Industrythatis" oveappled' andI depressad' a you rcrr to it.L I na goceal, eo nn Capacity Is 
projeced to fll lslightly below demand for the foreseeable futu, and th converson composen 

contained Inthasurplus HEU will help to balance 1 xjctedw upply and dannd.  

in ntmerwy.we believe 9theroosed action, and Yom v prefaed salenativeIs thed&iOht tlnto do 
vth respect.to nronprolferation A hGo sumnthmen It provides commercial baefit to U.S. Utilities an 

b cdatonsm the€ irtomas. em e niudlbM tbahmpact on the doanium nng industry and read 
fud cyc€leIndusies.  

Ifyou haveanyquestions, please contac . IL ILaBrker at (804) 273-3438. or mneat (804) 273.  
2202.  

Sincerely, 

r IV•dBerrymas. Manager 
Nuclear Analysis and Fuel

12.019 

cont.  

12.020

12.020: The Department of Energy has received conflicting comments from different 
segments of the industry with respect to the current and expected future condition of the 

uranium conversion industry. We believe the weight of the evidence supports a conclu

sion that uranium from HEU disposition actions will enter a conversion market that is 

tightening. The USEC Privatization Act requires DOE to avoid adverse material impacts 
on the uranium industry.
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85 Oxyrnoto I.an 
0ak lidge. TN 37830 
January lh 1996

To: US DOE, Office of Fis.ile Mateials Division 
IRcm: BarbomA, 'Waltont (423) 482-4685 
Subject D Dlposition of surplus Highly Eir khd Uranium (HEU) Draft Envlrotinontal 

Impact Statement (EIS), October I995 

My roview orthe subjct document revelh nyral deeoev 

TImla 6sno dheumion of impaut on the cayersiosn pluat,M ; Wilmington. NC.  

TAdWe=i.2.1-1 andJ 12.3-2 do not have units glven.  

The icconld column pritoted on pae 3-17 belongs after the text prinied onsitsgo 3-18.  

lihes is no dismuwion of accidetcalis the sumnismy. These ame covered ons p.4.13 & 14 

for 'hcNo Action AhtJmi%"W which inludes l nmrous chemical• mirb, anmd a p.4-31 thea 440. 4-55 

ib1u 4-60. 4.68 tiu 4-73 Wnd 4-47 tlu 4.90 for fedrity accldents.  

Psmys4-1
02 

uss14-163 seed to bea pdzstcd since ORELIs NmOT the solocetesi ite in fth 

Trtbum Supply and iticyclimS M)ai ad, SAS Is the %eleced sito.  

I also mte,, nmot ew in tmhe din dncum tdl m my lead to * aulty conducluo: 

l take emscekm sto ethne aC~lmin aTble St (Fhlo2.l.2-I, p.2 .O&
2.7). 7The 

aastmnfltioa of l~tiyr. 111 i|/vailblhlty sassy be poor. In any ¢cn, thus' in no sesn todla s 

oftho , , s ttp , acea roe waste utul stat rrUmi: fad and "a tieoai fue f". The talo gtve thme 

impretsin that anl 4 1An a needed to get the Job doneo hin rsnatablo tnm 

"llme Sot orl tt Uto USF.C is most IM"nsaealag. Thimis sl seaon p. 4-.I
7 which sates 

th 'thi•n •na•dal is in the runmin surneium rhcatlutida" as V ommouth sand Pa.ducahplantsbeind 

lal to USEC. Tlla Inimofam for tlhsis atn rtho I iE sIhiould, 1lincreom. blnifelpendeimt eorft 

mat orfthe amatau 

in wisldlolnc 
The acheavical inab rore the saniusi exafluoddo Vic 1 ecma Is hials inathe cmn ofimacssddetAt. I 

cewmmsssed hamsno smore than onesudsch cancirianl siti he added to the naions supabtity.  

Any distbicteion between alternatives 4 amsi 5 depeaslxsosbettet eharactaehzntlon of thi; oft 

Praicrence ashould be 1ven to the DOB sstes lu t the currentadverse Impact f federal 

b.idget tats. R I tiv c osts for prot e seesi ea lkalready located at Y-12 should mewan hat 

mustout bahasrieucessmiftheres.  

Therefre; my prefesen• in for an newoption: Altemadtio 45 e) 1O. sites, with emapisans Y

12, and Including the poie•nt1iA commeid]. ifwA competitive,tl limted to no mnm than o• e 

new uran•ium hlefl;umofa ciitiy.

I 11.001 1 21.007 
1 22.011 

21.008 

22.012 

05.007 

1 17.013 
07.012 

10.008

11.001: The GE Wilmington Fuel Fabrication Plant is used in the HEU EIS as a repre
sentative site where conversion of natural UF6 blendstock to U308 for use in UNH blend

ing might occur. This step is not likely to be necessary since DOE has plentiful supplies 

of natural uranium metal and oxide that can be used as blendstock for the UNH process.  

In the event that limited conversion of UF6 blendstock is necessary, the impacts at the 

conversion facility would be negligible relative to the existing activities at the facility.  

21.007: Table E.2.3-1 includes the unit "curies" in its title which is consistent with the 

style chosen for the HEU EIS. Table E.2.3-2 inadvertently omits curies from the title.  

This has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS.  

22.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to correct this discrepancy.  

21.008: Results of accident analyses were summarized in the Environmental Justice in 

Minority and Low-Income Populations section of the Summary in the HEU Final EIS. In 

addition, Tables S-2 and S-3 in the Summary present a comparison of the potential incre

mental impacts from accidents for all the alternatives evaluated in the HELl EIS.  

22.012: The cumulative impact sections have been revised to eliminate ORR as a can

didate site for the Tritium Supply and Recycling program.  

05.007: The timeframes presented in the cited table have been substantially revised in 

the HEU Final EIS to reflect more realistic assumptions about commercial consider

ations, availability of material, and other factors (such as legislative restrictions concern

ing impacts on the uranium industry) in addition to processing rates. DOE expects that a 

realistic estimate of the time needed to blend material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 

years. The cited discussion concerning UF6 at Portsmouth on page 4-187 of the HEU 

Draft HEU pertains not to the 50 t of HEU that are proposed to be transferred to USEC, 

but rather to 7,000 t of natural uranium that are proposed to be transferred to USEC as 

part of the same transaction. The 50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred to USEC 

is in the form of metal and oxides, not UF6 .

'.
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17.013: The HEU Final EIS reflects the potentially significant consequences associated 
with a postulated UF6 release accident, as well as the low probability of such an accident.  
See, for example, Tables 4.3.2.6-4 and 4.3.2.6-5. Whether any UF6 and related blending 
facilities are developed will be decided by commercial entities based on business consid
erations and subject to licensing and regulation by NRC.  

07.012: The Department of Energy agrees that the ultimate determination of the pro
portion of surplus HEU that can eventually be sold for commercial use will depend on 
more detailed characterization of the surplus inventory.  

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as 
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with 
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 
this information to the decisionmakers.
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06.008

06.008: Comment referred to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.
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WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA 
PHYSCIAiNS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

99g astmoor Drive 
Aaheuulle, N.C. 28885-921 1 

November 29, I995 

x-oofl of o FisIo Materials Disposito 
c/ SSAICJHEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23785 
WaSh-ngot, D.C. 20026-3788 

Doea Sirs amd/or Madams, 

We have considered the vaous alternatives In the EIS regarding what tie U.S.  
should dO with ael the surplus HEU from the bonmbs we are nowi takng apart. All the 
options utiuft blendng which result In 
nucear reac fuel place In eoprdy he goals; of the te proposed Noneprollferation 
Treaty. Theraso for tsh tI wwhen down blended HEU IS used as reactr fuel, the 
resulting spent fuel contalns albout4% plutorum. The latter can be extacted without 
a great deal "t otficuOfy. T7herefore. everywhere In the world such fuel would be 
utliWd, there would be a slgniflcant tsk of diversion of this deadly byproduct Into 
nuclear we•pons. Pronmotion oftmelproduction of spent fuel Is unwm . There Is no 
safe. economical or practical mesna for d4sosing, storing or transporting It Because 
dt Its available plutonium .t poses a continued weapons threat Such a scheme Is not 
Infte best Interests of the people of the United States.  

We recommend that IEU be further blended down to a concentration of 1% or less, so 
It can be disposed of as low level radloctilve waste. In mhe long range view of things 
this wlI be the most econtonical. oenvrornenally sound snd safest option. And It will 
best serve our natlon's nonprollferation policy. Furthemome, even as we have 
required it of other nations, we should allow these actions to be carrtod out under 
Internationsl Inspectlom This will send a message to other nations that we are willng 
to openly demonstrate our Intentlon to comply with the treatles for which we have boen 
so rcently rjotating.  

Sincerely yours,I i2 -

03.016 

S14.002 
03.016 
cont.  

10.009 

03.020

..�A

rn� �4cr�A12�.

03.016: 7ypical spent fuel actually contains about 1-percent Pu. DOE does not agree 
that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation 
potential, because no incremental spent fuel would be created as a consequence of this 
program. Spent fuel is considered to have low proliferation potential, because reprocess
ing of spent fuel to separate Pu is dangerous, difficult, and costly. Although fuel derived 
from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in some coun
tries to separate Pu for commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu would 
be created as a result of this program.  

14.002: It is correct that the use in reactors of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU 
would result in the production of spent fuel. However, this fuel simply supplants nuclear 
fuel that would be produced from natural uranium anyway, so no additional spent fuel 
would be generated as a result of this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, it is 
extremely hazardous to process and separate the Pu. It is a tenet of U.S. nonproliferation 
policy, consistent with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that 
weapons-usable fissile materials be made at least as proliferation resistant as spent fuel.  

10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and 
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The 
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact 
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed 
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made 
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense 
and would save billions of dollars. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 
through 5) evaluated in the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send 
a positive message to other nations.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.

'0 
-.1

0~ .
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10.003: Comment noted.

Date Rocl ed: 
Cam t ID: NaM= 
Addrew.  

Ttenscription:

I111196 
P0034 
Bob Wilcox 
SavamahRiver, South Carolina

ThhlsIsBob Wilcox att he Savanah lRver Si te.Ihav re comments Numaber (1) all thin 
considered. notjustcavlronrmcntl Impacts. DOE's p•eferred altrnaive is the corre•t one (2) 
the ealaubtdcoracqen•es ofmaxrnumr fadtyrddemnsware sgfiair t. DOE should amalyze 
whether oame mittgaton mensut could be implemenntedo asto low-rthese rdi• Indepeodeot 
of which site orsites •e chosen for the blndlMg; (3) so far as poletalal use oftbe 300M1.r eut 
SRS Is.concerned, the DOE prefr•td aternaivew n mission galdnee provided by DOE appear 
to be inoEs.eostL "TI's the nd ofmye omments. Thank yo4.

10.003 
21.018 

23.006

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HEU Draft EIS were estimated using 
the GENII computer code. GENII is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts 
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large 
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used 
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50 
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENII.  
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that 
they are located 1,000 m away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from the acci
dent due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to compensate 
for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly conservative 
results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 and SRS 
because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.  

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using 
MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better estimate 
noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely used 
code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident conditions.  
It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data recorded 
over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also collected and 
incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential worker 
accident consequences.  

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the 
HIEU Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added as Section 
4.1.9 and Appendix E.5 of the BEU Final EIS.  

23.006: Building 321 is in the process of being deactivated and will not be available for 
metal blending as was stated in the IEU Draft EIS. Therefore, metal blending will not be 
performed at SRS.

cctl
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READRREPON~CAR

The=pzpOeorthia card is to ecoaorage ommul~kation htt,,trU uders of tbepfeddrsnlttud the 
O fmee of Fldle Mfalerhlsl Dlpositca, your views. comments, mod s gte•o-.• s ane pprtdalte 

~Mr. 13M.Q 0 A' r A 
oThok . &;?'. ,4AA•..44 ,• •vA< • 

(.flolot. ) (m) 

painu$ ceuk -5 t:oiu?7pI$ 

A. Ma g tRequsud 0 Add h Modiy 0 Delee 

B. l Ufoln Re= 
O lglW . U~nnic u R~o~l(IEV) EIS fiplenecotlon Plan 

W Sactomp Si& Dsosdw GfWipmtiS-UstbltFissilc MAICTUS PEES IS [apmatlhiOn Kid 
DfIISU EIS 

UOffier (Ipwuy) 

Woe.Fto~iuU nP100 ld PAereAIt. W.1h.atoat).205P

I 07.001

07.001: Alternative 2 represents blending 100 percent of surplus HEU to waste for dis
posal. Alternative 5 represents blending up to 85 percent of surplus HEU for commercial 

use as reactor fuel. Blending 100 percent for commercial use is not analyzed in the HEU 

Fimal EIS because 15 to 30 percent of the currently declared surplus inventory is in forms 

or assays that may prove uneconomical to develop for commercial use.
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552 Kendall Drive 

Nashilile, TN 37209I
DOESFiasile Materials Disposition 
do SAICIHEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23788 
Washington. DC 20026.3788

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I write to eapress my opposition to turning highly enriched traniumn Into nuclear 
reactor fual. We already have much nuclear waste, with no sate and permanent 
moans of disposing eo It. At least until that problem s -resolved, I and many otters 

remain unalterably opposed to creating more toxco and radioactive waste.  

While I em certainly no expert on this Issue, I have grave concerns about the 
disposal of nuclear wastes, espectaity since I live lIn a elate that has been proposed 
as a dumpn ground. Transportation and storage oftthese wastes can not be made 

safe, and neither I or other citizens should sulfar lot short-sighted planning.  

I do support the dowablending ol highly enriched uranium so that it cat not be used 

in weapons, and developing the capacity to downblend all uranium declared surplus 

In ton years. The function of government is to protect Its citizens, not to expose us to 

unnecessary risks.

10.024 

14.018 

10.023

Sinceroly.  

Adeile Wood

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera

tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

14.018: Spent nuclear fuel that results from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from 

surplus lIEU will not be in addition to spent fuel that would be generated in the absence 

of the surplus HEU disposition program. It will be managed and eventually disposed of 

together with other domestic commercial spent nuclear fuel pursuant to the Nuclear 

Waste Policy Act. The shippers and carriers of radioactive materials must comply with 

stringent Department of Transportation packaging and transport requirements, as 

explained in Section 4.4 of the HEU Final EIS. There have been no injuries or fatalities 

from a radioactive release in DOE's 40-year history of transporting of these materials.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the BEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 

down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic

ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There

fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 

inventory.

Lv 
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10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and 
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The 

analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact 

among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed 

cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made 

them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi

cates that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense and 

would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending BIEU for disposal 

as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in the 

HIEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to other 

nations.
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P.f. (PETE) 2ZARB 
887 LOVE STREET 
ERWIN, TN 37650 

ph&fax 423-743-2151 
e-mail: phzeaol.com 

22 JAN. '96 
DOE-OFFICE OF FISSILE 
MATERIALS DISPOSITION 
C/O SAIC/HEU EIS 
P.O.BOX 23786 
WASHINGTON, DC 20026-3786 

SUBJECTS COMMENTS ON THE DISPOSITION OP SURPLUS HIGHLY 
ENRICHED URANIUM, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT, REPORT OF OCTOBER, 1995.  

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
We received a copy of the subject report late 

December and early January, the latter some days after 
the last extension had expired and after we had been 
imnobilized by the previous week's snowstorm. Although 
we are supposedly on the NRC's list of concerned private 
citizens, no material was given to us by that route. Our 
coszsents are therefore brief and force us to request a 
public hearing to better address the grave issues before 
deciding between final alternatives.  

Comments 

1) Under Alternative 2, "no action but continued 
storage", we feel this option is to be preferred over 
all others for the following valid reasons

a) All other proposed actions do not address 
the imediate problem of present proliferation 
possibilities. It is possible today for a private 
citizen to purchase an atom bomb from several known 
or unknown foreign suppliers.

32.016 

10.021

N-:~ 

A,:~ 

rz032.016: The availability of the HEU Draft EIS was announced in the Federal Register 
(60 FR 54867) on October 26, 1995. In addition, notice was mailed directly to approxi
mately 3,000 individuals on the mailing list of the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, 
and notice of the dates and locations of public workshops on the HEU Draft EIS was pub
lished in Erwin-area newspapers at about the same time as the Federal Register notice 
appeared. Notice of the HEU Draft EIS was not provided through the NRC's notice sys
tem because the EIS is not an NRC document and does not involve any pending NRC 
licensing or enforcement actions. The comment period was extended from 45 to 78 days 
and ended on January 12, 1996. Unfortunately, there is no way for DOE to assure that 
every interested individual is notified, but we do the best we can. Although your com
ments were received after the end of the official comment period, they have been fully 
considered. To reduce costs of complying with the NEPA of 1969, as amended, and due 
to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU 
Draft EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) 
would be appropriate for this program.  

10.021: a) The No Action Alternative is analyzed and will be considered with other 
alternatives in the ROD. However, it does not satisfy the nonproliferation and economic 
objective of this program because it leaves the material in weapons-usable form. If it is 
true that private citizens can purchase atom bombs, it would seem that converting HEU to 
LEU would improve that situation and set an example for other nations.  

b) The U.S. HEU disposition program is not a bilateral action with the nations of the 
former Soviet Union, but it is intended to reciprocate similar actions Russia has already 
taken unilaterally to reduce its HEU stockpiles and set an example for others.  

c) DOE makes no assumption about abatement of proliferation threats beyond the obvi
ous one that reducing global stockpiles of surplus fissile materials reduces those threats.  

d) It is primarily Russian stockpiles of HEU that we wish to see reduced, and they have 
already taken the first step by agreeing to sell 500 t of weapons HEU to the United States.  

e) Once HEU is blended down to LEU, it cannot be used in weapons without re-enrich
ment. Any of the world's abundant supplies of LEU could conceivably be further 
enriched to make HEU-at great expense and only with sophisticated technology.  

f) Fusion energy is not projected to be a viable source of energy, even by its most ardent 
proponents, until about the 2040 timeframe. The HEU disposition program proposes to 
destroy HEU, not proliferate it, and will not extend the life of reactors or cause new ones 
to be built.
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b) The lead time for effectively implementing 
the proposed alternative(s) depends in too great a 
measure on the willingness and readiness of former 
USSR arsenals to come to a meaningful agreement.  

c) DOE proposals assume that within a few years 
of down-blending the threat of proliferation will 
have been abated. This approach is unwarranted in 
view of all historical evidence. It is high folly.  

d) Even should the United States unilaterally 
down-blend its warhead stocks, few other countries, 
France, to single out one, would never participate 
in a cooperative and parallel enterprise.  

e) Down-blending to the levels for power plant 
use will not assure that such fuels, worldwide, 
cannot be subverted to re-concentration by hostile 
foreign governments. Witness Saddam Hussein's 
ability to buy the requisite facilities.  

f) The rapidly approaching era (20107) of 
fusion power will likely obviate any large-scale, 
long-term programs to continue with fission power 
into the near future. Many of the present nuclear 
power plants are approaching their decommissioning 
age due to wear and tear. Why then proliferate HEU 
into a quadrangle spiderweb of down-blenders in 
which the chances of catching an accident are 
quadrupled? 

g) The continuing increase of spent fuel 
wastes, abetted by any program of down-blending 
weapons-grade uranium to fuel-grade, only prolongs 
the agony of wastes disposal. Surely the United 
States has already enough headaches with cleaning 
up the already contaminated areas such as Hanford, 
Savannah River, Rocky Flats, etc. ,etc., to say 
nothing about global environmental contamination 
due to previous shoddy practices, Chernobyl etc.

10.021 
cont.

g) The HEU disposition program would not produce additional spent fuel, but rather 
would replace spent fuel that would be generated anyway. In fact, environmental conse
quences are less while getting rid of HEU.  

h) Economic and environmental justice concerns are addressed in the HEU EIS in 
response to requirements by the Council on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA reg
ulations.  

i) Some of the sequestration of liEU abroad is inadequate to eliminate it as a serious pro
liferation concern. Consequently, reducing global stockpiles of surplus HEU is consid
ered the best way to reduce the proliferation threat. If we do not begin to reduce our own 
stockpiles, Russia will not continue to reduce theirs. Far from being a band-aid solution, 
eliminating FIEU by blending it down to non-weapons-usable LEU is a permanent solu
tion to this problem.

W, 10, 
LI)
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h) Why highlight economio and minority concerns 
at a time when the general decommissioning of World 
War XI and Cold War facilities has already caused 
far greater dislocations? 

i) A continued sequestration of U.S.and foreign 
HEU materials, under secure guard here and abroad, 
would surely be the best interim response to the 
current crisis. Down-blending would be a DAND-AIDO 
solution to a massive hemorrhage. No one has yet 
attempted to storm Fort Knoxi (But they certainly 
have been after local banks.) 

j) Should the weight of other conment dictate 
the blend-down options decided upon in the subject 
EIS, we suggest that all such activity be assigned 
to DOE's Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and 
nowhere else. There is where the manpower and the 
nuclear expertise, as well as the stored NEU is 
presently concentrated.  

We enclose a bibliography of previous problems 
at NFS, glossed over in the DOE volume, including the 
curious reference in the 1993 World Almanac and its 
subsequent deletion, as well as pertinent data as to the 
flood proneness of that 1957 facility. There have also 
been enough recent safety incidents at NFS to warrant 
renewed caution.  

Host respectfully submitted, • " , 
P.H.Za s
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10.021 
cont.  

10.008

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as 
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with 
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 
this information to the decisionmakers.

-'I', 
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